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Abstract
In order to achieve a long-term sustainable aviation, the energy carrier plays the most important
role because it not just influences the climate impact and the required resources but also the
economical behaviour of aircraft. Green Liquid Hydrogen (LH2) produced via electrolysis
and liquefaction procedures is such a potential energy carrier. However, there are several
questions to be answered, such as the operation at the airport. In this regard, the main focus
is on the achievable turnaround times mainly driven by the refuelling rates and procedures.
This constitutes an important factor influencing the economic competitiveness of the energy
carrier LH2. The investigation of limiting phenomena of LH2 refuelling and its effects on the
turnaround times, impact on aircraft design and hence the operational economic behaviour of
the air vehicle is the aim of this thesis. Based on a comparison to Jet A-1 refuelling, new
LH2 refuelling procedures are described and evaluated. Process steps that are considered are
connecting/disconnecting, purging, chill down and refuelling.
Two methods for connecting and purging the refuelling system are developed, and their technical
feasibility is investigated to enable coupling by a disconnect to the aircraft. Therefore, the
avoidance of expensive helium for the purging process is targeted. In the next step, a lumped
capacitance method is used to calculate the cooling process of warm pipelines in order to
investigate the temporal influence under a reduced mass flow for low thermal stress. New
limitations for LH2 refuelling are derived by applying dimensionless numbers of the Space Shuttle
Loading and determining the dimensions and mass flow of the pipeline.
For the assessment of impacts on LH2 aircraft operation, changes on the level of ground handling
vehicles are compared to current procedures with Jet A-1 refuelling of short-, medium- and
long-range aircraft. In addition, the technical challenges at the airport for refuelling trucks as
well as pipeline systems and dispensers are presented. Solutions are shown on how to handle
vaporised hydrogen to generate minimal losses.
In addition to the technology solutions, explosion protection and applicable safety regulations are
analysed and the overall refuelling process is validated including the influences on the turnaround
process and cash operating costs. The comparison in terms of time needed is shown with the help
of a Gantt chart and potentials for optimisation are described. The thermodynamic properties
of LH2 as a real, compressible fluid are considered to derive implications for airport-side
infrastructure. The advantages and disadvantages of a subcooled liquid are evaluated and cost
impacts are transferred. Problems such as cavitation and two-phase flows are addressed.
Finally, implications on LH2 aircraft design are investigated.
By understanding the
thermodynamic properties, three calculation methods for the aircraft tank volume are shown.
Losses of LH2 for a constant tank pressure in flight are derived, and thus an theoretical optimal
insulation quality for the respective flight phase is defined. For longer ground or standstill times
at the airport, the losses and the necessary procedure for a return flight without refuelling are
presented.
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Kurzfassung
Um die Luftfahrt der Zukunft nachhaltig zu gestalten, spielt der genutzte Energieträger
die wichtigste Rolle, denn er beeinflusst nicht nur die Klimabelastung und die benötigten
Ressourcen, sondern auch das wirtschaftliche Verhalten von Flugzeugen. Ein besonders
vielversprechender Energieträger ist grüner Flüssigwasserstoff (LH2), der durch eine Elektrolyse
und ein Verflüssigungsverfahren hergestellt wird. Es gibt jedoch noch einige offene Fragen
in Hinblick auf die Nutzung von LH2, etwa bezüglich des Betriebs am Flughafen. Hierbei
stehen vor allem die erreichbaren Turnaround Zeiten im Vordergrund, die hauptsächlich von
den Betankungsraten und der Betankungsprozedur bestimmt werden. Diese Größen stellen
bedeutende Einflussfaktoren für die wirtschaftliche Wettbewerbsfähigkeit des Energieträgers
LH2 dar. Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist deshalb die Untersuchung von begrenzenden Phänomenen der
LH2 Betankung und deren Auswirkungen auf die Turnaround Zeiten, auf den Flugzeugentwurf
und schließlich auf das betriebswirtschaftliche Verhalten des Flugzeuges. Basierend auf einem
Vergleich zur Jet A-1 Betankung werden neue LH2 Betankungsprozeduren beschrieben und
bewertet. Die betrachteten Prozessschritte sind An- und Abkoppeln (connecting/disconnecting),
Spülen (purging), Abkühlen (chill down) und Betanken (refuelling).
Zwei Methoden zum Anschließen und Spülen des Betankungssystems werden entwickelt und
ihre technische Machbarkeit untersucht, um ein Ankoppeln durch eine Schnellkupplung zu
ermöglichen. Dabei wird die Vermeidung von teurem Helium für den Spülvorgang angestrebt.
Im nächsten Schritt wird mit einer Lumped Capacitance Methode der Abkühlvorgang von
warmen Rohrleitungen berechnet, um den zeitlichen Einfluss bei reduziertem Massenstrom für
eine geringe thermische Belastung zu untersuchen. Es werden neue Begrenzungen für die LH2
Betankung abgeleitet, indem dimensionslose Zahlen des Space Shuttle Loadings verwendet und
die Abmessungen und der Massenstrom der Pipeline bestimmt werden.
Für die Bewertung der Auswirkungen auf den Betrieb von LH2 Flugzeugen werden die
Änderungen auf der Ebene der Bodenabfertigungsfahrzeuge mit den derzeitigen Verfahren bei
der Jet A-1 Betankung verglichen. Darüber hinaus werden die technischen Herausforderungen
für Betankungsfahrzeuge sowie Pipelinesysteme und Dispenser am Flughafen dargestellt.
Es werden Lösungen aufgezeigt, wie mit verdampftem Wasserstoff umgegangen werden kann,
um lediglich minimale Verluste zu generieren. Neben den technischen Lösungen werden auch
der Explosionsschutz und die geltenden Sicherheitsvorschriften analysiert und der gesamte
Betankungsprozess inklusive der Einflüsse auf den Turnaround Prozess und die Betriebskosten
validiert. Der zeitliche Vergleich wird mit Hilfe eines Gantt Diagramms dargestellt und
Optimierungspotenziale werden erörtert. Die thermodynamischen Eigenschaften von LH2 als
reales, kompressibles Fluid werden betrachtet, um daraus Implikationen für die flughafenseitige
Infrastruktur abzuleiten. Des Weiteren werden die Vor- und Nachteile einer unterkühlten
Flüssigkeit bewertet und deren Kostenauswirkungen bestimmt. Auftretende Probleme wie
Kavitation und Zweiphasenströmungen werden beleuchtet.
Schließlich werden die Auswirkungen von LH2 auf den Flugzeugentwurf untersucht. Durch
das Verständnis der thermodynamischen Eigenschaften werden drei Berechnungsmethoden für
das Tankvolumen im Flugzeug aufgezeigt. Verluste von LH2 für einen konstanten Tankdruck
im Flug werden abgeleitet und damit eine theoretisch optimale Isolationsgüte für die jeweilige
Flugphase definiert. Die auftretenden Verluste und das notwendige Vorgehen für einen Rückflug
ohne Betankung bei längeren Boden- oder Stillstandszeiten am Flughafen werden dargestellt.
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1 Introduction
The European Commission’s Green Deal with the goal of carbon neutrality by 2050, also
challenges the aviation industry to break new ground [91]. Considering the worldwide increasing
air-travel demand, it becomes clear that the goal of decarbonisation can only be achieved
through new energy sources and innovative aircraft configurations. In addition to carbon
dioxide (CO2), the harmful greenhouse gases emitted during kerosene combustion include water
vapour (H2O), carbon monoxide (CO), oxidise of nitrogen (NOX), soot, aerosols and unburned
hydrocarbons (UHC) [74, 152, 62]. Two-thirds of the emitted CO2 comes from short and
medium-range aircraft, which account for 70 % of the global fleet [91].
Hydrogen (H2) is a versatile and clean energy carrier that can be produced renewably by
electrolysis. Green H2 thus offers enormous potential to contribute to sustainable development
and growth in aviation. In addition, H2 holds great promise for addressing the challenges of
climate change, energy supply and distribution. Due to its higher gravimetric specific energy
than kerosene (factor 2.8), H2 is a natural choice as a fuel for aviation. When H2 is burned, the
primary combustion product is only water, and the secondary emissions are nitrogen oxides.
Other emissions, such as CO2, are eliminated because H2 is not a hydrocarbon fuel. H2 is also
a fuel with few contaminants, greatly reducing particulates in the engine exhaust. Moreover, in
addition to combustion, H2 offers the possibility of conversion to electrical energy through a fuel
cell. Given the increased public awareness of the problem of global warming and greenhouse
gas emissions, the question arises to what extent the expansion of aviation should be limited
without the use of renewable energy.
Sustainable aviation fuels are the main competitors of H2. Synthetic kerosene produced by the
power to liquid (PtL) process, assuming electric energy as the power source as well as CO2
captured from the air and water as primary resources [129], is one possibility. Using PtL, the
aircraft design does not change, and the airport does not need new infrastructure. In contrast,
the energy required for production is greater, which means that the fuel price is higher than
LH2. In addition, CO2 is produced during combustion, which was previously filtered out of the
air at great expense.
However, H2 has a disadvantage when used as a fuel, especially in aviation, because its density
is much lower than kerosene. This difference leads to larger tank volumes, which have a negative
effect on the wetted area and increase aerodynamic drag. In principle, H2 can be stored in
different aggregate states and different pressure ranges. Gaseous hydrogen (GH2) is stored
under ambient temperature and high pressures of up to 700 bar, although the volume required
for the same energy amount is still seven times higher than that of kerosene. To obtain a higher
density and reduce the pressure to an acceptable level, the H2 is liquefied by cooling it to 20 K
at ambient pressure. Liquid hydrogen (LH2) requires only four times the volume to store the
same amount of energy compared to kerosene. Another densification method is Slush Liquid
Hydrogen (SLH2), where a part of the mixture consists of frozen H2. However, this method
is not investigated further because the physical properties would change too much and several
additional challenges arise.
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Introduction
Due to the cryogenic temperatures of LH2, the tank needs insulation to keep the heat input
low. The heat input causes LH2 to heat up, which leads to evaporation and pressure build-up
in the tank. This also defines the dormancy time, which describes the period between closing
the tank and reaching the maximum operating pressure and venting. The maximum pressure
must be increased to extend the dormancy time, or the insulation quality must be increased.
The pressure build-up due to the heat input is also called self-pressurisation.
LH2 has been used as a fuel in astronautics for quite some time because its properties are well
suited as rocket fuel, regardless of the climatic effect. There are also research initiatives in the
automotive industry to use H2 as a fuel for a fuel cell or an internal combustion engine. For
duty transport, which accounts for a large share of pollutant emissions, H2 is suitable because
of its zero greenhouse gases in case of a fuel cell.
For the use of LH2 as a fuel in aviation, it must be possible to implement the turnaround
and refuelling at the airport. This process should be carried out without any safety risk and
without any time extension, as otherwise the operating costs would increase and the economic
competitiveness would not be guaranteed. The main objective of this thesis is to investigate
the refuelling process of LH2 for short-range aircraft. The investigation of the refuelling process
refers to the analysis of different processes necessary due to the use of LH2. Another question to
be answered is the feasibility of implementation at the airport through a required infrastructure.
Initial assertions indicate that the refuelling process could be two to three times longer than
with Jet A-1 [160]. This claim is based on the questionable assumption of a volume flow of
900 l/min, which is supposedly the same as with Jet A-1 [91].
This significant extension of the refuelling process would have a far-reaching impact on the
annual utilisation of the aircraft. Therefore, an economic assessment of the impact on a change
in turnaround time is considered. In the investigation of the refuelling process, the comparison
to conventional refuelling with Jet A-1 is particularly needed, as boundary conditions and
limitations can be analysed and derived for LH2. Therefore, a comparison with the aerospace
and automotive industries is also helpful, as the application is already taking place there.
Daimler and Linde have already developed a refuelling system with LH2. A much faster
refuelling is made possible by subcooled LH2 [41].
The energy carrier LH2 requires other aircraft configurations because the classic arrangement
with the tank in the wing no longer works. Studies on the overall aircraft design and airport
infrastructure have been made since the 1970s [147, 25, 27]. The Tupolev Tu-155 was an
experimental aircraft used to test alternative fuels from 1988 to 1989 [132]. The characteristic
of the aircraft configuration was the chimney on the vertical tailplane, which was used for safe
venting. Brewer [26, 28, 29] and Airbus [10] with Cryoplane have demonstrated the potential
of LH2 as a fuel in aviation and provide the basis for further research and development towards
LH2-fuelled aircraft.
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2 State of the Art
This chapter introduces technologies that are relevant for LH2-fuelled aircraft and its
turnaround. Firstly, the general properties of H2 with a focus on the liquid state are presented.
Secondly, the fuelling of other comparable non-aircraft applications is considered. Thirdly the
refuelling process of Jet A-1 is analysed to have a comparable basis for the influence of an LH2
aircraft. Finally, an introduction to the state of the art cash operating cost calculation method
is introduced.

2.1 Properties and Operation of Hydrogen
Hydrogen is the most abundant chemical element in the universe, but on earth, especially in
the atmosphere, free diatomic hydrogen can be found only in negligible amounts. H2 exists
in almost all organic compounds as well as in water in a combined state. Sufficiently large
quantities on the earth’s surface are available as a chemical component of water. Whereas in
gaseous form, it cannot be held within the atmosphere by the earth’s gravity. [110, 81]
The basic properties and handling of hydrogen are described in the following section. Hydrogen
has a Higher Heating Value (HHV) of 141.78 kJ/kg and a Lower Heating Value (LHV)
of 119.95 kJ/kg during combustion [80]. These values differ due to the aggregate state of
the combustion product. The HHV is determined with liquid water and the LHV with
vapour as the combustion product. The distinction between these values becomes relevant
in consideration of the manufacturing process later on. However, useful energy refers to the LHV.
When mixed with air, the ignition limits of hydrogen are between the Lower Flammability Limit
(LFL) of 4 vol.% and the Upper Flammability Limit (UFL) of 75.7 vol.%. This concentration
range changes in pure oxygen (O2) to a UFL of 94 vol.%. A further distinction can be made
between the detonation limits, where the concentration limits are between 18.3 and 58.9 vol.%.
[105]
The difference between a detonation and an ignition is forming a shock front with supersonic
velocity, which is associated with a distinctive pressure shock. The minimum ignition energy of
H2 is 0.017 mJ [105], which is more than an order of magnitude lower than other fuels.
The zero-emission production of H2 is done by electrolysis, in which water is chemically split. In
this process, electrical energy is converted into chemical energy. However, the electrical energy
must be generated from renewable energy sources to ensure the electrolysis and production
of emission-free hydrogen. The splitting of water into oxygen and hydrogen requires a high
theoretical energy input of 286 MJ/kmol, which corresponds to the HHV [68]. The efficiency of
electrolysers is also defined in comparison to the HHV. Depending on the system design and
size, efficiencies of 60 to 85 % (related to the HHV) result [80, 112, 110]. For the subsequent
energy consumption, a required energy input for electrolysis of 180 MJ/kg H2 is assumed, which
corresponds to an efficiency of 78.8 %.
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The liquefaction of the GH2 after electrolysis is principally achieved by isothermal compression
followed by isenthalpic expansion.
For the different systems, a reference is made to
Cardella [34]. For the liquefaction of GH2, a further 18 to 45 MJ/kg of energy is required.
[80, 85, 139, 34, 32]
The system’s efficiency refers to the work of an ideal reversible Carnot process, which in turn
depends on the system properties, such as the pressure. In the following work, a liquefaction
energy of 30 MJ/kg H2 is considered in further analysis. Conversely, 25 % of the later usable
energy (LHV) must be applied to liquefy hydrogen. The addition of the energies required for
the emission-free production of LH2 results in a value of 210 MJ/kg, used in the following work
as the basis for cost evaluation.
For the storage of H2 in vessels, the diffusion property must be considered. However, the
permeation of hydrogen molecules is negligible in metallic tank walls. The volatilisation of H2
is prevented in composite materials by an internal metallic liner. In pure composite materials,
however, the permeation rate is not negligible in practical applications. [161]
A distinction is made between four types of tanks for mobile use, in which the wall construction
differs. Type 1 is the typical steel tank. A liner made of metal (steel or aluminium), which is
partially (type 2) or completely (type 3) wrapped with a fibre reinforced composite material, is
used. Type 4, on the other hand, is the liner itself made of carbon fibre reinforced polymer.
Diffusion causes hydrogen embrittlement in the material, where ionised hydrogen enters the
crystal structure and causes stresses. This effect leads to accelerated crack growth and material
failure. The susceptibility to hydrogen embrittlement depends on various boundary conditions,
such as the type of crystal structure, surface properties and load. Hard high strength steels are
susceptible to embrittlement. In contrast, soft low carbon steels, austenitic steels and certain
aluminium alloys are not. [80, 161]
For the choice of materials, the following work limits the selection to aluminium alloy 6061 and
stainless steel X5CrNi18-10 (AISI 304), which are suitable for GH2, LH2, and SLH2 [105].
The hazardous substances ordinance of H2 is based on the chemicals directive, where GH2
is classified as an extremely flammable gas. No toxic effect or harm to the environment is
defined, which means that no maximum permissible working concentration is specified. For
LH2, additional cold burns or injuries due to the cryogenic temperatures have to be considered.
[80]

2.1.1 Thermodynamic Properties
A hydrogen molecule can occur in two different energetic states characterised by the orientation
of the spins in the atomic nucleus. The spin denotes the rotation of an elementary particle
around its own axis. In orthohydrogen, the nuclear spins are oriented in parallel. In the
case of opposite spins (anti-parallel or paired), one refers to parahydrogen. This distinction
is relevant because the energy level differs. Parahydrogen has lower rotational energy and
thus a lower energy level. A transition from orthohydrogen to parahydrogen releases energy,
which must be taken into account in the calculation. Above a temperature of 220 K, a mixture
of 75 % orthohydrogen and 25 % parahydrogen is present, see Figure 2.1, which is referred
to as normalhydrogen. During liquefaction, this additional energy to be dissipated must be
considered. At equilibrium, LH2 consists of 99.8 % parahydrogen. Equilibrium hydrogen refers
to a mixture in thermodynamic equilibrium. [81, 80, 110]
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Figure 2.1: Ortho-para hydrogen composition at equilibrium [22]
Due to the high proportion of parahydrogen in the equilibrium state, the physical values of
parahydrogen are used in the following work. Table 2.1 shows important fixed points for
parahydrogen.
Temperature
K

Pressure
bara

Density
kg/m3

Triple Point

13.80

0.0704

Normal Boiling Point

20.39

1.01325

Critical Point

32.94

12.86

ρsolid = 86.50
ρliquid = 77.03
ρvapour = 0.13
ρliquid = 70.78
ρvapour = 1.34
ρ = 31.43

Table 2.1: Fixed points for parahydrogen [81, 90, 117]
Figure 2.2 shows a phase diagram of hydrogen. The fixed points shown in Table 2.1 can also be
seen. Furthermore, the sublimation line, melting line, and vapour-liquid saturation line show
the different phase regions of hydrogen.
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Figure 2.2: Phase diagram of parahydrogen [83]; isothermal and isobaric subcooling starting
from Normal Boiling Point (NBP)
A distinction must be made between two regions: the ideal gas and the real gas when determining
the gaseous phase’s state variables. At pressures significantly lower than the critical pressure
and temperatures significantly higher than the critical temperature, the state variables can be
calculated using the ideal gas equation [80]. On the other hand, at low temperatures and high
pressures, the ideal gas equation is no longer sufficient to account for real gas effects, such as
the attractive forces and interactions between molecules and their own volume. One possibility
to take the real gas behaviour into account is the compressibility factor Z, see Equation 2.1.
This represents the deviation from the ideal gas state and is an empirical function of temperature
and pressure. Diagrams for the compressibility factor can be found in [80, 90].
p·V =Z ·m·R·T

(2.1)

In the liquid phase, however, the ideal or real gas law no longer applies. With a 14-term
fundamental equation of state, the liquid phase can also be calculated [81]. However, there is a
significant difference between a saturated liquid and a subcooled liquid.
First, the saturated liquid is explained, which describes the state on the saturated liquid line and
in the temperature-entropy diagram with a vapour content of x = 0. In this case, the density
can be calculated by the temperature or the pressure and does not require both state variables.
The saturation line thus represents the beginning of the wet vapour region, which is a two-phase
region of vapour and liquid. By reaching this state, for example, by heat input, the liquid is
boiling. Further energy inputs at this point cause the liquid to vaporise and increase the vapour
content. The enthalpy of vaporisation or latent heat ∆hv results from the enthalpy difference
between the saturated liquid line (boiling line) (x = 0) and the saturated vapour line (x = 1).
This parameter describes the amount of energy required to vaporise the liquid and is a function
of the pressure.
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Secondly, the explanation of the properties of a subcooled (or compressed) liquid: The term
subcooled describes a liquid in the single-phase region and therefore not on the saturated liquid
line. There are two ways to generate a subcooled liquid, see Figure 2.2, starting from the
saturated liquid line [21]:
1. By removing heat, the degree of subcooling can be specified by the removed enthalpy
(∆H). This change of state takes place under constant pressure and is therefore isobaric.
2. By increasing the pressure of the liquid. An isothermal change of state occurs, defined by
overpressure (∆p) to the saturation line.
Due to the subcooling of the liquid, the state variables deviate from the saturation line.
Thus, the temperature of the subcooled fluid is below the equilibrium temperature. The first
advantage of this state is that the H2 can thus absorb heat until thermodynamic equilibrium is
reached, without any vaporisation losses [80].
The calculation of the state variables, such as density, enthalpy and entropy, are a function
of temperature and pressure. Due to the much more complex equations for determining the
quantities, a database should be used to calculate changes of state. In this work, these data
come from the tool RefProp [83]. Basic tables and diagrams on substance properties can be
found at McCarty et al. [90] to get an overview of LH2. To summarise these properties, LH2
must be treated as a real compressible fluid.
Another parameter for the design of short-time tanks is the characteristic curve of vapour
pressure over temperature, as shown in Figure 2.3. This diagram is a modified representation
of the saturated liquid line from Figure 2.2. The increasing curve of vapour pressure reflects
the behaviour over time for cryogenic tanks. If the temperature of the fluid increases due to
environmental influences, the vapour pressure will also increase. This, in turn, means that if
a certain subcooled level is maintained, the liquid pressure must also increase. Therefore no
subcooled level also means a two-phase regime, which leads to considerable problems.
Similar to the subcooled level, there are two simplified ways to enter this two-phase region,
see Figure 2.3. As just explained, on the one hand by a temperature rise of the liquid in the
tank due to environmental influences. On the other hand, by a pressure drop under isothermal
conditions. This scenario can be divided into two cases. A sudden pressure drop in the tank, for
example, due to the failure of a valve, would cause the liquid to boil out (flash evaporation) until
the saturated state is reached. Additional information on thermodynamics and the calculation
of two phases can be found in Baehr et al. and Bostock et al. [14, 21].
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Figure 2.3: Vapour pressure of parahydrogen as a function of temperature [83, 22]; reaching
two-phase condition with isobaric temperature increase and isothermal pressure
drop
Flow cavitation also corresponds to a pressure drop but through a local increase in velocity.
Therefore, the fluid is expanded or accelerated, and the static pressure drops below the
saturation pressure and evaporates (p < pvapour ). The fundamental difference of cavitation
from flash evaporation lies in the further consideration of the vapour bubble. There is again
a higher static pressure downstream of the pressure drop due to the deceleration of the flow,
which causes the vapour bubbles to implode (p > pvapour ). [63]
These impinging vapour bubbles can cause cavitation erosion, vibration, or pressure pulsation
[63]. Damage to the material mainly occurs in pumps, more precisely in pump impellers, which
leads to the next chapter.
Furthermore, for the liquid storage of hydrogen in tanks, it must be noted that there must
always be a gas layer above the liquid phase.
The ullage above the liquid in sealed tanks is the extra gas volume. This additional volume is
needed to allow for thermal expansion of the liquid, accumulation of gases initially dissolved in
the fuel, or gaseous products from slow reactions within the fuel during storage. [143]
Therefore, a two-phase mixture must always be present in the tank at all times to avoid excessive
pressure fluctuations [153]. However, this statement does not mean in general that the contents
of the tank must be in the two-phase (liquid vapour saturation) region in the T-s diagram and
must become a saturated state. There must only be a gaseous component to absorb the density
changes of the liquid due to the compressibility of the gas. As a result of the compressibility of
the gas, the pressure in the tank does not increase excessively. Hence, in non-thermodynamic
equilibrium, there can be a subcooled liquid and a hotter gas in the tank. However, when
thermodynamic equilibrium is reached, the ullage and liquid temperatures are equal, and the
vapour pressure curve balances out.
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2.1.2 Cryogenic Pump System and Design Parameters
In principle, there are two ways of feeding the fuel to the engine to ensure the required mass
flows and pressures through a suitable system. On the one hand, expelling or displacing can
be achieved by pressurising the tank with a high-pressure system. On the other hand, the
mass flow can be moved by pumps divided into a low-pressure pump near the tank and a
high-pressure pump near the engine. [143, 70]
A pressurised gas feed system is discussed in Section 3.3.1. According to Huzel et al. [70],
there is no simple rule that justifies system choice. Instead, a variety of parameters, such as
the vehicle’s mission, size and weight, thrust level and duration, and space available for the
propulsion system, are decisive on reliability considerations. However, both feed systems always
require some pressurisation gas system.
Cavitation leads to the diminution and fluctuation of the pump discharge mass flow due to
excessive vapour formation. In rocket engines, this vapour bubbling can reduce thrust and
make combustion erratic and dangerous. [143]
Additionally, cavitation can degrade pump performance or other systems [119]. Furthermore, it
can result in flow instabilities, and substantial damage [70]. Therefore, pumps without vapour
formation are necessary and are described below based on significant pump parameters.
The pressure head H of a fluid pump is the added energy transferred from the pump to the fluid.
This can be derived from the incompressible energy head equation of Bernoulli’s equation:

H=

pd − ps
vd 2
+
ρ·g
2·g

(2.2)

The head and the volume flow are independent of the density of the type of medium by
expressing them as the energy head method. Whereas the pressure rise, and mass flow are
dependent on the medium. [131]
Considering compressibility, the pressure head is typically defined as an isentropic enthalpy
rise from inlet conditions to discharge pressure. Therefore, the specific head depends on the
thermodynamic condition, because in an isentropic pressure increase the temperature rises,
too. The incompressible relationship can generally be used as a first approximation for small
pressure changes below 70 bar. [71]
The difference between the incompressible and isentropic approach for calculating the pump
power is the temperature rise of the isentropic change of state. Considering that the state
variables of LH2 are close to the vapour pressure curve, this increase in temperature becomes
relevant to prevent two-phase flows.
Volume flow Q, pressure head H and rotational speed n are the three parameters that
characterise a pumping performance and thus largely determine the type of impeller and pump
design. The specific speed ns is a key figure derived from the similarity conditions, making it
possible to compare impellers of different sizes and operations. Moreover, it can be used to
classify their optimum design and the shape of the associated characteristic curves in different
operating data. [63]
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Because the specific speed is a dimensional parameter, the magnitude varies depending on the
units used. In the following equation, the common variants in metric and imperial units are
listed. In the following work, metric units are used.
√


ns min

−1

, m /s, m
3



= n·

√



Ns min−1 , gpm, ft



= n·

Q

(2.3)

H 3/4
Q

H 3/4

= 51.64 · ns

(2.4)

Values for the specific speed ranging in the literature between 1 (radial impeller) and 400 (axial
impeller) [63, 143, 70]. Low values of the specific speed characterise pumps with low volume
flow and high head rise. The indication for high volume flow and low-pressure rise is a higher
specific speed [71].
An increase in rotational speed raises the pump specific speed. It can also increase the pump
efficiency, which can reduce the number of stages. This makes the pump lighter, which in
turn has advantages in the design. On the negative side, there is an increase in the pump
inlet requirements to avoid cavitation and higher wear of the pump and an increase in costs. [131]
The second important parameter in the pump design is the suction specific speed nss , which is
used to characterise the suction behaviour of the pump. This parameter makes it possible to
compare pumps that are not geometrically similar. It is defined as follows [63]:
√


, m /s, m



Nss min−1 , gpm, ft



nss min


−1

3

= n·

Q

NPSHc 3/4

= 51.64 · nss

(2.5)
(2.6)

The suction specific speed is derived from similarity conditions for cavitation states and is
calculated in the same way as the specific speed. For rocket propellant pumps, the design
values of suction specific speeds range from 200 without inducers to values over 2000 for certain
propellants with inducers [71].
The specific speed refers to the critical Net Positive Suction Head NPSHc . To avoid cavitation
or limit it to an acceptable level, the pressure upstream of the impeller must be above the vapour
pressure of the fluid by a certain value. This pressure head difference or minimum suction head
above the vapour pressure head describes the NPSHc and is, therefore, a pump-specific value.
Therefore, the NPSHc value is also a measure of the level at which a subcooled liquid must
be present. The increase does not exceed the saturated liquid line in velocity and the drop in
static pressure.
If the impeller or inducer operates above its suction specific speed limit, excessive cavitation
will occur, and the pump will not deliver the required pressure rise. In other words, a reduction
of inlet NPSH below NPSHc results in a rapid decrease of the developed head and causes
nonsteady flow. Furthermore, it can cause physical damage to the hardware and increase
oscillations. [131, 71]
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To prevent these phenomena and avoid cavitation during a pump’s operation, the pump-inlet
available Net Positive Suction Head NPSHa , must be higher than the critical NPSH.
NPSHa > NPSHc

(2.7)

The NPSHa is the difference between the pump inlet total pressure head and the liquid vapour
pressure, expressed as follows [143]:
NPSHa = Htank + Helevation − Hfriction − Hvapour
pt,ullage
∆pfriction pvapour
NPSHa =
+ Helevation −
−
ρ·g
ρ·g
ρ·g

(2.8)
(2.9)

The inlet total pressure head is determined from the absolute ullage gas pressure in the tank
above the liquid level, the elevation of the propellant level above the pump inlet, friction losses in
the line and the vapour pressure of the fluid [143]. In Figure 2.4, these various heads are defined.

Figure 2.4: Definition of NPSHa [143]
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According to Sobin et al. [131], there are three methods to correct the problem of an insufficient
NPSH for the pump to meet design requirements:
1. Increasing tank pressure, which increases the supplied pressure head but also raises the
required tank wall thickness and weight
2. Decreasing the rotational speed to meet the requirements for a suction specific speed but
also decreasing pump efficiency and increase pump weight
3. Redesigning the inlet of the pump by using a larger diameter and reducing friction losses,
but pump efficiency can decrease
As already described in Section 2.1.1, LH2’s vapour pressure is a function of temperature.
Thus, this means that the NPSHa value of the tank is also a function of the fluid’s temperature.
This has strong effects during the flight phase since the temperature changes due to a variety
of influences. Furthermore, the conditions at the tank inlet can be reduced by refuelling with
subcooled LH2. The lower temperature of LH2 reduces the vapour pressure and, at constant
NPSH, the absolute pressure in the tank is also reduced. The refuelling of subcooled LH2 is
analysed in Section 4.1 and its effects in Section 4.2.
For rockets, with short launch phases, this influence plays a minor role but is also considered.
In the tank design, this increasing vapour pressure with temperature is taken into account.
With a liquid temperature increase from 22 to 23 K, the tank pressure must increase by 0.46 bar
[71]. With a usual nominal pressure in space applications of 2.2 bara when feeding with pumps
[143, 134], this is a significant additional pressure increase. From the higher pressure follows a
larger wall thickness and hence an increase in structural mass. Or, conversely, in a reduction of
the payload.
Values of NPSHc for LH2 pumps range from 5 to 178 m [70, 119, 126]. Two values that have
proven themselves in reality are particularly interesting. The Space Shuttle Main Engine
(SSME) has an NPSHc value of 56 m for LH2 [52]. In addition, the engine of the second stage
of the Saturn V has a value of 100 m [126].
However, the pumping of saturated liquids can also be accomplished with a Zero-NPSH pump.
In this case, the NPSHc of the pump will be 0. This approach means that there does not have
to be any subcooled liquid in the tank. Zero-NPSH means that the liquid is in a saturated
state, i.e. the tank pressure corresponds to the vapour pressure. Suction at the pump inlet
causes the static pressure to fall below the vapour pressure, and a certain amount of the liquid
vaporises. With specially designed low-pressure pumps that allow a volume fraction of 30% to
50%, a pressure rise of up to 7 bar can be realised without surging, pressure drop, or damage
[45]. On the other hand, for an effective Zero-NPSH pump, a phase separator must be fitted
[112]. A subcooled liquid is created in the pump outlet due to the pressure build-up [33].
By pumping a saturated liquid, a pressurisation system can be eliminated in the vehicle. In
addition, the requirements for the start preparation are minimised. [138]
Therefore, the possibility of using a Zero-NPSH pump has extensive consequences for the
tank and fuel system because a pressurisation system becomes unnecessary. This system
simplification, which also entails reducing the tank and fuel system mass, has significant
consequences for the overall aircraft design, which are further examined in Section 4.2.
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2.1.3 Boiling Heat Transfer
LH2 only exists at temperatures under 20.4 K at ambient pressure. These low or cryogenic
temperatures create a high temperature difference concerning ambient temperature, which
affects the heat transfer from the wall to the fluid. Convective heat transfer assumes a
single-phase fluid, which has no change of phase. Due to low temperature differences, depending
on the fluid properties, this boundary condition is also fulfilled. However, at cryogenic
temperatures, high temperature differences are quickly reached, and two-phase phenomena
must be considered. This approach is essential when cooling tank and transfer line hardware.
Vapour-free flow is the goal of the cooling process. The motivation behind this is described in
Section 4.4. In the following section, the effects of high temperature differences and multiphase
heat transfer are explained.
In multiphase heat transfer, two processes can occur at an interface. The liquid to vapour
phase change referred to as boiling, and condensation, the phase change from vapour to liquid.
The phase change and the associated enthalpy of vaporisation lead to higher heat transfer, and
the heat transfer coefficient also increases compared to conventional single-phase convection.
Intensification of heat transfer is thereby possible. In addition, there is the possibility of
increasing the heat transfer by superimposing a flow (forced convection boiling) and/or a
subcooled liquid.
Starting with the basic form of a boiling process: pool boiling. Here, the liquid is at quiescence
in a pool with a higher wall temperature than the saturated fluid. The heat transfer behaviour
can be divided into four different regimes, which depend on the superheat temperature ∆Tsat .
The superheat temperature (or excess temperature) is defined as the temperature difference
between the wall temperature Twall and the temperature of the saturated fluid Tsat :
∆Tsat = Twall − Tsat

(2.10)

Figure 2.5 shows a schematic representation of the Nukiyama diagram of the different boiling
regimes, plotted against the wall superheat and the heat flow. As the superheat temperature
increases, the four regimes are natural convention, nucleate, transition and film boiling. There
is a maximum (CHF) and minimum heat flow (Leidenfrost Point) due to transient conditions
of rising vapour bubbles. A detailed explanation of each regime can be found in Barron et al.
[18].
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Figure 2.5: Schematic Nukiyama curve; heating and cooling route hysteresis, different boiling
regions [39]
In addition, the effect of wall superheating has a hysteresis in power-controlled methods. The
heating and cooling lines run on different lines if the wall temperature is not an independent
variable. In a heat transfer where the temperature is an independent variable, no hysteresis
occurs. [19]
In real cooling processes, without additional heating power, the wall temperature is an
independent variable. Thus, the Nukiyama curve has no hysteresis and no sudden temperature
drop in the transition boiling [162, 64]. Figure 2.6 shows the individual boiling regimes of
nitrogen. A sudden, rapid temperature jump occurs in Figure 2.6 a) in the transition region,
which can be seen in Figure 2.6 b) as a peak in the heat flow over time. To escape this exact
modelling of the process and define a conservative case for the heat transfer, the sudden increase
of the heat flow in the transition region is neglected in further consideration.
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Figure 2.6: Heat flow during chill down of a pipe: a function of the temperature and time [162]
The calculation of the heat flow is possible through a variety of equations. Experimental values
for the heat flux and superheated temperature of the nucleate boiling and film boiling are shown
in Figure 2.7. This diagram shows that the majority of the temperature range above a wall
temperature of 40 K belongs to the film boiling regime [23, 24]. The nucleate boiling regime can
be classified in a range of 20 to 23 K. Due to the extensive wall temperature range of the film
boiling regime, this has the most considerable impact on the cooling process [155, 24].
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Figure 2.7: Experimental Nukiyama diagram for LH2, adapted from Brentari et al. [24]
Another way to influence the heat transfer is through a superposition by a flow. Like free
and forced convection in single-phase fluids, the heat transfer is increased by combining the
boiling regime with forced convection, which is called forced convection boiling. The influence
of forced convection also depends on the superheat temperature and thus the boiling regime
[135]. A simple approach to combine both methods is the superposition principle, in which the
individual components of the heat flow Q̇ or heat transfer coefficient h are added [61]:
Q̇ = Q̇boil + Q̇conv

(2.11)

Q̇ = (qboil (T ) + h(T )conv · (Twall − Tsat )) · A

(2.12)

h = hboil + hconv

(2.13)

The heat transfer for film boiling regime can be expressed after Breen and Westwaster equation
[24] for wall temperatures above 40 K [23]:
0.37 + 0.28 ·

qboil,film (T ) =

lc =
h0v =

lc
D

lc · µv · (T∞ − T )
kv 3 · ρv · (ρl − ρv ) · g · h0v


σ
g · (ρl − ρv )

! 1 · (T∞ − T )

1

2

(∆hv + 0.34 · cp,l · (T∞ − T ))2
∆hv

16

(2.14)

4

(2.15)
(2.16)
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The additional heat transfer coefficient due to forced convection can be calculated using a
modified Dittus-Boelter equation or Sieder-Tate correlation [24]. The Reynolds number and
Nusselt number are calculated with the single-phase vapour (spv) properties of the bulk
saturation conditions and the velocity of the mixture [65]:
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Due to the simplification by neglecting the transition boiling, the second temperature range of
20 to 40 K follows. This heat transfer is also calculated using a superposition method. Here,
the convective heat transfer is calculated with the Dittus-Boelter relation. In contrast to film
boiling, however, the Reynolds number and the Nusselt number and the heat transfer coefficient
are calculated using the single-phase properties of the liquid (spl) [65].
0.4
hconv,spl = 0.023 · Re0.8
l · P rl ·

Rel =

kl
d

(2.22)

ρl · vavg · d
µl

(2.23)

The Leidenfrost point is calculated with a modified Zuber relation [163, 24]:
g · σ · (ρl − ρv )
= 0.16 · ρv · ∆hv ·
(ρl + ρv )2
"

qboil,minheat

#1
4

(2.24)

Additional information on heat transfers and other calculation methods can be found in
[155, 151, 84, 79].
A further possibility to increase the heat transfer is to subcool the liquid, which increases the
temperature difference. The resulting vapour bubbles on the wall surface condense again in the
liquid, which leads to no net vapour generation [57]. Formulations for subcooled boiling can be
found in [24, 35, 19, 145].
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2.2 Handling Options for Hydrogen
H2 is already used in industry or research, where it is stored and transported in gaseous, liquid,
chemical or physical composition. Typical pressures for compressed GH2 are 350 and 700 bar,
used in the automotive industry [121]. The adapters for refuelling in the automotive industry
are standardised under the SAE2600 [120] standard. However, the real gas behaviour for GH2
during the transfer or refuelling process must also be considered based on the Joule Thompson
effect: Due to the isenthalpic expansion, the hydrogen heats up, which affects the system.
LH2, on the other hand, has no standardised industry norm for transfer. Depending on the
manufacturer, the diameters of the lines and the connections differ. In addition, the purging
process will also be performed on a manufacturer-specific basis. The purging process after
connecting and before disconnecting the hoses is based on the fact that no foreign gases may
remain in the hoses. On the one hand, this is for reasons of safe handling and compliance with
explosion protection. On the other hand, at the cryogenic temperatures of 20 K of the LH2,
all substances except helium would freeze and block the pipe. At a contamination level of 1
part per million (ppm) or less, the transfer process can be started for LH2 [98]. For GH2,
the guidelines are not as strict. The oxygen content should be less than 1 % by volume [105].
This difference exists due to the risk of explosion because of blockage since freezing oxygen
cannot occur in GH2. After all, the temperatures in the system are higher than the freezing
temperature of oxygen.
First, the uniform definition of adapters and couplings is set. The following definition, according
to Stuck [141] is used:
• Disconnects provide quick action separation of system interfaces
• Couplings are mechanical connections of a fluid system, which are capable of disassembly
but not in quick action
• Fixed joints are connected elements without the requirement of replacement, removal or
disassembly
One possibility that allows the handling of LH2 is the Johnston or Johnston-Cox coupling
[110, 16]. According to the definition just introduced, this is a disconnect and allows a pipe to
be connected and disconnected quickly, see Figure 2.8. Due to the additional vacuum insulation,
there is no significant heat input at the connection interface that could lead to liquid evaporation.

Figure 2.8: Johnston coupling for LH2 transfer line connection [78]
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Due to the open connection point, the Johnston coupling represents a disconnect where a
purging process must be performed after connection to remove foreign particles. This procedure
has the disadvantage of requiring a certain amount of time and a purging system with an inert
gas.
Another possibility of a connection is a clean break disconnect. In this type of disconnect, a
small amount of spillage is released during connection and disconnection [141]. The volume of
spillage occurs between the two valve seals, which is minimised by design in this type of coupling.
A two-valve disconnect designed for minimum spillage is shown in Figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9: Two valves disconnect designed for low spillage; spillage volume less than 0.05 ml
for 0.5 in disconnect [141]
The overpressure in the hose prevents penetration of the atmosphere into the piping system.
As a result, no foreign particles are absorbed when the two connections are connected, and the
H2 system remains free of contamination. For LH2 systems, the overpressure is at minimum
0.2 barg [98]. For GH2 in storage vessels, an overpressure of 1.7 barg is specified as a minimum
[98, 105].
For the transportation of LH2 by trucks, there are important aspects which are described below.
Due to the low density compared to hydrocarbons, a LH2 container can transport only 3000 to
5000 kg of LH2 [73, 60].
The loading time is 3 to 6 h and is carried out with an overpressure of 1 barg . During the
transportation, a pressure of 1.5 bara is maintained in the tank. [60, 144]
Subsequently, at the delivery point, the LH2 can be unloaded using two methods [73]:
• The first option is to build up the pressure in the tank, whose overpressure to the storage
tank then feeds the LH2. The pressure build-up occurs either by self-pressurisation due to
the heat input from the environment or by vaporisation through a heat exchanger. The
disadvantage of this method is the long operation time and high pressures that can lead
to venting
• The second method consists of transfer through a pump. The main disadvantage of this
variant is the pump’s cost and frequent maintenance due to cavitation occurring. In
addition, a vaporiser must be attached to the transport tank to keep the pressure in the
tank constant when LH2 is withdrawn.
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For conventional road tank trucks the following properties are given:
Mass flows of 500 to 4000 kg/h can be achieved when feeding at an overpressure of 1-2 bar.
Unloading LH2 from the delivery trucks takes between 0.5 and 2 h [16, 144, 60]. Helium is
required for the purging process. [60, 144]
The transport tanks operate between 1 and 12 bar. The connection between the storage tank
and truck is made with a flexible transfer line. [73]
It can be concluded from this that no clean break disconnect is used for the connection. This
means that air enters the filling hose through the connection, and it must therefore be inerted.
Explicit descriptions of the type of connection and procedure are manufacturer-specific and not
public. The two methods for transferring LH2 corresponds with statements from Section 2.1.2.
Pump cavitation is also mentioned here as one of the most important criteria, making a pump
solution prone to failure and expensive [73]. The time required for refuelling and unloading
is very large for this conventional industrial application. Therefore, the question arises why a
faster solution is not applied. On the one hand, if LH2 is delivered, the time required is not a
significant issue. A larger mass flow would also imply a more technically complex system, which
would cause more costs. On the other hand, the maximum pressure of the transport tank is
limited by the total mass of the truck. A higher pressure difference is therefore only possible to
a limited extent.

2.3 Non-Aircraft Liquid Hydrogen Applications
In the following chapter, comparable refuelling applications are discussed, and their specifications
are analysed. The comparison with the automotive industry is based on large batches and
numbers of refuellings, which are handled without any safety concerns. On the other hand,
astronautics is characterised by large individual quantities, which are only required in a certain
time interval.

2.3.1 Automotive Industry
The automotive refuelling process of LH2 is interesting so far as the safety regulations are high,
and any person who is allowed to drive a motor vehicle should be able to execute the procedure.
The comparison of mass flow from cars to airplanes is not meaningful here since scale effects
can occur. Additional information on possible dimensions can be found in Stewart [137]. The
volume flow for refuelling cars is between 50 and 80 l/min [13, 109]. For comparison purposes,
the LH2 tank volume can be assumed with a typical gasoline tank volume and the volumetric
energy density. A car would have a capacity of 120 l, a bus of 1500 l, and a truck of 3000 l.
Design considerations for LH2 refuelling include bulk LH2 storage, a transfer system,
instrumentation, controls, safety equipment and a GH2 recovery system. Following processes
result in vaporisation and therefore in losses of LH2 during the transfer from the supply tank
to receiving tank: [137]
• Flashing of the liquid using pressure differential method to lower pressure of the receiving
tank as the saturated liquid pressure
• Addition of heat as pump work and other heat leaks associated with a pump
• Chill down of the supply tank pressurisation gas (hydrogen or helium)
• Chill down of initially warm transfer lines, refuelling station, and receiving tank
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• Remaining of warm gas or liquid from the previous filling
• Heat leak through other parts like supports, connections, thermal insulation, and the
transfer lines
Some of the losses associated with a pressure differential transfer could be avoided by using a
pump. However, pump transfer leads to other problems like cavitation, and the operation is
more complex and expensive. [137]
From the point of view of simplicity, a pressure difference method is better. A more detailed
consideration that significantly influences the refuelling time is the phase transition when
passing through the saturated line. If the receiving tank’s pressure is too low, a portion of
the liquid phase vaporises and must be removed again through the recovery line. As a result,
adequate mass flow is reduced, and refuelling takes longer. The recovery line must be adjusted
in dimension, which is only designed for losses due to environmental heat input and chill down.
A more detailed consideration of this effect is calculated in Section 3.2.3.
Conventional cryogenic disconnects contain several additional restrictions that the public
cannot use. These systems have two significant disadvantages. Firstly, conventional equipment
handling is complicated, and only experienced and qualified personnel should handle it. Personal
protection like gloves and goggles are indispensable during operation. Secondly, thermal losses
appear with weak insulation equipment. Additionally, through cryogenic temperatures, ice
formation can occur and impedes or prevents dismounting. Therefore, the coupling has to be
heated and cleaned adequately before reuse. [159]
A solution to the problems just described is offered by the hermetic clean break disconnect
from Linde [159]. This disconnect meets all essential requirements for public use. A schematic
illustration of this tight disconnect is shown in Figure 2.10. Each counterpart has ball valves
that close the respective system. After connecting and opening the ball valves, the cold finger
is extended into the vehicle part. This type of connection establishes a coaxial, isolated, and
hermetically sealed connection. The coaxial design has the advantage that LH2 is transferred in
the inner line to the tank, and the outer line returns the vent gas. After the refuelling process,
the cold finger is retracted, the ball valves close, and the adapter can be dismounted.

Figure 2.10: Principle of automotive LH2 refuelling disconnect; two valves disconnect with
coaxial pipe design; additional double walled vacuum insulated pipe which will
be pushed forward after engagement, called cold finger [13]
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A manual docking of this disconnect and transfer hose by a person is possible in the automotive
sector. Thereby the volume between the connected counterparts (spillage volume) is flushed
with gaseous helium for cleaning. Manual operation is possible with this clean break disconnect,
but a robot operation would be a future method to avoid specially trained people. [159]
A fully automatised refuelling robot for LH2 was being used at Munich Airport in 1999. The
system renders any personal operation, and the customer does not need to leave the vehicle. In
2-3 min, the automatic refuelling process is executed. The robot could reach all necessary points
to be approached through 4-axis kinematics. The drive technology consists of electric servo
actuators with an absolute measuring system. Furthermore, the disconnect contains sensors for
docking and the mechanism for connecting. The system is designed for different vehicle types
that can be refuelled but with the prerequisite that the vehicle type is once learned. [109]
A detailed refuelling sequence for the operation of an automatic refuelling station is described
in Stewart [137]. Simplified, the procedure of refuelling is divided into four sequences [109]:
1. Signalling, entry and initial position recognition
2. Communication and authorisation
3. Docking procedure and refuelling
4. Undocking procedure, receipt issue and exit
Safety aspects with H2 are, especially for automotive use, important. In direct comparison, LH2
shows advantages over GH2 due to the lower storage pressure, which has a favourable effect on
leakage characteristics. In terms of a sealed clean break disconnect, no explosive atmosphere
can occur through the low spillage disconnects. Nevertheless, monitoring and detecting H2 by
a gas sensor is essential and follows a system for a power supply shutdown and emergency stop.
[109]
The purging and evacuation process has two significant disadvantages. This process takes time
that would extend the refuelling process, which should be done as quickly as possible. Second,
helium is an expensive, non-renewable inert gas that should not be used in regular operation.
Due to a limited amount of available helium, a massive increase in helium consumption could
raise the price to such an extent that LH2 as a fuel would become uneconomical. Evacuation
and purging before and after refuelling would be eliminated with the use of a self-sealing quick
disconnect [137, 66, 86].
Filling hoses with tight sealing cryogenic disconnects can refuel without purging cycles because
the clean break device lets no air or humidity into the system. However, for commissioning,
the system must be purged three times with helium to prevent an explosive atmosphere.
Furthermore, time-consuming heating of the disconnect can be dropped. Additionally, this
device prevents dangerous situations due to incorrect handling because no H2 can emerge if the
connection is suddenly disconnected or removed. [66]
The effect of the clean break disconnect and the optimisation of the refuelling process can be
demonstrated by the reduction in time required, as seen in Figure 2.11, from more than an hour
to less than 3 min. In addition, the losses of LH2 are minimised since continuous heating and
cooling results in an evaporating amount of H2. The bayonet disconnect is connected in 20 s
and disconnected in 10 s. The improvement in time compared to the non-clean break Johnston
disconnect is more than 30 % [156].
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Figure 2.11: Development of the time duration and losses of an automotive LH2 refuelling
process under the influence of new processes [156]
In addition to the time benefit of the clean break disconnect in Figure 2.11, a further
improvement is made by a spraying device. Here, the subcooled LH2 is sprayed into the upper
part of the tank. This process has the great advantage that a recovery line is no longer needed
to return the vaporised hydrogen. [156]
Therefore, the subcooled H2 cools down the remaining warm gas phase and lets it condense. If
the LH2 was fed into a liquid phase at the bottom, the tank’s pressure would increase until no
pressure differential remained. Condensation occurs at the interface between the liquid and gas
phases but not to the same extent as the spraying device.
Consequently, a recovery line is needed to keep the tank’s pressure constant or prevent it
from rising. The advantage of the spraying device also has a disadvantage. The cooling and
condensation of the warm gas-phase heat up the subcooled H2. However, this subcooling in
the refuelling system was subjected to a considerable amount of energy. Besides, the density of
the LH2 decreases due to the temperature increase caused by heat absorption. This influence
of the effective tank conditions must be taken into account in the tank design and the volume
calculation, see Section 4.1.
Pressure differential and pump refuelling can thereby be further subdivided [94]: Pressure
differential system into one or two flow systems and pressure raise (pump) systems in saturated
and subcooled liquid phase. In addition, a combination of these variants is conceivable.
Through pressure limitations in tank design, according to breaking stress, H2 has to be released
when exceeding a defined pressure, defined as venting pressure. Venting pressure for automotive
applications is ranging between 4 and 7 bara [13, 159, 66, 156]. Therefore the question is, what
happens with vented GH2 after refuelling and disconnecting.
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One possibility, which disposes of H2 without usage, is to release it into the atmosphere. This
approach has the disadvantage that it could form an explosive atmosphere, and therefore it is not
optimal. Closed areas such as a garage have to be considered with cars. A catalytic converter
might be a suitable and reliable solution to eliminate the release in the air. This reaction releases
energy in the form of heat, which avoids combustible H2-air mixtures. [111]
In a venturi pipe, H2 is mixed with air and oxidise into water in a following catalyst [20]. Both
variants do not use the vented H2 which is uneconomical. Therefore, feeding a small H2 on board
fuel cell to produce electricity for battery charging is an attractive and convenient opportunity
[111].

2.3.2 Astronautics
Space programs have enabled the development and successful implementation of large-scale
LH2 production, storage, transfer, transportation, and distribution systems. In this context,
the desirable properties of LH2, particularly its high heat of combustion and high specific
impulse, make it particularly well suited for rocket propellant. Successful usage dates back to
the upper stage of the Centaur in 1963. The Centaur has a tank capacity of 32 m3 of LH2,
which increased to 1287 m3 in the Saturn V. These programs demonstrated the feasibility of
LH2 as a rocket propellant and improved its handling of other potential applications. [16]
At Kennedy Space Center LH2 storage is in 3217 m3 sphere, see Figure 2.12. The stainless steel
inner shell has a diameter of 18.8 m and the outer shell is carbon steel and 21.3 m in diameter.
The annular space, used as insulation, is filled with perlite and is evacuated. The experimental
boil-off loss rate is about 0.02 % per day. A vaporiser heat exchanger is used to pressurise the
sphere. This vaporiser has to convert the LH2 to GH2 at a temperature of 88 K. The maximum
allowable internal working pressure is 6.2 barg . [16]

Figure 2.12: Storage Tank (ST) of LH2 at Kennedy Space Center; maximal operating pressure
of 6.2 barg ; volume of 3217 m3 [16]
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Through the pressurisation, the transfer of LH2 is carried out by the pressure differential
method. The advantage of this variant is the simplicity of the system. For a loading operation,
the storage system requires only a few components that are not susceptible to failure. This
transfer has the advantage, especially for irregular rocket loading, of keeping system failure to
a minimum.
The storage system consists of a vent system, vaporiser as a heat exchanger, liquid level sensors,
fill manifold and manual and remote-controlled valves [16]. For propellant loading, additional
components like control valves are necessary. Figure 2.13 shows the loading schematic of the
External Tank (ET) from the Space Shuttle.

Figure 2.13: Space Shuttle LH2 loading schematic [107]
Another interesting parameter is the temperature of the recirculated GH2 after the heat
exchanger or vaporiser. According to the ideal gas law, a higher temperature at the same
pressure and volume means a lower mass needed for pressurisation. Hence, a higher temperature
in the ullage means a lower mass flow of LH2 that must be removed and sent through the
vaporiser. The mass flow subsequently affects the power and dimensions of the heat exchanger.
On the other hand, the tank components, i.e. the liquid and gaseous fractions, strive for
thermodynamic equilibrium. As a result, the warm gas phase at the top of the tank releases
energy to the cold liquid. This heat transfer heats the liquid, which should remain as cold as
possible to maintain the desired density.
Furthermore, in the interface, in addition to the energy exchange, a mass transfer also occurs.
The warm GH2 condenses, and the liquid phase evaporates. In conclusion, a hot gas temperature
and a large mass flow oppose each other, for which an optimum is determined. Moreover,
this study presupposes a detailed consideration of the thermal behaviour, which requires
temperature gradients and temperature differences in a non-thermodynamic equilibrium.
Mathematical modelling of thermodynamics can be found in [107, 115, 40].
The basic rocket loading process and the various sections that depend on each other are shown
in Figure 2.14 for the second stage of the Saturn V. The actual loading process is divided into
several sections, which can be distinguished on the mass flow.
In principle, each loading process begins with the purging of all components to remove foreign
particles. For rocket loading, this is followed by initial pressurisation of the tank with helium,
which is provided by ground support. This pre-pressurisation is required to control the mass
flows, maintain the pressure above ambient pressure, and prevent air and oxygen ingress.
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The tank’s pressure must be selected to ensure that the inflowing LH2 is in the subcooled region.
In other words, the pressure in the tank must be above the vapour pressure. The temperature of
LH2 at the inlet conditions to the tank dictates the vapour pressure in this case. If the vapour
pressure is lower than this, a fraction will vaporise, and the effective LH2 mass flow would be
reduced, increasing the loading time. For a calculation, refer to Section 3.4.

Figure 2.14: Propellant loading of Saturn V [89]
After pressurisation, slow fill begins, characterised by a reduced or small mass flow necessary to
chill down the system. Usually, the rocket and its components have an ambient temperature or
higher. Through the large temperature differences to cryogenic LH2, the first transferred LH2
will vaporise. Due to the liquid’s heat dissipation, primarily due to the enthalpy of vaporisation,
the transfer components, such as lines, valves, and the tank itself, chill down. A reduced mass
flow in this first loading section follows for several reasons. During the cooling process, the
large temperature gradients create thermal stress, affecting component strength and fatigue
properties. Thus, the cooling process should be uniform and at an acceptable rate for the
material. Due to the density difference between liquid and vapour, higher flow velocities are
achieved, which bring an additional limitation in the mass flow. Because of vaporisation losses
caused by the phase transition, the fuel level in the tank will also not increase linearly with the
mass flow. Therefore the effective liquid mass flow will decrease. This slow filling is maintained
up to a fill level of 5 % to ensure that all components are sufficiently cooled down.
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With fast fill, LH2 is transferred with the maximum mass flow. Due to the already cold lines,
no significant amount is evaporated anymore, and the process is not affected. Compared to
the slow fill, the fast fill has a ten times higher mass flow. This section is maintained up to a
fill level of 85 % to 98 %. Further distinctions in the loading sections up to 98 % fill level are in
fast fill with reduced pressure and reduced flow [107]. Reducing the mass flow at high fill levels
avoids overfilling and flooding.
Replenish and topping ensure that the required fill level is maintained and continues until shortly
before the liftoff. Moreover, the tank pressure is reduced through a vent valve to 0.01 barg [107].
The reason for this step is to get NBP conditions back. That means that the temperature of
the LH2 in the tank decreases through flash evaporation. Environmental heat during flow and
tank duration raises the liquid temperature. The temperature could rise without boiling in the
subcooled region within a pressure in the tank of about 2.7 bara [107]. Through the pressure
drop when opening the valve, the liquid boils back to the saturated conditions at a pressure of
1.02325 bara with the appropriate temperature of 20.3 K.
Space Shuttle Loading
The Space Shuttle was operated from 1981 to 2011 by NASA as a reusable low earth orbit
spacecraft. It includes the Orbiter Vehicle, a pair of solid rocket boosters and the ET containing
Liquid Oxygen (LOX) and LH2. [92]
The ET has a LH2 volume of about 1500 m3 [134, 92]. An operating ullage pressure of 2.2 to
2.35 bara and venting pressure of 2.5 bara [134].
The ET is fuelled, in space applications called propellant loading, with a pressurised system,
[107]. Figure 2.13 shows a schematic of the loading system for the ET. To maintain the storage
tank’s pressure level, some of the liquid flow is vaporised and injected into the ullage. According
to Bernoulli’s equation, the pressure in the ST must be high enough to compensate dynamic
pressure, hydrostatic pressure and friction losses through valves and pipes.
The diameter of the transfer pipe is dpipe = 0.254 m with a length of lpipe = 457 m. Table 2.2
gives a summary about the mass flow and pressure levels. Additionally, the Reynolds number
and a simplified Reynolds number v · d are calculated. As a dimensionless number it provides a
comparability for the aircraft refuelling, see Section 2.5.
Section
Slow fill
Fast fill

pST
bara

pET
bara

m3 /min

v
m/s

v·d
m2 /s

5.56
5.56

2.7
2.7

5.68
28.40

1.87
9.34

0.47
2.37

V̇

Re
24.3 · 105
122.3 · 105

Table 2.2: Flow regime of loading LH2 for the Space Shuttle ET; Reynolds number is calculated
with a kinematic viscosity of ν(T = 20 K, p = 2 bara ) = 1,937 · 10−7 m2 /s
The Reynolds number is well above the critical Reynolds number of 2300 at slow and fast
fill. Thus, there is a turbulent flow in the pipe. As mentioned before, the tank’s pressure is
increased during the loading process to prevent the LH2 from boiling. The pressure is maintained
at 2.7 bara during this process. The corresponding saturated temperature would be 24.09 K. To
make these values easier to interpret: With the enthalpy difference at the maximum mass flow,
a heat input of 1.2 MW would be added to the system to reach the saturated state. The mass
flow is controlled by the opening degree of the valves.
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SpaceX Falcon 9 Loading
SpaceX introduces a different loading procedure for their rockets. The rocket is just 35 min
loaded before liftoff [58], in contrast to the Space Shuttle and Saturn V, which are refuelled
several hours before launch. On SpaceX, the astronauts are already on board during the loading
process for a human-crewed mission. This scenario is called Load and Go because immediately
after the loading procedure, the rocket has to lift off. The fundamentally different sequence
must be done because of a densification process. SpaceX uses LOX and Rocket Propellant-1
(RP-1) as the propellant. The LOX is thereby subcooled below the saturated temperature of
the NBP by 24 K [53]. This subcooling has the effect of increasing the density, making the
tank’s volume smaller and reducing overall mass. This advantage of the greater density of
the oxidiser implies the disadvantage that the conventional loading process can no longer be
applied. Any heat input into the fluid would increase temperature and decrease the density
[133]. With Space Shuttle loading, these long periods of standstill before liftoff are not a
problem. Vaporised H2 is replenished as the heat input is immediately converted to latent heat.
The sensitive heat input on a SpaceX rocket, on the other hand, is very disadvantageous and
must be reduced by the short time between loading and liftoff.
Space programmes have demonstrated the handling of LH2 as an energy carrier and fuel. The
knowledge gained from this experience and rockets’ design with cryogenic fluids can be adapted
to aviation. Design aspects for rockets, such as the tank architecture, the fuel system and the
calculation methods, can be found in the three fundamental aerospace books by Sutton [143],
Ring [115] and Huzel et al. [71]. The problem in borrowing the assumptions and equations
developed for rockets, and launch systems is flight duration. Because of the short operating
times during a rocket flight mission, simplifications can be made in space flight vehicles’ design.
However, adopting these simplifications in aircraft design can lead to incorrect interpretation of
calculation results since the wrong boundary conditions have been adopted, considering a ten
hour long-range flight.

2.4 Conventional Turnaround With Jet A-1
IATA Aircraft Handling Manual defines the time an aircraft occupying a stand or a gate at
the airport as the turnaround time [59]. An alternative definition that describes the surface’s
blocking is the time difference between the positioning and removal of the wheel chocks,
respectively, on and off block time. The turnaround, in its typical time sequence, is defined
between the Actual Time of Arrival (ATA) and its Actual Time of Departure (ATD) [123].
Turnaround time is generally represented as a bundle of processes whose sub-processes run
in parallel or sequentially, see Figure 2.15. The influence of the process sequence can be
derived from legal or logistical requirements. These sub-sections can be isolated in general
key processes: deboarding, unloading, fuelling, cleaning, catering, loading and boarding [123].
Additional information on individual processes and their impact on turnaround and analysis on
delay influences and improvements can be found in Schlegel [123].
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Figure 2.15: Sequential and parallel turnaround processes [106]
The critical path of the turnaround represents the sequence of processes that take the longest
time. The turnaround time becomes crucial for short-haul aircraft because it limits the number
of possible flights per day. If the turnaround time can be reduced, the aircraft can be used for
more flights per day. However, the decisive factor for a short turnaround time is a reduction
in the critical path. Conversely, there is no advantage in decreasing a process that is not
time-critical. This improvement makes the aircraft more profitable and reduces the Direct
Operating Costs (DOC). For the calculation method, please refer to Section 2.6.
Figure 2.16 shows the typical sequence of a turnaround for an A320 with a Gantt chart. The
critical path is shown, which reflects the dependencies and independence of individual processes.
Processes such as catering, cleaning and unloading are independent and can be performed in
parallel. On the other hand, cleaning and boarding are dependent on each other and can only
be executed sequentially. The critical path is typically formed by deboarding, catering and
boarding [59]. The critical path also depends on the airport. A distinction must be made for
the stochastic estimation between the airport types: hub, non-hub and supply base [106]. At
the gate or in the apron, the aircraft’s parking position is another influencing variable that
determines the turnaround time. Boarding and deboarding are accomplished at the terminal
with a passenger bridge and in the apron with two boarding stairs, which have a time influence.
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Figure 2.16: Airbus A320 full-service turnaround Gantt chart; turnaround time is 44 minutes;
critical path (in orange): deboarding, catering, boarding [11]
In principle, Jet A-1 refuelling and defuelling with passengers embarking, on board or
disembarking are possible. However, an increase in safety precautions is provided for this
process. Avgas or wide-cut fuels, such as Jet B, or a mixture of these types may not be refuelled
if passengers are boarding, on board, or deboarding at the same time. [50]
This regulation can significantly shorten the turnaround process when refuelling is on the
critical path. The additional cost, such as an extra person being on the aircraft for a few
minutes to support in an emergency case, will not outweigh the time saved.
Due to the complexity of the process and the variety of possible variants, Sanz [122] has
defined four different scenarios. These scenarios involve an aircraft, between B737 and A320,
with a 500 NM mission. Refuelling with passengers on board is not considered. The scenarios
differ simply by the business model of the airline (conventional or low cost) and the parking
position (terminal or apron). Furthermore, a half ground handling service is considered for
low cost carrier because some airlines do not clean the cabin, refill potable water, and remove
wastewater every flight. A detailed description of the different influences considered can be
found in Sanz [122]. The results of the turnaround time simulation show that with full ground
handling service, the critical path consists of disembarking, cleaning and embarking. Just in
case of half service refuelling substitutes cleaning.
In summary, the results from Sanz [122] can be summarised that for conventional Jet A-1
turnarounds at short-range missions, the refuelling of the aircraft is only on the critical path if
non-essential operations for each flight are neglected. Besides, this simulation does not consider
simultaneous refuelling and boarding/deboarding. By simultaneous operation, the critical path
no longer contains refuelling. It would only consist of disembarking and embarking and the
waiting time in between, until new passengers are transported to the aircraft by buses or the
boarding bridge is completely cleared.
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According to the simulation results of Fricke [59], the critical path consists of refuelling in 56 %
of the simulated cases. Catering is in 36 % and cleaning in 8 % the limiting process. Furthermore,
by parallelizing refuelling and boarding, the conclusion is that turnaround time can be reduced,
and catering becomes the critical path.
The critical path depends on 80-90 % of all turnarounds from refuelling, catering or cleaning
as the limiting process between deboarding and boarding. The conclusion is also drawn that
parallel fuelling and boarding would reduce the turnaround time and could be a solution for
delayed flights. [51]
The prediction or determination of the turnaround time is affected by several variables. Based
on original equipment manufacturer data [125], the actual statistical turnaround time is shown
versus the number of passengers in Figure 2.17. A distinction is also made between aircraft
categories to provide a more accurate classification. For regional aircraft, the average turnaround
time is determined to 17 min. For single-aisle aircraft, such as the A320, the average time is
35 min, and for twin-aisle aircraft 61 min. [124]

Figure 2.17: Correlation for the turnaround time based on the number of passengers for
regional, single-aisle and twin-aisle aircraft; horizontal lines define respectively
average turnaround time [124]
As a conclusion to this section, it can be said that refuelling is no longer commonly on the
critical path when parallel refuelling and boarding are taken into account. For transit or half
ground handling service, refuelling would only become a limiting process for short turnarounds
(< 18 min for 150 passengers [122]) if the safety requirements for parallel refuelling cannot be
fulfilled. Consequently, it can be concluded that if the refuelling time with LH2 is similar or
smaller to Jet A-1, no influence on the turnaround time can be perceived. However, the space
requirements of ground vehicles may still affect and influence the turnaround. Besides, the
vehicles could interfere with each other and obstruct each other.
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In the previous chapter, an aircraft’s turnaround has been analysed, and it is shown that
refuelling does not lay on the critical path. Thereby, refuelling with LH2 should take the same
amount of time to have no impact on the turnaround. By this conclusion, the conventional
refuelling process of Jet A-1 is the authoritative reference. Therefore, the refuelling process
with Jet A-1 is analysed in the following section, considering the procedure, the time required,
and the safety precautions.
Commercial aircraft are always refuelled from the lower side of the wing. This procedure is
also called pressure or underwing refuelling. The refuelling process requires a ground vehicle
connected to the aircraft with one (single) or two (dual) points. Thus, the flow rate or refuelling
rate depends on the number of hoses connected. Ground vehicles can be divided into two
types. A dispenser is needed when a pipeline is implemented in the airport infrastructure, and
a hydrant connection is available at each parking position. The main task of a dispenser is to
reduce the operating pressure of the pipeline system from 20 bar to the maximum permissible
static pressure of 3.5 bar [77]. The second way to refuel an aircraft is with a refuelling truck.
This tank truck does not require a pipeline system but instead acts as a connection between the
storage tank and the aircraft. The fuel delivery is carried out by pumps on the truck, which
means that the tank truck is independent of external support and can be used on the apron.
The time required for positioning and connecting as well as disconnecting and removing the
ground vehicle is taken from the Airbus Airport and Maintenance Planning of an A320 with
2.5 min each [11].
Manufacturer-specific specifications for the volume flow are possible up to 4000 l/min with a
dual point connection for dispensers and refuelling trucks. The inner diameter of a hose is
specified as 2.5 in. [118]
If fuelling shall be faster in time, it is necessary to refuel on both sides of the wing. Hence, a
second fuelling vehicle is required. In the case of a long-range aircraft, each side of the wing
has dual-point connectors which allow to refuel with two refuelling vehicles. As a consequence,
the volume flow doubles which leads to a volume flow of 8000 l/min.
In contrast, short-medium-range aircraft are typically refuelled only on the right side of the
wing. Furthermore, only one hose is used for refuelling, i.e. with a single point connection,
as faster refuelling is not needed because it is not on the critical path. Therefore, dual point
refuelling is not needed, as the refuelling time for continental flights is relatively short. For
example, a refuelling time of 15 min is scheduled for an A320. [123]
To be able to define the refuelling process for LH2, the question arises which limitations there are
in the refuelling of Jet A-1. Jet A-1 has the property of an accumulator, which is characterised
by a low electrical conductivity of less than 50 pS/m. As a result, static electricity builds up as
it flows through a pipe due to friction. The discharge of this static electricity can cause ignition
of the fuel in explosive mixtures. Therefore, there is a limitation in the flow conditions of Jet
A-1 [12, 128, 77]:
v · d ≤ 0.5 m2 /s

(2.25)

v ≤ 7 m/s

| short pipe

(2.26)

v ≤ 3 m/s

| long pipe

(2.27)
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The limitation in the flow velocity differs in the length of the pipe through which the flow
passes. For short pipe sections, such as the deck hose of a refuelling vehicle, a maximum
speed of 7 m/s is prescribed. The limitation for longer sections, on the other hand, is stricter
and is limited to 3 m/s. Another limitation is the term v · d, which can be interpreted as a
simplified Reynolds number and thus describes and limits the flow regime. This simplified
Reynolds number v · d cannot be used for comparison because it is dimensionally dependent.
To evaluate the comparison of the flow regime independent of the fluid, this simplified term
of v · d = 0.5 m2 /s can be converted into a Reynolds number with the kinematic viscosity of
ν(T = 288.15 K) = 1.75 · 10−6 m2 /s [38] into a Reynolds number of Re = 2.86 · 105 . It is
clear that there is turbulent flow in the pipe, but it can still be in the transition area between
hydraulically smooth and hydraulically rough in the Moody diagram.
Through Equations 2.25 and 2.27, a diameter of 2.5 in can be calculated using the maximum
boundary conditions. This characteristic is probably one reason for choosing this hose diameter.
Another reason could be airport refuelling personnel’s handling characteristics, as the deck hose
has to be manually connected to the aircraft. The mass to be lifted for ground personnel is
24 kg for a hose filled with fuel. The deck hose has a mass of 3.4 kg/m [108] at a length of 3.5 m
[118], and the underwing refuelling nozzle has a mass of 3.3 kg [47]. Therefore it is manageable
stress for airport staff during a working day [31].
A change in limitations can be made with an antistatic additive [77]. This consideration of an
additive is not taken into account, since a reduction of the refuelling time has no influence on
the turnaround, see Section 2.4.
Recalculating of single-point fuelling under static electricity restrictions results in a maximum
volume flow of a 2.5 in hose of 1500 l/min and of a 3.0 in hose of 1800 l/min. This contemplation
means that a volume flow of up to 3600 l/min is possible when refuelling an aircraft with a
dual-point connection. To make this volume flow comparable with the refuelling of LH2, it can
be expressed as an energy flow of 2100 MJ/s.
The following equation describes the transferred refuelled volume to be able to use these results
of the maximum volume flow [69]:
V̇
V

= V̇t=0 · eα·t
=

Z t
0

V̇ dt = V̇t=0 ·

(2.28)
−1
α

eα·t

(2.29)

V̇t=0 defines the initial volume flow, which corresponds to the maximum flow rates calculated
with the static electricity limitations. The value for the resistance of the tank and other
components involved during refuelling is denoted by the factor α [124].
According to Equation 2.28, the volume flow decreases exponentially for α < 0. This decrease is
due to the rising liquid level in the tank, leading to an increase in hydrostatic pressure and the
increasing pressure losses due to closing valves in the connection between the separated tanks
[69]. However, this characteristic can be explained based on the pump capacity and Bernoulli’s
equation. With a constant pump power, the pump can deliver a higher volume flow at the
beginning of the refuelling process because the back pressure due to a low liquid head is still
low. As the liquid level rises, the pump must always apply a higher pressure, which leads to a
lower volume flow at constant performance. This specific characteristic is represented in factor
α and varies depending on the aircraft type. The refuelling process α values are −0.022 min−1
for a B747 [69], −0.0145 min−1 for an A380 [69], and −0.036 min−1 for an A320 [122].
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The maximum volume flow varies significantly from the source of specification.
The
manufacturer-specific specifications are correspondingly high, e.g. 4000 l/min [118], which is
technically possible due to a suitable pump design but does not correspond to the limitations.
On the other hand, the maximum volume flows still vary from the airport infrastructure [69],
which is why there is no clearly defined value. Therefore, a comparable sizeable initial flow rate
V̇t=0 of 1800 l/min for a single-point and 3600 l/min for dual-point refuelling is used further.
At an inner diameter of 2.5 in at the beginning of refuelling, they infringe the limitations due
to static charging, but the exponential reduction recaptures this. Nevertheless, these maximum
values serve for the time critical comparison with LH2.
Figure 2.18 shows the effect on the refuelling time by aircraft type and the number of hoses. For
the same amount of fuel, the α values significantly influence the refuelling time.

Figure 2.18: Refuelling time comparison between aircraft types; differentiation between
short/medium and long-range by the number of connected hoses; same volume
flow available at refuelling vehicle level
A variety of regulations regulate the operation and execution of a refuelling procedure with Jet
A-1. The safety-relevant aspects relate to the safety distances to the refuelling equipment and
the fuel system vent openings on the aircraft. A safety distance of 15 m applies for none aircraft
servicing functions. A distance of 3 m for aircraft servicing functions. No ignition spark may
occur in these safety zones to prevent the fuel’s ignition. [99]
A detailed examination of explosion protection is given in Section 3.1.
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The Thorbeck [148] method is used to calculate the operating costs. To exclude uncertainties
in estimating the cost of capital, the Cash Operating Costs (COC), the DOCs without the
capital costs, are used in the further analysis. Equation 2.30 shows the basic structure of the
Thorbeck calculation method [148]:
COC = Ccrew + Cfuel + Cfees + Cmain = C1 + C2

(2.30)

Therefore, the COC depends on a fix, route independent costs C1 expressed through the crew’s
cost. Secondly, on the variable, route dependent costs C2 which consists of fuel, fees, and
maintenance costs.
C2 = F C · (cfuel + cfees + cmain )

(2.31)

The variable costs C2 are scaled with the flight cycles per year F C to include the costs per year
and an average annual utilisation period. The flight cycles per year can be determined with the
following equation:
FC =

OT p.a.
F T + BT

(2.32)

The flight cycles per year are calculated through the flight time F T and an additional time
called Block Time Supplement BT . The BT defines additional time or duration when the
aircraft is not flying. Thereby the turnaround time is also part of this section. As a statistical
average, Thorbeck [148] gives a value of 1.83 h.
The sensitivity of block time to COC is shown in Figure 2.19. Especially for short-range flights,
a change in block time has a significant impact on operations’ costs. A reduction by half would
result in a 5.4 % decrease in COC for a 500 NM mission. For longer flights, this effect becomes
smaller as the aircraft flies proportionately longer.
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Figure 2.19: Sensitives of COC depending on BT for different flight routes; reference case:
BT = 1.83 h [148]
However, no direct influence of the turnaround time on the costs can be derived from this
sensitivity analysis since there is no correlation between block time supplement and turnaround
time. Figure 2.20 shows the relationship between turnaround time and flight distance, which
influences the annual flight cycles.

Figure 2.20: Airplane availability and utilisation as a function of average trip distance and
turnaround time [96]
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The curves are derived from typical mission profiles, and speed schedules [96]. This statement
is relevant because the annual flight cycles also depend on the flight time, see Equation 2.32.
The flight time can also be expressed in terms of distance and speed and is consequently
aircraft type dependent. Based on the findings and the correlations of Mirza [96], a function is
derived that converts the turnaround time into a block time supplement, as shown in Figure 2.21.
By transferring and iteratively calculating the turnaround time and range, the block time
supplement becomes independent of aircraft type, mission profile, and speed schedule. A similar
approach is taken by Schmidt [124], but the turnaround time is directly converted to the
annual flight cycles and thus dependent on the aircraft type. There is no considerable variation
in aircraft characteristics at long ranges anymore, and therefore the type of aircraft does not
affect the flight time significantly. However, at short ranges, there are a variety of possible
configurations that vary greatly in altitude and speed. Thus, the separate consideration of flight
cycles from turnaround time through block time supplement is particularly relevant at short
ranges.

Figure 2.21: Transfer of the turnaround time into the BT for the calculation of the annual
flight cycles
Figure 2.21 represents a statistic that describes the effect of the turnaround time on the annual
flight cycles. With a longer flight route, which is characterised by a longer flight time, with
the same turnaround time, there is subsequently also an increased BT. Alternatively, in other
words, the FCs show a nonlinear behaviour since the BT also depends on the flight distance.
A possible reason for this nonlinear effect is that the critical path also changes with the
flight distance. On short flights, where only carry-on baggage is carried onto the aircraft, the
deboarding/boarding and turnaround time are shortened. In contrast, much baggage is carried
or must be loaded by the ground crew on the typical vacation flight, which takes more time.
Thus, the critical path would depend on various variables and explain the nonlinear influence
of Figure 2.21 and 2.20.
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The results of the nonlinear correlation on the COCs can be seen in Figure 2.22. Like Figure 2.19,
the COCs increase with a longer turnaround time and depend on the flight distance. Differences
can be seen in the quantitative values of the costs. By implementing the conversion of turnaround
time to the block time supplement, the cost increase becomes smaller for longer turnarounds.
Therefore it has less impact on the airline’s profit forecast.

Figure 2.22: Transferred sensitivities of the direct turnaround time to the COC; related to the
respective COCs from a 20 min turnaround
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3 Turnaround and Refuelling With Liquid
Hydrogen
This chapter examines the turnaround and refuelling process with LH2. The safe handling of
H2 as a fuel is always in the context of ensuring explosion protection. Due to legal regulations,
the basic measures required for handling H2 at the airport are analysed first. The avoidance
of a dangerous explosive atmosphere is considered essential. The refuelling procedure with
LH2 is defined, and the temporal influence of the individual sequential steps is determined.
This procedure consists of positioning and connecting, purging, chill down, fuelling, purging,
disconnecting and removing. This process’s feasibility at the airport is analysed using two
ground vehicles, and the necessary infrastructure is defined. A comparison is made with the
refuelling time of Jet A-1 for different fuel quantities and aircraft configurations. Finally, the cost
increase of LH2 is determined by the different refuelling systems with the required infrastructure.

3.1 General Safety Regulations
The safety regulations and laws can have a major impact on the handling of H2. Therefore, the
conditions should be shown, analysed, and the necessary conditions for their implementation
determined in the following section. Basically, explosion protection can be presented in a
methodical, common-sense approach that consists of the following three measures: Starting
with primary explosion protection, which includes avoiding an explosive atmosphere. The
secondary protection describes the avoidance of an ignition source, but an explosive atmosphere
can occur. Finally, tertiary explosion protection, which is intended to limit the effects of an
explosion to a harmless level.
In the European Union (EU), minimum requirements for explosion protection of workers are
documented in the ATEX directives [3, 1]. Furthermore, the minimum safety and health
requirements for workers [2] must be observed. The member states of the EU convert these
minimum requirements into national laws [82]. In this work, therefore, only German legislation
is taken into consideration. Nevertheless, there are guidelines that can be complied with,
which give more stringent recommendations, but are not legally binding. In Germany, the EU
guidelines have been transferred to the Ordinance on Industrial Safety and Health (BetrSichV)
[7] and Ordinance on Hazardous Substances (GefStoffV) [5].
In Germany, the ordinances are further broken down by technical rules. They show the current
state of the art and specify the requirements. If the technical rule is complied with, it can be
assumed that the ordinances’ relevant requirements are met. However, the current state of
technology does not have to be complied with, as the technical rules are not statutes. With a
well-engineered concept for explosion protection, own rules can be defined, which must then be
checked. [6]
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The Technical Rules for Hazardous Substances (TRGS) 720 [9] describes the procedure for
assessing and avoiding explosion hazards under atmospheric conditions. Hence, no explosion
protection measures are required without any explosive atmosphere. According to the Technical
Rules for Operational Safety (TRBS) 2152 Part 2/ TRGS 722 [6] a permanently technical tight
system prevents a dangerous explosive atmosphere in the area of the system. In the case of a
permanent technical system, no releases are to be expected if it is designed accordingly and
guaranteed by maintenance and monitoring.
Section 2.2 already describes explosion protection that can prevent foreign particles’ ingress
by overpressuring the system relative to the environment. The minimum overpressure for LH2
systems is 0.2 barg . In the methodological approach, this measure can be classified as primary
explosion protection since it prevents an explosive atmosphere. In further work, this principle
is adopted as the minimum requirement for H2 systems.
In addition, the release of a hazardous substance and the creation of an explosive atmosphere
are not always a reason for a safety area. There must be a dangerous amount (dangerous
explosive atmosphere) which is defined above a volume of 10 l. This means that protective
precautions are only required if persons are at risk in the event of ignition with a hazardous
quantity. [4]
For GH2 and LH2 storage and handling, some safety standards are considered in the following
part. These regulations are not legally binding but reflect the experience and the technical status.
The relationship between distance separation and quantity of explosive material is expressed in
the Quantity Distance (QD) [103]. Furthermore, these guidelines are dependent on the source
of ignition and type of use [103, 105, 100]. For example:
• Nonpropellant use: The minimum distance to air compressor intakes, air conditioning
inlets, or ventilating equipment shall be 23 m (75 ft) measured horizontally for all quantities
of LH2 [105]
• Propellant use: Quantity LH2 mLH2 < 4536 kg unprotected distance 182.9 m [103]
• Distances between bulk gaseous oxygen storage and LH2 stored above ground 23 m [100]
This acquired knowledge of explosion protection can hence be transferred to an aircraft and
the airport. Brewer [25, 26] suggests that a spark free area with a radius of 27.43 m (90 ft)
might be restricted to vehicles with ignition systems that have not been fully bonded or
pressurised to prevent exposure to ignitable mixtures of GH2 and air, see Figure 3.1. This
conservative approach considers a mechanical failure of the fuelling system. Additionally,
slight pressurisation of the cabin and cargo is recommended to prevent GH2 from entering.
Through the spark free zone, Brewer [25] applies for secondary explosion protection. In this
perspective, explosive atmospheres are permitted in regular operation, protected by avoiding
ignition sources. Finally, Brewer [26] argued that with a properly designed process and
appropriate safeguards, the hazards during fuelling are not greater. Indeed, the hazards may
be lower than the equivalent Jet A-1 fuelling process.
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Figure 3.1: Spark free areas around the refuelling connection for a 180-passenger aircraft;
considering radius of 27.43 m from Brewer [25]; radius of 7.6 m based on a hose
rupture
On another side of view, Boeing [147] shows that leakage of H2 should be prevented because
of its low ignition energy. Therefore a potential ignition is always present. Hence, a H2 system
must be designed to minimise potential leakage because the elimination of ignition sources is
not practical. This safety concept is based on primary explosion protection. Therefore, no
safety radius or Ex-Zones are introduced because the system is designed that no dangerous
explosive atmosphere exists.
Primary explosion protection is the most sensible protection for H2 because the minimum
explosion energy is only 0.017 mJ, see Section 2.1 Jet A-1 requires a ten times higher ignition
energy of 0.2 mJ [38]. A single spark, electrostatic charge of clothing through movement has an
energy of 10 mJ up to 15 mJ, which already exceeds the minimum energy [30, 17]. Other ignition
sources like mechanical sparks and electrical discharges may be in the order of 0.1 mJ [17]. In
addition, a tool that falls to the ground can already provide the required ignition energy and
trigger an ignition [56]. However, the energy of electric or electrostatic sparks is sufficient for
the ignition of most fuel mixtures [161].
Therefore, despite significant safety measures, such as spark free areas, there is a chance that
a deflagration will occur if there is an explosive atmosphere. For these reasons, the handling
and explicitly the refuelling process with H2 must be part of the primary explosion protection.
An explosive atmosphere must not form in normal operation. Conversely, from a legal point of
view, no Ex-Zones need to be defined.
The diffusion coefficient of H2 is twelve times higher than gasoline vapour. Therefore H2
tends to disperse more rapidly than other fuels because of the high buoyancy. In an outdoor
environment, the rapid dispersion rate of H2 is its greatest safety asset. [17]
Through the high buoyancy, H2 rises rapidly. This effect poses a minimum risk to areas
surrounding a spill. Other fuels form flammable clouds which are blown on the ground.
Through the non-buoyant behaviour for extended periods, conventional fuels have a great risk
of conflagration or detonation if an ignition source is encountered. [26]
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The resulting flame during the burning of H2 is relatively nonluminous. The low density and
high liquid volatility lead to the rapid dissipation of H2 spills. These properties reduce the
damage potential of a major liquid spill. Experience with the Saturn Launch Vehicle shows
that damage from a tank rupture is significantly less than with comparable quantities of
conventional fuels. Furthermore, the risk to personnel outside the spillage is low due to the
fire’s low radiative heat transfer. [147]
H2 detection devices are required to strengthen further the safety measures that have been
worked out so far. These are attached to all connectors and hoses. According to Bain [16], the
gas detector type of sensors must trigger an alarm from a H2 content in the air. Concentration
of 0.4 % by volume is therefore chosen for triggering because this H2 content corresponds to
10 % of the LEL and is a condition for safe welding [98].
Two other ways to detect burning H2 are a thermal imaging camera that detects the heat
radiation or a thermal wire fire detector to detect a temperature rise above ambient [16].
These options for triggering an alarm help localise the source of a fire. However, when these
detecting devices are triggered, H2 is already burning, which indicates a failure of the H2
sensor. Therefore, the use of sufficient sensors is recommended to ensure redundancy in the
detection system. The alarm’s triggering triggers a rapid automatic shutdown of the refuelling
process [147]. With this, the supply of LH2 is stopped in a sudden discharge by closing all valves.
Another conservative approach can be defined by introducing a safety radius of 7.6 m around
the refuelling vehicle and vents, see Figure 3.1. The safety radius of 7.6 m corresponds to
the QD for a quantity of 150 l [105], which corresponds to the refuelling hose’s content. This
solution can be traced back to the methodological approach of explosion protection to prevent
an ignition spark. This additional provision would prevent ignition in the unlikely scenario of a
hose rupture. However, this case is not further considered in this thesis, as the refuelling hose
of Jet A-1 has a significant safety factor in the design, which is adopted for LH2.
In summary, the primary explosion protection guidelines are used for the legal safety concept.
In other words, a dangerous explosive atmosphere must be avoided. This safety concept allows
parallel refuelling with passengers on board. The feasibility and implementation are explained
in the following sections.

3.2 Procedure of Refuelling With Focus on Time
Refuelling an aircraft with LH2 requires additional steps compared to Jet A-1. The cryogenic
temperatures and the different safety concept have an impact on the procedure and steps required
for refuelling. The duration of the refuelling process could increase by a factor of two to three
[160] and would thus have a significant influence on the utilisation of the aircraft. The refuelling
process can be divided into the following steps: Connecting, purging, chill down, refuelling,
purging and disconnecting. This chapter defines and evaluates the steps required for refuelling
a LH2-powered aircraft, considering the time influence.
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3.2.1 Docking Manoeuvre
The refuelling process begins with the positioning of the ground vehicle that has to execute the
refuelling. The positioning and connecting process are divided for LH2, as the hose’s connection
to the aircraft requires further processes. First, the docking manoeuvre will be specified in this
section. For the fuel deck hose connection, airport personnel have so far been required for Jet
A-1 to lift the hose with an adapter under the wing and connect it. This procedure does not
make sense with LH2 because the hose is not made of synthetic material but stainless steel.
As a result, this hose and pipe combination weighs considerably more than a Jet A-1 deck
hose and can no longer be handled by one person. Moreover, manual handling of hoses with
cryogenic liquids is a safety issue. Manual handling should be carried out in the buddy system,
with two qualified persons who are electrostatically protected and should wear protective face
shields, goggles and suitable clothing [98]. Thus, manual handling poses difficult-to-perform
requirements that can be significantly simplified by a (partially) automated docking system.
A fully automated docking system that can validate the exact position through a sensor system
without human interference would offer the highest safety level. This automated system with
LH2 is already used on a smaller scale in the automotive industry (see Section 2.3.1). Thus,
this approach can also be transferred to aircraft size, where a robotic boom is attached to
the ground vehicle. Another example of an automated charging system is the Tesla robotic
snake charger [146], which carries out the connecting process without human intervention. The
bionic soft arm from Festo [55] demonstrated the required accuracy and mobility, enabling free
movement in three-dimensional space.
However, the development of a fully automated process requires expertise, and the duration of
implementation and testing must be taken into account, which can lead to problems. Another
possibility to perform the docking manoeuvre without direct contact of personnel with the
hose is a semi-automated process in which ground personnel control the robotic arm. With
this method, there is no need for complex sensor technology and not every aircraft type has
to be registered in the system. A similar application of the semi-automated process is the
deicing of aircraft. Thereby, a person controls the spray arm on the vehicle because high
altitudes have to be reached, and the system weight is too high for manual execution. Therefore,
this system design of a deicing vehicle could be used for a semi-automated LH2 refuelling system.
The execution in the (semi-) automated process is expected to be faster to perform than the
previous manual process at Jet A-1. Therefore, the conservative approach is assumed that the
docking manoeuvre will be carried out at the same time as Jet A-1 of 2.5 min.

3.2.2 Connecting and Purging
When connecting an LH2 disconnect, other measures are required than for Jet A-1. The
reason for this is that, as described in Section 3.1, no explosive atmosphere may develop,
and, in addition, no foreign gases may enter the tank and fuel system. Due to the cryogenic
temperatures, all substances freeze except for helium, which has a lower melting point of 0.95 K
and a boiling point of 4.15 K. As a result, helium always remains in a gaseous state and
cannot lead to pipeline blockages. Helium has the further advantage of being an inert gas
that does not form chemical reactions and dissolves only slightly [143]. Nitrogen also offers the
properties of inert gas. However, with a melting point of 63 K and a boiling point of 77.1 K,
nitrogen would freeze in the system with LH2 and clog thin lines, such as the injection into the
combustion chamber. In principle, therefore, the use of nitrogen in combination with LH2 is not
recommended. The use of nitrogen will be considered later on.
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As described in Section 2.2, the system requires that the system’s contamination of oxygen
must not be higher than 1 ppm [98] and that only a spillage of a maximum of 50 ml [8] may
occur when connecting the disconnect, which does not cause a dangerous explosive atmosphere.
Two methods can meet these requirements. The first method is to connect a disconnect to
the aircraft, which is flooded with ambient air and which must then be purged to reduce the
foreign gas concentration to the desired level. This connection option is feasible with a Johnston
coupling. The second option can be used to eliminate the purging procedure. In this case,
the disconnect is designed to release a minimum spillage during coupling and decoupling. Both
possibilities have advantages and disadvantages in terms of feasibility and taking into account
the time aspect. Therefore, both methods will now be analysed in more detail.

Johnston Disconnect
The first way to perform the connecting process with the Johnston disconnect requires a
sequential process sequence to remove foreign gases from the system. There are foreign gases
between the first aircraft-side valve and the valve for separation in the hose to the LH2 through
the air-flooded Johnston coupling. This gas mixture must be purged out before LH2 is refuelled.
There are two basic ways of carrying out this process. On the one hand, pressurisation with
inert gas and subsequent depressurisation, called pressure purging: air to inert gas to H2.
On the other hand, alternating vacuuming and pressurisation with an inert gas, called vacuum
purging: air to inert gas to vacuum to H2. The advantage of the first variant is that only
an additional gas reservoir with high pressure needs to be provided to purge the system. The
resulting overpressure in the hose then escapes by opening a valve. The advantage of the second
system, which implies a disadvantage of the first variant, is the reduction of the required amount
of inert gas [98]. A second disadvantage of pressure purging is the difficulty to determine if all
voids and dead-legs have been adequately purged [98].
For these reasons, only vacuum purging is considered for the application on the aircraft. This
procedure requires the following steps before H2 can be introduced into the system:
1. Venting the system to atmosphere and evacuation to relatively low-pressure
2. Pressurisation of the system with inert gas to positive gauge pressure
By repeating the cycles, the desired contamination level can be achieved and calculated as follows
[105]: The calculation for the required number of vacuuming and pressurisation repetitions can
be determined using the ideal gas law in molecular notation, see Equation 3.1. The starting
point is the initial volume filled with air (20 % O2) under ISA conditions with a temperature of
288.15 K and pressure of 101.3 kPa. The vessel’s total volume to be purged is irrelevant for the
number repetitions, as the percentage expressed by the mass concentration c is decisive.
n =
c =

p·V
<·T
n
p
=
V
<·T

(3.1)
(3.2)

The calculation assumes that the temperature remains constant and that the inert gas also has
288.15 K. Therefore, the pressure is reduced to 1200 Pa during the evacuation, which means
that the oxygen concentration (cO2 ) stays constant and is then pressurised to 1.2 bar, which
means the amount of substance (nO2 ) is constant.
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The first cycle results in an oxygen concentration of 0.2 %, after the second repetition of 20 ppm
and after the third repetition of 0.2 ppm. Conversely, at least three repetitions must be performed
until the oxygen contamination is below 1 ppm to add LH2 to the system. Furthermore,
pressurisation pressure can be increased, which entails a reduction in the number of repetitions.
However, the maximum pressure of the system should not be exceeded. The example case
thereby shows a conservative number of cycles. In addition, it must be ensured that the system
does not collapse due to vacuuming because additional forms of failure can occur. Furthermore,
before disconnecting, a Johnston coupling first requires a purging process to avoid an explosive
atmosphere.
Calculation of Time Required for Evacuation
Determining the time required for purging affects the refuelling time and consequently the
turnaround. The purging process is an extension of the refuelling time because this is not
required for Jet A-1. For the calculation of the evacuation, which is performed with a vacuum
pump, reference is made to the following equation [76]:
t=

V
pstart
· ln
S
pend




(3.3)

The pump’s pumping speed S defines the volume that can be evaluated per unit of time and is
selected as 300 m3 /h [113] in the thesis.
Calculation of Time Required for Pressurisation
The calculation of the time required for the vessel pressurisation is based on the continuity
equation. This formulation results in the following differential equation, which assumes a
constant volume flow V̇ .
dm = V̇ · ρ dt
pV
= V̇ · ρ dt
d
RT
V̇
dp =
· ρRT dt
V
V̇
· p dt
dp =
V
1
V̇
dp =
dt
p
V
Z p2
Z t
V̇
1
dp =
dt
0 V
p1 p
p2
ln
p1




=
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According to the isentropic outflow, a constant volume flow results with the following equation.
The Mach number in the tightest cross section is set to M = 0.3 to exclude compressible
effects and prevent choking in the duct. The narrowest cross section is set to a diameter of
dmin = 20 mm.

V̇
V̇
V̇

ṁ
= v · A = const.
ρ
v
=
·a·A
a √
= M · κ·R·T ·A

=

s

V̇

= M·

V̇

= M·

κ·R·
p

(3.12)
(3.13)
(3.14)

T
· T0 · A
T0


κ · R · T0 · 1 +

κ−1
· M2
2

(3.15)
− 1
2

·

π
· dmin 2
4

(3.16)

With helium as the inert gas, R = 2077 J/kg/K and κ = 1.67, a volume flow of 334 m3 /h is
calculated.
A standard disconnect, such as the Johnston disconnect, flooded with air, requires considerable
time and resources to enable refuelling with LH2. However, through a vacuum pump and helium
provision, it is possible to handle the Johnston disconnect safely. This method is the safest
option, as there is no risk of foreign gases entering or creating a dangerous explosive atmosphere.
After the refuelling process, a purging process follows, which then proceeds in reverse order:
The remaining LH2 is flushed out of the hose by starting to pressurise it with helium. The next
step is evacuation with the vacuum pump, followed by pressurisation with helium until enough
cycles have been performed for the H2 concentration to fall below 0.25 %. This concentration
of H2 is below the LEL by a factor of 15 and is therefore safe, see Section 3.1. In a conservative
view, purging can also be repeated three times, as in the first purging when connecting.
Nitrogen, which also has inert gas properties, is not suitable for direct contact with LH2 because
of its high melting and boiling point. For cryogenic substances below 80 K, helium should be
used, and above 80 K, nitrogen can also be used [105]. However, there is a possibility to use
nitrogen even with LH2. In this case, the ambient air is first removed from the vessel with
nitrogen by a purging process until the desired concentration is reached. Then, using GH2, a
second purging process must occur until nitrogen is removed from the system. Finally, LH2
can be introduced into the GH2 environment. This procedure offers the same safety aspects
as the previous ones. However, twice the number of purging operations, i.e. evacuation and
pressurisation, must be executed because the atmosphere is changed twice. Since this time
aspect can be decisive, especially for short ranges, when only small quantities are refuelled,
this procedure is not considered further. However, in the event of an extraordinary increase in
helium’s price, it may be considered.

Clean Break Disconnect
As described in the introduction to purging, there is a possibility that does not require purging.
Using a clean break disconnect, as shown in Section 2.2, it is possible to connect the subsystems
without foreign gases entering or a large amount of H2 escaping. This feature can be attributed
to design measures that have been applied to enable a low spillage or clean break disconnect.
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Finally, this type of disconnect has the advantage that the purging process’s time is eliminated,
and LH2 can be refuelled immediately after the connection. This type of disconnect is also
used in the conventional refuelling with Jet A-1. Dry break quick disconnects also have no
(low) spillage, making them accessible and safe to use. All in all, the clean break disconnect
is a feasible application that no longer requires a purging process and thereby allows a time
advantage and, on the other hand, does not require inert gas, which offers an economic advantage.
With a conservative approach with the clean break disconnect, it is possible to perform a
purging cycle to ensure a foreign particle-free environment. Using an oxygen sensor, which
measures the oxygen concentration, the number of purging cycles can be calculated so that
there is only one ppm of oxygen in the system. Due to the resolution limit of 100 ppm of the
spectrometer [93], one purging process would be sufficient to get below a concentration of 1
ppm O2.
Finally, it can be concluded that a clean break disconnect would be the best solution for handling
LH2, as there are time and cost advantages with similar safety. Nevertheless, the Johnston
disconnect with purging is also considered in the thesis because it is fully developed and is the
simplest method to implement.

3.2.3 Chill Down of Hose and Reduced Mass Flow
The next step in the refuelling procedure is to chill down the system and the lines. As already
described in Section 2.3.1, a section on the aircraft or ground vehicle will heat up and have to be
chilled down. The reason for this is that for a continuous, steady and vapour free flow, the line
must reach a temperature range that flow boiling, as described in Section 2.1.3, can no longer
occur [64]. In addition, the temperature gradients in the material or pipe create undesirable
stresses that can lead to damage and fatigue failures [102]. To keep the thermal stress low, only
a reduced mass flow can be refuelled in the chill down time, which has a temporal influence on
the refuelling duration.
The duration of the chill down and consequently the time of the reduced mass flow can be
calculated with the lumped capacitance method. With this transient approach, the temperature
in the material does not vary significantly with position. Furthermore, the fluid temperature
is assumed to be constant and not a function of time. This approach is correct as the LH2
arrived throughout the refuelling hose in the first few seconds of LH2 transport. A similar fluid
temperature of 20 K is established in the hose due to the proximity to the NBP. In other words,
the proximity to the wet vapour region is advantageous for using this method, as the pressure
and temperature remain constant while the LH2 evaporates. The lumped capacitance method
requires a Biot number lower than 0.1 [18].
Bi =

h · Lc
< 0.1
ksolid

(3.17)

The Biot number is calculated with the heat transfer coefficient h, the characteristic length
Lc = V /A and the thermal conductivity of the solid material ksolid . A Biot number greater than
0.1 indicates more complex transient heat transfer equations and that the spatial temperature
uniformity is not given.
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Considering the heat transfer coefficients from Section 2.1.3 and stainless steel as the material
with thermal conductivity of 20 W/mK, the Biot number is below 0.1 in widespread areas of
the Nukiyama curve. In the nucleate boiling area, the Biot number becomes larger than 0.1
because, at this point, the heat transfer coefficient increases significantly. Nevertheless, the
nucleate boiling is only in a negligible temperature range, which does not have an enormous
influence on the chill down time. Furthermore, this error in the requirements can be tolerated,
as the lumped capacitance method is analytically solvable and quickly shows a trend. A
detailed consideration would require transient, position-dependent numerical modelling, which
is not necessary for the preliminary design.
The differential equation can be applied from the principle of conservation of energy:
δT
= Q̇
δt
δT
m · cp ·
= q(T ) · A = h(T ) · (T∞ − T ) · A
δt
h = f (hboiling , hconvective )

(3.18)

m · cp ·

(3.19)
(3.20)

The negotiation of the convective heat transfer [67] is not adopted, as the consideration of the
heat flux through the Nukiyama curve is more accurate. In addition, all energy balances must
be fulfilled in order to obtain realistic results.
Due to the cooling from ambient temperature to the cryogenic temperature of LH2, the specific
heat capacity of stainless steel is no longer constant. It must also be treated as a function of
temperature. [88]
m · cp (T ) ·
Z T
cp (T )
T0

q(T )

δT
δt

= q(T ) · A

dT

=

A
V

=

Z t
A
0

V

(3.21)
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According to this equation, the chill down time is almost independent of the length of the
pipe. Typically for the lumped capacitance method, the derived equation is a function of
the characteristic length, which in this case is approximately the wall thickness of the pipe.
Conversely, this method does not show all physical effects since, in reality, the chill down time
is a function of the pipe length. However, the simplified approach results are in the same order
of magnitude as experimental data [136, 23]. The pipe length is only indirectly (iteratively)
considered in the calculation, as the surface of the pipe determines the vapour content, see
Section 3.2.3. Another possibility of simplified modelling can be found in Rame et al. and
Steward et al. [114, 136]. In addition, the equation shows the dependencies of the equation.
The term of specific heat capacity and density of the material enters into the time duration. An
aluminium alloy would thus have an advantage over stainless steel. Due to the wall thickness,
which depends significantly on the tensile strength and Barlow’s formula, stainless steel is again
advantageous in the combination of all variables.
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In the transfer pipe’s overall design, which should have vacuum insulation to keep the heat
input low, this means that the inner pipe only has the load case against internal pressure.
The outer structure can therefore take all other loads and is the load-bearing structure.
The inner pipe could thereby have a low wall thickness, which lowers the cooling duration.
In the further design, the operating gauge pressure, the same as for conventional Jet A-1
hoses of 600 psi or 42 bar [108], corresponds to a wall thickness of 2.5 mm for a stainless steel pipe.
Figure 3.2 shows the maximum LH2 flow rates to avoid excessive thermal stress due to rapid
chill down. This diagram thus gives the reduced mass flow during the chill down phase, which
is necessary to calculate forced convection.

Figure 3.2: Limits for LH2 mass flow to avoid excessive chill down stresses [105]
Minimum flow rates are also theoretically to be observed in order to avoid wave or stratified
flows [105, 102]. However, these minimum rates are so low that they have no relevance for the
refuelling of an aircraft. A second requirement for the start of refuelling with the regular mass
flow are temperature sensors. These sensors must be located on the respective lines and provide
feedback on the pipe temperature, which should be below 25 K to avoid transition boiling, see
Section 2.1.3. The results of the chill down time and reduced mass flow can be found after the
definition of the pipe diameter in Section 3.2.5.
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Definition of GH2 Recovery Line
Due to the vaporisation losses, the refuelling process differs fundamentally from conventional
Jet A-1. Due to the required recovery line, it is essential to connect two lines to the aircraft, but
only one can transfer a deliverable mass flow of LH2. In contrast to the automotive application
in Section 2.3.1, a coaxial pipe is not considered because the outer diameter would be too large.
The vaporised H2 must be removed from the aircraft tank during the refuelling process, which
requires a dimensioning of the recovery line. By considering the energy balances of the material,
heat transfer and LH2, an evaporated fraction of the mass flow can be calculated.
ṁvap =

q(T ) · A
∆hv

(3.24)

The maximum vaporised H2 mass flow during the chill down phase is used as the design point
for sizing the recovery line’s diameter. For safety reasons, the return line’s static pressure or
pipeline should not fall below 1.2 bar. In Equation 3.25, a Mach number can be calculated
by applying the isentropic outflow. The total pressure corresponds in a first approximation to
the tank pressure since the assumption is made that the fluid settles at this point. Since this
back pressure should be kept as low as possible during the refuelling process, a total pressure
of 1.25 bar results in a Mach number of 0.22. Equation 3.27 can thus be used to calculate the
recovery line’s diameter for a given mass flow that must be removed.
p
p0
ṁvap
ṁvap

κ

1−κ
κ−1
=
1+
· M2
2
= ρ·v·A
r
M
κ
= 
 κ+1 · R · T · p0 · A
0
2 2·(κ−1)
1 + κ−1
2 ·M





(3.25)
(3.26)
(3.27)

Nevertheless, the theoretical consideration must be made about what Mach number and what
tank pressure would result from the complete vaporisation of the reduced mass flow. A further
calculation task is whether the recovery adapter in the fast fill, without reduced mass flow, could
remove possible proportionate vaporised amounts of H2 that occur due to environmental heat
impact. A heat flow in the order of 4 W/m occurs through the Vacuum Insulated Pipe (VIP)
[43, 42, 54, 75]. In addition, the heat input to the aircraft tank is in the order of 30 W/m2 [95].
The heat flow that occurs during the stationary refuelling process is therefore negligible and no
design point.
Mass and Loss of Vaporised Hydrogen Through Chill Down
The following equation can calculate the vaporised mass of LH2 from the amount of energy for
the temperature change of the pipe:
mvap =

m · cp · (T∞ − T )
∆hv
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The evaporated mass also represents a loss term that must be additionally included in the
operating costs. Cold H2 remains in the supply line to keep the loss of LH2 as low as possible and
avoid the necessity of cooling the entire line from the ground vehicle to the aircraft tank during
each refuelling process [26]. By switching valves, LH2 can be retained in the feed line, whereby
this part remains at cryogenic temperature and does not have to be cooled during the following
refuelling process. This procedure is possible with both the clean break disconnect and the
Johnston disconnect, as purging processes can be carried out through the recovery line. A small
expansion tank is attached to the ground vehicle to avoid a disproportionate pressure increase
in the line in which LH2 remains due to heat input and vaporisation. This expansion tank
represents a kind of heat capacity and extends the time between possible refuelling processes.

3.2.4 Fuelling Mass Flow of Liquid Hydrogen
The time for the refuelling process during aircraft turnaround is essential for many flights and
a good utilisation. According to Section 2.5 the turnaround segment of feeding or flowing fuel
is the main part in the refuelling process. For a carbon neutral H2 aircraft, the refuelling
procedure has to be investigated to derive impacts on aircraft costs. According to the Clean
Skies for Tomorrow report [160], the refuelling time could be 2-3 times longer than conventional
Jet A-1. This statement is based on the assumption of the same volume flow of 900 l/min
[91]. First, this assumption of a volume flow of 900 l/min is low and nonsensical according to
an average flow rate from an A320 of 1250 l/min [11] and the maximum flow rate of one hose
and single point refuelling of 1800 l/min [118]. Second, the comparison of dimensional values of
different fluids with large differences in physical properties is difficult and doubtful.
The simplest comparison from H2 and Jet A-1 refuelling flow rate is to set the energy flow of
2100 MJ/s equal. This is in first contemplation possible because a flight with a comparable
aircraft configuration needs the same amount of energy, assuming the same efficiencies. It
results in a LH2 mass flow of 20 kg/s or a volume flow of 17,000 l/min, that would be necessary
to get the same refuelling time. From this point of view, the refuelling flow time is constant,
and there should be no impact on the turnaround. On the other side boundary conditions, like
flow velocity and hose dimensions, are not determined by this approach. Considerations like
Sefain [127] with just the information of volume flow of 5000 l/min and no consideration of
the entire system are therefore only of limited use because the replicability of the limitation is
not guaranteed.
In Table 3.1, there is a literature comparison for H2 aircraft refuelling parameters. The mass
flow rates tend to be similar to 20 kg/s. In addition, the table gives an overview of the simplified
Reynolds number v · d and the velocity in the hose. It is noticeable that the first investigations
assume a lower Reynolds number, which leads to a lower flow velocity or a larger hose diameter.
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Source
Brewer [26]
Boeing [147]
Brewer et al. [25]
ISO/PAS 15594 [72]

ṁ
kg/s

V̇
l/min

d
in

v·d
m2 /s

v
m/s

20
15
13
20

16,950
12,710
11,020
16,950

4.9
7.0
8.0
5.5

2.90
1.52
1.15
2.57

23.39
8.51
5.67
18.35

Table 3.1: Comparison of aircraft refuelling flow rates for LH2 from literature research
The limitation in velocity of Jet A-1 refuelling system and especially in the deck hose set a
boundary in fuelling capacity, see Section 2.5. Edeskuty et al. [48] and OSMA [105] describe
the electric charge build-up for LH2 as no problem, because the electrical conductivity is in
the range of 10−19 S/cm. According to Edeskuty et al. [48] it is just a problem for electric
conductivity from 10−15 S/cm to 10−10 S/cm. As a result, there is no limit to the Reynolds
number and velocity for LH2. In comparison with Jet A-1 the Reynolds number of the Space
Shuttle loading, see Section 2.3.2 and 2.5, is two magnitudes higher and shows the influence
and restrictions to static electricity of Jet A-1.
The space shuttle refuelling is the most significant comparison in this work because it has already
worked and proven to be reliable for decades. Therefore, the Reynolds number of 122.3 · 105 ,
as in Section 2.3.2, is set as the limit for the flow regime, expressed in the simplified size in
Equation 3.29. This must be observed. A limitation, as with Jet A-1 in the maximum speed, is
also introduced for reasons of comparability. This velocity limitation for short lines results from
the values in Table 3.1, see Equation 3.30.
v · d ≤ 2.35 m2 /s

(3.29)

v ≤ 15.5 m/s

| short pipe

(3.30)

v ≤ 8.0 m/s

| long pipe

(3.31)

Applying both limits results in a refuelling hose with a inner diameter of 6 in for a mass
flow of 20 kg/s. In contrast to Jet A-1, this larger diameter is no problem for the handling
by the ground staff because the connection would be carried out automatically, see Section 3.2.1.
Figure 3.3 shows a comparison of the refuelled energy. By looking at the amount of energy, the
refuelling time is possible under the assumption of the same aircraft performance and efficiency.
The gradient at null shows the design point of the LH2 refuelling because there the gradient
is the same as with two Jet A-1 hoses. Also, the refuelling flow does not drop exponentially
because the design considers the increasing hydrostatic pressure. However, this consideration
does not include the necessary procedure before and after the refuelling process but only shows
the comparison of the refuelled energy over time. Nevertheless, it can be seen that LH2 has an
advantage because the design point was chosen at the maximum of the volume flow of Jet A-1.
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Figure 3.3: Refuelling comparison between Jet A-1 and LH2
Finally, the question about the measurability of the volume flow and the amount of refuelling:
Due to the physical properties and evaporation that occurs, for example, during chill down,
the volume flow measurement is not trivial. The calculation of the Mach number shows a
significantly increased speed with an evaporating part. As a result, not all measuring devices
are suitable; they must be able to cope with a two-phase flow or withstand high flow speeds
or excessive rotor speed without damage [68]. In addition, most measuring devices work with
an indirect measurement of the mass flow through the volume flow and the density. However,
this is made more difficult by the two-phase flow since there must be a density. Thus, the mass
flow is determined with a direct measurement by a Coriolis mass flow meter [149]. This has no
rotating components in the flow area and is therefore not susceptible to two-phase flows and
higher speeds.

3.2.5 Results of the Refuelling Procedure
The results from the calculation of the previous sections are to be presented in this part. Due to
the individual steps’ dependency, it is impossible to consider them separately from each other.
It must be designed as a complete system. The mass flow is 20 kg/s at the refuelling, which
defines the inner diameter of the feeding line of 6 in by the restrictions. Due to the diameter, the
material (stainless steel) and the pipe’s wall thickness, a reduced mass flow of 3 kg/s is defined
for slow fill according to Figure 3.2. Thus the chill down time of 40 s can be calculated with the
lumped capacitance method, independent of the line length. By calculating the heat flow over
time, the theoretical maximum vaporisation fraction of the mass flow of 1.4 kg/s is determined.
In the design case for the recovery line, this mass flow corresponds to an internal diameter of 5 in
at a Mach number of 0.22 and a total pressure in the tank of 1.25 bara . If the complete reduced
mass flow of 3 kg/s vaporises, a Mach number of 0.5 and total pressure in the tank of 1.35 bara
will result. This maximum tank pressure is an important design criterion for the following pump
or pressure feed system design. After the refuelling system’s dimensions between the ground
vehicle and aircraft tank have been defined, the time required for purging can be calculated.
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The evacuation and pressurisation are carried out via the recovery line with an assumed length
of 10 m. This length means that a volume of 0.25 m3 must be accounted for, which leads to an
evacuation time of 13.5 s and a pressurisation time of 13.5 s: In combination for one purging
cycle of 30 s. For a Johnston disconnect, the purging cycle has to be done three times. This
repetition corresponds to a time of 90 s each before and after refuelling. For the semi-automated
docking and de/positioning, a duration of 150 s is considered. At the beginning and the end
of the refuelling procedure, this time is equivalent to Jet A-1 refuelling. Table 3.2 shows the
rounded values of the individual steps:
Refuelling Step

Time
min

Positioning and connecting
Purging
Chill down
Refuelling
Purging
Disconnecting and removal

2.5
1.5
1.0
f (mfuel )
1.5
2.5

Table 3.2: Required time intervals for the individual consecutive steps of the refuelling
procedure of liquid hydrogen; time durations are independent of the refuelled
quantity, refuelling time is a function of the required fuel mass or volume; the
individual steps’ sum is 9 min for a Johnston disconnect and 6 min for a clean break
disconnect
These time intervals of the individual steps are independent of the mass of LH2 to be refuelled.
The sum of 9 min must be accounted for each time the refuelling system is connected with a
Johnston disconnect. With the clean break disconnect, where purging is omitted, a time of an
additional 6 min is required for each refuelling procedure.
Brewer [26] estimates the time required before refuelling at 7 min and after refuelling at 5 min.
Connecting for the hydrant pit and the aircraft adapter takes 2 min, purging takes 3 min and
cooling down the lines 2 min. After refuelling, 3 min are needed for inerting and 2 min for
disconnecting the hoses. In total, this means 13 min.
Compared to the calculated duration for a Johnston coupling, which also prescribes a purging
process of 9 min, this is a slight deviation. The duration of the purging is also the most
considerable difference. This discrepancy can be explained by the fact that Brewer [26] does
not specify the exact number of repetitions for purification (pressurisation and evacuation)
but mentions the number of three or four repetitions. The evaluation is to be derived from
experimental data. Also, Brewer [26] describes that both lines, the LH2 support line and
GH2 return line, must be purged. However, this assumption significantly increases the volume
to be purged, which also justifies the longer duration. However, Brewer [25] contradicts this
assumption that the feed line must also be cleaned since the feed line should remain filled with
H2 to reduce the chill down process time.
Consequently, complete cleaning of the feed line is unnecessary. Only the connection adapter
needs to be purged through the recovery line. In a pipeline dispenser case, the hydrant lines
cannot be ignored but can be neglected due to the short line lengths.
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For implementing the refuelling procedure at the airport, there are two ways of transferring the
fuel from the storage facility to the aircraft tank, similar to Jet A-1: Firstly, a refuelling truck
picks up the LH2 at the storage tank and then drives along the airport roads to the aircraft
parking position. Secondly, a pipeline system transfers LH2 to the aircraft through hydrants at
the parking position using a dispenser. Both methods can be designed and dimensioned using
the following equations.
The basis for this is the incompressible Bernoulli equation, which determines the supply pressure
based on friction losses, height differences and velocity terms. This approach enables the
dimensioning of the overpressure or total pressure without the actual flow rate. In other words,
it is independent of the mass flow.
p1 = p2 +

ρ 2
· v + ρ · g · h + ∆pfriction + nvalve · ∆pvalve
2

(3.32)

The friction losses of the pipes can be determined with the Moody diagram. The approach
with the Darcy friction factor λ and the Colebrook and White equation [104], which calculates
a rough hydraulic pipe, is chosen:
∆pfriction = λ ·
1
√
λ

l ρ 2
· ·v
d 2

(3.33)

= −2 · log 0.27 ·

k
2.51
√
+
d Re · λ



(3.34)
(3.35)

The friction losses through valves can be calculated with the following equation [142]:

∆pvalve =



Q
Kvalve

2

·

ρ
· 1e5
1000

(3.36)

The supply pressure strongly depends on the number of valves, which is different for the two
variants in the first estimation. A roughness value of k = 0.08 mm [151] is used for the friction in
stainless steel pipes, and a flow coefficient of the valves of Kvalve = 300 m3 /h [49] is calculated.
In a first estimate, the delivery head is 10 m, and the pipeline length is 20 m. The tank pressure
should be kept as low as possible and is set to 1.2 bara , for further considerations see Section
3.4.

3.3.1 Refuelling Tank Truck for Interim Phase
The simplest distribution system for fuel is the refuelling of aircraft by tank truck from a
hardware and architectural standpoint. However, this concept has not been considered further
in the terminal ramp area because of the physical requirements for room there. [147]
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The fact that nowadays, the refuelling process with Jet A-1 is carried out with tank trucks at
airports anyway shows this statement’s discrepancy. The choice of distribution system depends
on the airport’s daily fuel demand, and therefore no general conclusion can be drawn. A refuelling
truck supplying can be a possible variant for a transition phase between Jet A-1 and LH2, where
only small amounts of LH2 are needed. The refuelling truck concept enables a conventional
airport to refuel with LH2 without significant modifications and investment costs.
However, complete consolidation of LH2 is challenging to implement, as the capacity per
refuelling truck is limited. Thus, a large number of trucks would have to be provided, especially
for long-range or widebody aircraft. This space requirement near the terminal would not be
available during a turnaround and could not be implemented.
Boeing [147] therefore only uses the refuelling truck for remote places such as at maintenance
or cargo areas. Besides, the tank truck is intended for unloading LH2 from a decommissioned
aircraft in preparation for recovery operations. However, refuelling at airports with low widebody
traffic, i.e. short-medium-range aircraft, and use in maintenance areas are not excluded in
principle. A refuelling truck concept must nevertheless be available for emergency refuelling.
The advantage of a tank truck on short-medium-range or single-aisle aircraft relates to the
aircraft tank’s capacity. The volume for the LH2 tank of an A320-like aircraft with 180
passengers will be in the range of 40 to 70 m3 , which is just the possible volume of an LH2
truck, see Section 2.2. Boeing [147] names the capacity of the fuel truck shown in Figure 3.4
as 57 m3 .

Figure 3.4: LH2 tank truck for refuelling remote areas [147]; capacity of 57 m3 ; requires a
recovery pipeline to remove GH2
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Figure 3.4 shows the concept of a refuelling truck, which is only used in remote locations.
In other words, the provision of LH2 at the gate with refuelling trucks is excluded. Another
problem with this concept is the need for a recovery pipeline for GH2, as shown in the upper
right corner of Figure 3.4. Assuming that the refuelling truck can only be used in remote areas,
it is questionable whether a pipeline is available there. The necessity of a recovery line no
longer gives the advantage of a mobile vehicle’s flexibility.
The following reasons are given by Boeing [147] for not consideration a refuelling truck:
1. Safety and environmental impacts from venting GH2 into the atmosphere
2. Long-term costs for the loss of GH2 during venting
3. Acquisition costs and operating costs for the refuelling trucks
4. Congestion due to additional ground vehicles
Conversely, meaningful use of refuelling trucks is possible if these negative reasons can be
revised. The argument of the investment costs and operating costs that would be required for
the provision and use of refuelling trucks is excluded by Boeing [147] itself since the costs
would have to be ignored for a pipeline system.
Congestion from the additional ground vehicles may be significant in the case of general
refuelling with tank trucks. However, this is not an argument if the use is intended in an
interim phase or in small quantities.
The effects of the loss of GH2 during the venting process are considered in the following overall
system analysis of the refuelling vehicle. In general, a refuelling vehicle carries all the necessary
parts to execute the refuelling process in Section 3.2. These essential parts are a vacuum pump,
helium gas bottles and necessary valves and fittings to control the volume flow [26]. Boeing
[147] has used a recovery line to avoid venting H2 into the environment, in conjunction with the
pipeline to collect the vaporised H2 during the refuelling process and send it to a liquefaction
plant. Thus, by recycling GH2, the two criticisms of venting H2 into the atmosphere can be
refuted.
No pipeline system will be installed for the transition phase and the use of LH2 and Jet A-1 at
the airport. The recirculation of GH2 through a pipeline is therefore not possible. In order to
avoid H2 losses, another solution must be considered. Loss-free refuelling without venting into
the environment is possible with fuel trucks by using an additional storage system. The required
system consists of a compressor and a high-pressure tank for the storage of GH2. As there should
be no losses due to venting during the entire refuelling process, two additional tanks are required
for a helium-air mixture and a helium-GH2 mixture if a purging process is performed. The use
of a clean break disconnect eliminates the need for these additional tanks. Figure 3.5 shows a
refuelling truck with the necessary structure for zero loss refuelling. To be able to classify the
dimensions of the refuelling truck, an aircraft to be refuelled with 180 passengers (similar to the
A320) is in the background.
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Figure 3.5: Refuelling truck independent from pipeline system; capacity of 70 m3 LH2; truck
including LH2 tank, helium bottles, vacuum pump, compressor, boom, gas tank,
chimney
The ground vehicle tank has a volume of 70 m3 and can hold a mass of 5000 kg LH2. The
robot arm and boom that perform the docking manoeuvre are simplified. A compressor and a
gaseous tank are now attached in order to be able to collect the losses. For the design of the
compressor and gaseous tank, the following assumptions can be made:
The maximum pressure in the tank is 350 bar at a temperature of 288 K, hence thermal
equilibrium with the environment, resulting in a density of 24 kg/m3 . The chill down losses are
estimated at 13.6 kg in Boeing [147]. In the calculation of Section 3.2.3, each meter of pipe
that has to be cooled down from ISA+15 results in a vaporised quantity of H2 of 6.2 kg/m. To
dimension the tank sufficiently large and to allow several connections, a mass of 50 kg should
be able to be stored in it. These characteristics correspond to a volume of 2 m3 .
The maximum volume flow of a compressor is between 0.3 and 3.0 m3 /s, which in the first
assumption corresponds to a mass flow of 0.3 - 3.0 kg/s with a density of GH2 of 1.0 kg/m3
(T = 30 K, p = 1.2 bara ). With a maximum mass flow of 3.0 kg/s, the compressor can
theoretically compress the entire mass flow delivered with the reduced fill. However, the
consideration of the compressor power shows the limits of continuous compression. For the
case of an ideal gas and an isothermal compression (22 K) from 1.2 bara to 350 bara , a power of
515 kW would be required for a mass flow of 1 kg/s. In the case of isentropic compression under
real gas conditions, a power of 1900 kW for a mass flow of 1 kg/s follows. In actual conditions,
the state’s change is between the two approaches, which only represent the minimum and
maximum. This immense power requirement shows a compressible gas problem, which is
explained further in Section 4.4.
The power requirement thereby limits the flow rate and the compression, if the gasoues tank
is full. Nevertheless, compression is possible in the time average, as the reduced mass flow of
3 kg/s is a theoretical consideration. In practice, a 2 m long piece of pipe will be at ambient
temperature, which will have to be cooled.
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This results in a vaporised quantity of 12.4 kg, similar to the approach of Boeing [147], which
must be discharged within a time frame of 60 s. This simplification results in an evaporated
mass flow of 0.2 kg/s, which leads to a power of 105 kW in the isothermal case and a power of
380 kW in the isentropic case. Therefore, the intermediate storage of the vaporised H2 through
compression in regular operation is possible.
Furthermore, the intermediate tank is emptied every time the fuel truck is loaded, so the
pressure is lower (approx. 2 bara ), and the compressor power also drops. Another measure
would be to increase the volume of the intermediate tank to avoid strong compressions and
keep the compressor power low. In other words, the compressor’s power depends on the current
tank pressure and is, therefore, a function of the filling level.
In refuelling by a tank truck, both possible variants, pump feed system and pressure feed system,
are to be considered for the delivery. Fundamentally, the variants can be distinguished in that
feeding through a pressure feed system is easy to implement and does not require any significant
development effort. On the other hand, a pump solution offers the advantage of avoiding high
pressures in the tank and consequently unnecessary masses having to be moved.
Pressurised Gas Feed System
The pressurisation system must be fundamentally divided into two subsystems. The difference
is derived from the pressure gas used, which either has an inert behaviour (helium) or is
the same substance in gaseous form (H2) as the liquid. This distinction must be made to
take thermodynamic effects such as condensation, evaporation, diffusion, and temperature
differences into account. However, the following calculation methods can be used for both
sub-variants to determine the required mass of pressurant gas.
For a relatively short system operating duration or pressurant gas and fuel temperatures are
close to each other, hence heat transfers can be neglected [70]. According to Huzel et al. [70],
the ideal gas equation can be used for this calculation of the pressurant mass:
m0 =

p·V
R·T

(3.37)

Huzel et al. [70] describe another approach in which the longer system duration and higher
temperatures can be represented. In this method, heat transfers from the pressurised gas to the
fuel are taken into account, but environmental heat flows are not. Since the refuelling process
only takes a few minutes, this consideration and calculation method is not used.
According to Sutton [143] a simplified analysis of a fuel tank’s pressurisation can be carried
out based on the law of conservation of energy. The assumption of an ideal gas and an adiabatic
process are prerequisites for this method. Initial masses of the gas in pipes and the fuel tank
are neglected. A slow expansion of the gas can be attributed to an isothermal process in which
the pressurant, ullage and fuel are approximately the same. The actual process varies between
an adiabatic and isothermal process depending on the application:
ptank · Vtank
m0 =
R0 · T0
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A third possibility for calculating the mass for the pressurant is by estimating the final ullage
gas temperature (T2 = 140 K) by using a diagram [87]. In this case, the real gas effects are taken
into account by the compressibility factors. However, this calculation method is only permissible
for a pressurising of the same substance (GH2 to LH2), as the diagram only considers this case:
p1 · Vullage
Z1 · R · T1
p1 · Vtank
=
Z2 · R · T2
= mgas − mullage

mullage =
mgas
m0

(3.39)
(3.40)
(3.41)

The three possibilities yield the following gas masses, which are required for the pressurisation
and consequently the delivery and refuelling of the LH2. The pressurant mass depends on the
transferred volume of LH2. The gas masses are relevant for the aircraft design and the refuelling
process in that the required quantities can be regarded as losses and, therefore, influence the
fuel costs.
Finally, the required volume of the additional gaseous buffer tank is calculated with the ideal gas
equation. A consideration with the compressibility factor and real gas effects is also possible.
V0 =

m0 · R · T0
p0

(3.42)

Therefore, the pressurising gas requires a tank with a volume of 1 m3 at a pressure of 700 bar for
a LH2 tank volume of 70 m3 . The pressurant gas volume is almost independent of the gas used
(helium or GH2). This pressurant must also be refilled during the loading process with LH2 of
the truck. For the refuelling of the GH2 or helium, the automotive industry’s technology and
standards [120, 121] can be used.
Another possibility to pressurise the fuel truck tank with GH2 is using a heat exchanger or,
more precisely, a vaporiser, which eliminates the need for an additional gas storage tank on the
truck. The vaporiser’s performance is defined by the enthalpy of vaporisation and the volume
flow required to maintain the pressure. Derived from Huzel et al. [70], the power can be
calculated as follows:

ṁgas = ṁLH2 ·
P

pg
R·Tg

ρl

= ṁLH2 · ∆hv ·

(3.43)
ρg
ρl

(3.44)

For the delivery of LH2 at 20 kg/s, a power of 510 kW is required at the heat exchanger without
efficiency losses. This energy flow can be provided either by waste heat and environmental
impact or by an electrical power supply. Moreover, a combination of the two energy sources
is possible. On the other hand, providing 510 kW of power is quite demanding, especially
when considering multiple refuellings occurring simultaneously. Therefore, the use of a heat
exchanger for pressurisation of a pressure feed system is excluded.
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The pressurised gas is not vented to the environment at the end of the refuelling process but
is released to a recycling plant or liquefaction plant during the tank truck’s following loading
process. There is no differentiation from the source of the pressure, i.e. heat exchanger or
pressure storage tank. Due to the possibility of intermediate storage, the processes have no
direct loss, which further renders Boeing’s [147] argument of significant losses invalid.
Furthermore, the fuel truck has a synergy through the combination of pressurisation for delivery
and compression of the recirculated gas. The recirculated and compressed GH2 can be used as a
pressurant for the fuel truck tank. This synergy makes the fuel truck self-sufficient to a certain
extent.
Pump Feed System
For the delivery of LH2, as described in Section 2.1.2, an overpressure to the vapour pressure
line must be present in order to be able to operate the pump without cavitation. Since
no similarity parameters can be derived from the pump literature data of Brewer and
Boeing [25, 147] and hence no pump can be re-dimensioned, the following comparison case
is considered: The pump design is based on the similarity parameters of the SSME Low
Pressure Fuel Turbo Pump (LPFTP) [116]. This results in a specific speed of ns = 37.5 and a
suction specific speed of nss = 351.5. In the calculation of these parameters, the conservative
approach is chosen that NPSHc = NPSHa . With this approach, a geometrically similar pump
can now be designed with a different volume flow without the risk of cavitation, see Section 2.1.2.
With the defined mass flow of 20 kg/s and compliance with the pump parameters, an
NPSH value of 37.2 m and a rotational speed of 10,000 min−1 can be calculated. A supply
pressure of 5 bara must be established as in the pressure feed system to compensate for
friction and height differences. For the refuelling truck, this indicates that the tank pressure
must be 0.26 barg over the saturation line in order to pump a cavitation-free, and therefore
vapour-free, subcooled liquid. Considering the efficiency of the LPFTP of the SSME of 0.73
[116], the pump requires a power of 148 kW. The power calculation by the incompressible
Bernoulli equation and an isentropic compression does not differ due to the low pressure increase.
By pumping and consequently withdrawing LH2, the tank’s pressure would drop, and cavitation
would occur on the pump’s impeller. As already described in Section 2.1.2, pressurisation must
also be applied to pump feed systems. The difference is the pressure level in the tank, which
is much lower with pump delivery. As a result, a significantly smaller amount of pressurant
is needed. Moreover, the pump case differs by a factor of ppressurised /ppump = 5/1.26 and only
heating power of 128 kW is required to maintain the pressure. A gas volume of only 0.3 m3 would
have to be provided for the intermediate storage tank’s pressurant. In contrast to the pressure
feed system, the required energy flow is realisable and feasible in a pump system. This difference
means that there is no need for an intermediate storage tank in the pump feed system.

3.3.2 Dispenser Truck and Pipeline Supply for Large Quantities
The second way to provide fuel for aircraft refuelling is by using a pipeline system. In principle,
a pump at the storage tank pumps the fuel through underground pipes to the terminal or
apron. However, the transfer of LH2 in the pipeline through a pressure feed system at the
storage tank can be excluded immediately. The losses are primarily due to the pressure cycle
of pressurisation and depressurisation [25]. The motivation for this is the maintaining of a
subcooled liquid.
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The fuel is then transferred to the aircraft at the parking position through a hydrant and a
ground vehicle, called dispenser. The dispenser in this process serves as a pressure reduction
device, filter system, and monitoring unit, similiar to Jet A-1. However, it does not act as a
power source to pump the fuel. Therefore, the pipeline’s pressure delivers the fuel, and the
dispenser only serves as a bridging device.
By calculating the pressure losses of Equations 3.32 to 3.36, the static pressure of 6.5 bara
must be present at the hydrant to enable refuelling with a dispenser. The higher pressure,
compared to a fuel truck of 5 bara results from an additional pipe section which is added
from the hydrant to the dispenser, and additional valves are considered. ISO/PAS 15594
[72] specifies a pressure of 7 bara at the hydrant. In the following work, the pressure at the
hydrant of 7 bara is adopted, as the deviation is slight and hence better comparability is achieved.
For the calculation of the pumping capacity and the pressure provided at the storage tank,
a 2000 m long pipeline is assumed. For reasons of redundancy, several pipelines must
be introduced. Thereby, in the following consideration, one supply pipeline is designed
for a mass flow of 40 kg/s, which allows two aircraft to be refuelled simultaneously. The
pipe dimension results from compliance with the derived conditions of Equations 3.29 and
3.31 to a diameter of 12 in. The pump must provide a pressure of 10 bara at the start of
the pipeline to compensate for friction losses to meet the hydrant’s boundary conditions (7 bara ).
Like the fuel truck pump design, the similarity parameters of the SSME’s LPFTP are used to
calculate the required NPSH value. This determination results in a speed of 11,700 min−1 and
an NPSH value of 73 m, which corresponds to positive pressure to the saturated line of 0.5 bar.
The required power of 660 kW for a mass flow of 40 kg/s is calculated considering an efficiency
of 0.73. Brewer [25] assumes a differential pressure to the saturated liquid of 0.345 bar. The
consideration of an NPSH value from Brewer [25] shows the necessity of the cavitation free
pump and a subcooled liquid’s advantages. A detailed consideration of the effects on the phase
state of H2 is explained in Section 4.2.
The ground vehicle’s design can vary depending on the application and will be examined in this
section. The minimum requirements for the vehicle are the same as for a fuel truck. In the case
of a purging operation, a vacuum pump and helium gas bottles must be carried on the vehicle.
An expansion tank to achieve that the supply hose of LH2 remains cold must also be attached
to the dispenser, see Section 3.2.3. The fundamental difference with a fuel truck is handling the
gases that must be vented from the aircraft. Moreover, to the supply line of LH2, additional
pipes are installed through the pipeline system, which lead the GH2 back to the storage tank
and, in the best case, to a recycling plant or liquefaction plant. By designing the pipeline system
with a supply line and a recovery line, all losses can be collected, and no amount has to be vented.
The pressure in the recovery line is kept at the minimum safety-relevant pressure of 1.2 bara
to prevent oxygen from entering. Implementing a constant pressure in the recovery line can
be implemented by a pump at the outlet. Moreover, a distinction is made in the different gas
mixtures that can arise during refuelling. Therefore, a line for pure GH2 is required, which
receives the vaporised H2. A line for a helium-GH2 mixture and a line for a helium-air mixture
will also be provided through the purging process, such as additional fuel truck tanks. In
principle, this number can be further increased as the number of substances (nitrogen) increases.
However, a mixture of H2 and air or oxygen should be avoided, even if the H2 content is
mathematically lower than the LEL.
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The main tasks of a dispenser truck are, like Jet A-1, to reduce the pressure from the pipeline and
establish the connection between hydrant and aircraft. The implementation of a dispenser can
be seen in Figure 3.6 from Boeing [147]. A remotely controlled boom is coupled to the aircraft
to make the connection with vacuum-insulated pipes. As already described in Section 3.2.1, this
semi-automatic system offers the advantage that the system is motorised and, therefore, the
mass of the pipes is not crucial.

Figure 3.6: Dispenser boom truck for hydrant refuelling of LH2 [147]
Most noticeable about this concept is the separation between the LH2 supply line and the
GH2 vent line. This separation allows the dispenser to be disconnected from the aircraft
after refuelling and leave the area while the recovery line remains connected. In principle, the
separation between the lines is a practical approach that would require fewer dispensers for the
airport and increase utilisation. Nevertheless, this system requires a second vehicle to connect
and disconnect the recovery lines [147]. This expense neutralises the operational advantages, as
it requires even more space in the aircraft’s parking position.
Furthermore, in an impeccable turnaround, the time while the refuelling vehicle is not connected
is short anyway. This contemplation makes the separable return line superfluous, as the loss is
slight. Boeing [147] sees an advantage in the high flexibility of a dispenser.
Brewer’s [25, 26] dispenser is similar in design to Boeing’s but differs in the boom’s length and
movement, see Figure 3.7. The aircraft connection is located at the tail cone of the fuselage in
the aircraft design. Conversely, an aircraft configuration is also considered in which the tank is
positioned at the aircraft’s tail. Brewer [25] uses a cherry picker type boom to reach it due to
the higher position of the connection.
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Figure 3.7: LH2 hydrant fuelling vehicle [25]
Furthermore, a distinction is also made between the gas mixtures produced during the refuelling
process. This allocation means a return line for GH2 and a line for the inert gas [25].
During aircraft positioning, the tail cone must directly be located under the hydrant for this
concept of the dispenser. This direct dependency of the refuelling connection and the hydrant
poses a problem for the airport infrastructure. Due to the tank position’s open variable in the
aircraft design with LH2 as fuel, there is no targeted solution for the tank position. The length
of the line between the hydrant and the refuelling vehicle will be limited to a few meters for
handling reasons. This constraint means that a hydrant connection at the aircraft’s nose cannot
be used for refuelling a tank in the tail, as the required line would be too long. Conversely, due
to the tank position variance, several hydrants must be installed at one parking position.
From the obtained results and the combination with the safety-relevant aspects, an ideal
dispenser can be derived. Figure 3.8 shows a dispenser that is dimensioned for the refuelling
of LH2. It should be emphasised that any aircraft size can be refuelled, as the mass flow is
designed for vehicle level and therefore independent of the number of hoses. The dispenser has
a semi-automated docking system that the operator can remotely control. The boom design
assumes a maximum height of the aircraft adapter of 10 m, similar to Figure 3.7. The dispenser
carries a pressure regulation unit, a monitoring system and the purging system. The purging
system with the vacuum pump and helium cylinders is omitted in the scenario of a clean break
disconnect. However, the prerequisite of several recovery lines, which discharge the different gas
mixtures, must be given at the airport to avoid an explosive atmosphere.
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Figure 3.8: Hydrant dispenser for LH2; dispenser carries all necessary parts for a refuelling
process including helium bottles, vacuum pump, pressure regulation, expansion
tank, boom, chimney; size comparison to a 180-passenger aircraft (similar to A320)
From this, it can be concluded that two possible dispenser variants must be provided, depending
on whether the aircraft manufacturer prescribes a purging process and the disconnect variant or
not. Figure 3.8 also shows a chimney that can vent H2 in an emergency case. The possibilities
of safe venting are explained in Section 4.6.
Another possibility for bridging the pipeline to the aircraft is the terminal boom fuelling concept
in Figure 3.9 from Boeing [147]. A boom is located at the terminal building, controlled by an
operator and guided to the forward fuel tank position using electronic sighting control. The
boom contains the LH2 supply and GH2 vent lines. The docking manoeuvre is performed with
a semi-automatic system, as described in Section 3.2.1.
As shown in Figure 3.9, the boom concept can only connect to the right front part of the
fuselage. This means that close connections to other tank arrangements are not feasible. This
concept reduces the normal congestion caused by ground equipment in the ramp area and
eliminates the possibility of damage to the refuelling connection system by ground vehicles [147].
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Figure 3.9: Terminal boom fuelling concept [147]; low manoeuvrability and flexibility due to
the installation at the terminal gate
In principle, this system offers the advantage that one less ground vehicle is needed in the
parking position. However, this advantage also entails the disadvantage of less flexibility. Due
to the boom’s design characteristics, refuelling is only possible on the right, front side. However,
this position is only optimal if the LH2 tank is located directly behind the cockpit so that the
pipes in the aircraft are short. Feeding a refuelling line through the entire aircraft to fill the
tank in the tail would result in considerable losses if the line is not permanently cooled.
Moreover, this system provides precise positioning of the aircraft so that the boom can
reach the aircraft adapter. Furthermore, positioning in three-dimensional space is a problem
because all aircraft size variants should be fuelled but have different heights. The flexibility of
the boom fuelling concept is not available and is therefore excluded as a possible fuelling scenario.
The distribution of LH2 at the airport can be implemented using two methods based on the
findings. Therefore, the choice of the fuel service operator depends primarily on the amount of
LH2 distributed annually. The trade-off between high investment costs for a pipeline dispenser
system and the possibility of refuelling large quantities or a fuel truck system with low investment
costs where the refuelling of long-range aircraft is a problem due to the limitation of the fuel
truck tank volume. Because the dispenser is independent of the amount of LH2 required,
it is more suitable for large capacities than a refuelling truck. However, due to the higher
investment costs associated with implementing a pipeline system, the fuel truck will be more
cost-effective for small quantities. In summary, the implementation of fuel distribution at the
airport is possible. Nevertheless, a pipeline or tank truck system’s profitability also arises with
conventional refuelling with Jet A-1 and requires further investigation.
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For completeness, the tank must be completely emptied and then purged for longer out of service
periods. This procedure takes between 4 and 6 h [26]. The fuel is returned to the storage tank.
For the aircraft’s preparation after a maintenance operation, the tank must first be purged and
then slowly chilled down. This procedure takes between 6 and 18 h [25]. The long durations are
due to the thermal stress that arises when chilling from ambient temperatures to the cryogenic
temperatures of LH2. The thermal stress, especially with many thermal cycles, poses a question.
In addition, Brewer [26] states that for short out of service periods of less than seven days,
the aircraft tank is constantly kept cool by leaving a residual amount of LH2 in the tank.

3.4 Airport Storage and Distribution Requirements
The airport infrastructure must guarantee the sufficient supply and provision of LH2 for
the aircraft. Since the amount of fuel refuelled per day is highly dependent on the size and
utilisation of the airport, the storage tanks’ capacity will not be taken into account. A list of
the required quantities of LH2 can be found in Brewer [25] and Boeing [147] for the airports
in San Francisco International (SFO) and Chicago-O’Hare International (ORD).
The thermodynamic properties, such as temperature, pressure, and phase state in the airport’s
storage tank, are more critical for the refuelling process and thus also for the turnaround of the
aircraft. These state variables determine the further process and handling of H2 until it enters
the aircraft tank. Besides, safety-relevant aspects must be taken into account to ensure safe
storage or interim storage.
When designing the storage tank, the minimum pressure of the system of 1.2 bara is given by
compliance with explosion protection. This gauge pressure of a 0.2 barg prevents ambient air
and oxygen from entering the tank due to the primary explosion protection. However, Brewer
[25] (1.034 bara ) and Boeing [147] (1.103 bara ) set the minimum and nominal storage tank
pressures, respectively, below these safety regulations in order to keep the temperature of LH2
as low as possible. By storing at a pressure slightly above ambient, less energy is required
in the following handling to refuel LH2 into the aircraft. However, this method compromises
airport safety. Therefore it is not applied.
The maximum pressure of the storage tank is only limited by the critical pressure of 12.9 bara
since a supercritical gas would form above this point. The mass of the tank is therefore not
relevant because it is not necessary to transport the tank.
The temperature of the H2 in the tank, which together with the pressure also determines
the phase state, is relevant for aircraft design because the density and thus the tank volume
depends on it. In storage tanks, which can be described as long-term tanks with the storage
of several hours and days, the content is in thermodynamic equilibrium. The temperature of
the liquid and gas phases are equal, as shown in Figure 2.3. This relation also determines
the density. Increasing the (minimum) pressure increases the temperature and decreases the
density, which has a negative effect on the overall design, see Section 4.1.
The pressure must be increased for feeding, as described in Section 3.4, to compensate for
pressure losses and height differences and create a flow. This pressure build-up can be achieved
by a pump or a pressurisation system. However, there is a significant difference in the behaviour
in the storage tank between the different designs.
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The main disadvantage of a pressure feed system are the losses that occur due to the alternating
pressurisation and depressurisation in the storage tank [25]. However, this procedure must
be executed because otherwise, the fluid temperature increases due to the environmental heat
transfer and the heat impact caused by the gas phase. Due to the increased pressure and the
thus subcooled fluid, the heat input would only occur sensitively and not directly in latent
vaporisation. However, this temperature increase should not occur, wherefore the pressure is
dropped back to the minimum pressure after the refuelling process. This flash evaporation
manifests itself as a system loss of LH2.
Brewer [25] determined a three times higher loss of a pressure feed system than a pump
system. However, the pump system’s disadvantage is the increased complexity and thus the
reduced reliability and flexibility. The implementation concept can explain this behaviour:
Different volume flows in a pressure feed system can be controlled via overpressure and require
a vaporiser. In this case, the control of a pump system has to be performed via the pump’s
rotational speed, whose efficiency and behaviour, however, strongly depend on it. In addition,
bearing damage and wear are possible due to the high rotational speeds.
Nevertheless, Brewer [25] chooses a pump system because LH2’s lower losses are sufficiently
more attractive. The losses lead to higher fuel prices, which harm aircraft profitability. A
pump system’s negative aspects at the storage tank can be considered harmless due to regular
maintenance and redundancy. The following thesis considers a pump system at the storage
tank for the delivery of LH2 through the arguments. The distribution system, from the storage
tank to the aircraft tank, is explained in Section 3.4.
For the delivery of LH2, as described in Section 2.1.2, an overpressure to the vapour pressure
line must be present in order to be able to operate the pump without cavitation. Brewer
[25] specifies a value of 0.345 barg , which corresponds to an NPSH value of 50 m. Thus, the
stored liquid in the saturated state (thermodynamic equilibrium) must first be pressurised.
This pressurisation can be achieved by helium or by a vaporiser. Due to the higher pressure to
the saturated line, a subcooled fluid is present. This subcooling allows the pump to deliver the
LH2 as a single-phase fluid, which has the advantage of minimising flash-off [25].
As a result of the non-thermodynamic equilibrium, the liquid heats up and is returned to its
saturated state by flash evaporation after the refuelling process. Therefore, pump delivery has a
similar effect to a pressure feed system, where losses occur due to boiling out. However, since the
pressure difference between pure storage and pumping is much smaller than with the pressure
feed system, it is more economical.
Brewer [25] and Boeing [147] define the maximum volume flow by simultaneously refuelling
four aircraft. This approach is also chosen to ensure a sufficient fuel supply and corresponds
to the pump’s system design for a mass flow of 288,000 kg/h and a volume flow of 4000 m3 /h.
The similarity parameters introduced result in an NPSH value of 73 m, which corresponds to
an overpressure to the saturated line of 0.5 barg . This value now determines the pressurisation
level in the storage tank to enable pumping.
In the further consideration between the pressure increase of the pump and the flow entering the
tank, the properties of a real compressible fluid, as defined in Section 2.1.1, are essential. The
rise in pressure by the pump can be described by an isentropic change of state, in which part
of the energy employed results in a temperature rise. Downstream of the pump, an isenthalpic
change of state, without energy input from external sources, can be considered to determine
the properties of LH2. The isenthalpic flow approach can be applied in a vacuum insulated
pipe since the temperature change due to the heat input of a typical vacuum insulated pipe of
3.5 W/m [43] in a 2000 m long pipe only translates into a temperature change of 0.05 K.
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The heat input into the pipeline system is low due to vacuum insulated pipes, but it leads to
a heating of LH2. However, the supply of subcooled LH2 is necessary to minimise losses and
prevent the liquid’s flashing. The system always remains chilled by circulating the fuel in the
pipeline system, which means that no heating occurs during the non-delivery period. A delay
due to cooling processes is eliminated. Immediate availability of subcooled LH2 at each hydrant
station results.
The circulating liquid that is returned to the storage tank can be re-cooled in two ways. The
first way is to pump the liquid into an additional tank with a pressure of 1.2 bara , which causes
the liquid to boil back (flash evaporation) and thus reach a saturated state. The LH2 can then
be transferred back to the storage tank. The GH2 produced by evaporation and, in the end, by
cooling must be liquefied in a recycling plant for loss-free consideration.
The other way to keep the liquid in the circulating system constantly cool is to insert a heat
exchanger in the pipeline system or after the pump from the storage tank, which cools a
continuous mass flow. By this method, no additional vaporised H2 is produced, which means
that liquefaction is no longer needed at this point. The Coefficient of Performance (COP) can
determine the cooling capacity of the heat exchanger [15]:

COP =
Pel =

Q̇heat
Pel
Q̇
ṁ · ∆h
=
COP
COP

(3.45)
(3.46)

The COP describes the ratio of extracted heat flow and applied electrical power and is a
characteristic of the cooling system’s efficiency. In the ideal case of an ideal Carnot process, the
COP is 0.056. However, the values vary depending on the cooling system (densification system)
from 0.004 for a cryocooler to 0.032 for a thermodynamic venting system and Claude cycle. [15]
A COP of 0.032 is therefore assumed for further considerations.
The pressure losses due to valves and friction in the pipe express a temperature increase
in an isenthalpic flow. These changes significantly affect the state of the phase of LH2, as
the frictional energy is converted into internal energy. As described in the previous section,
maintaining a single-phase flow is vital to avoid a flashoff. The combination of pressure and
temperature is crucial in this regard. Therefore, when flowing into the tank, there must be
at least a saturated liquid with a vapour content of x = 0. Otherwise, a two-phase flow will
establish, leading to a significant increase in velocity due to the phase change. Considering the
isenthalpic change of state, this leads to a partial vaporisation of the liquid phase, which has
a significantly lower density (factor 27 at 2 bar). This two-phase flow has the same negative
properties as the pump cavitation in Section 2.1.2.
This condition must therefore be prevented under any circumstances. In principle, there are two
ways to prevent this phenomenon by maintaining the subcooled liquid. One is to increase the
pressure in the system, and the other is to decrease the temperature. The pressure increase is
limited by the maximum pressure or burst pressure of the aircraft tank and cannot be increased
significantly. The maximum pressure varies between 1.45 and 2.75 bara in previous investigations
[26, 95].
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However, reaching the saturated liquid at maximum tank pressure entails disadvantages due
to reduced density and increased tank volume (see Section 4.1). Also, the pump would
require a higher power to provide the pressure increase. Therefore, subcooling LH2 is the
more suitable choice for better aircraft performance. Thus, the tank’s pressure can be kept
low during the refuelling process, preferably at the safety-relevant minimum pressure of 1.2 bara .
Figure 3.10 shows the isenthalpic flow or state change just described due to the pressure loss of
a pipeline system. Due to the conversion of energies, the temperature at the inlet to the tank
rises to 20 K. Alternatively, in other words, LH2 must be cooled to 19 K after the pump. Thus,
there is still a subcooled fluid at the tank inlet conditions, which has the significant advantage
that the entire mass flow delivered by the pump also flows into the tank as a single-phase fluid,
and no losses occur due to vaporisation.

Figure 3.10: Effects of temperature and density of a real compressible fluid on pressure losses
due to friction; showing an isenthalpic change of state from the storage tank pump
to the aircraft tank
A detailed breakdown of the energy and power required to implement this method is determined
in the following section. Table 3.3 shows the previous steps, based on Figure 3.10, from the
storage tank to the inflow into the pipeline system. Isentropic compression and isobaric cooling
are assumed as changes of state for the calculation. The pumping capacity has already been
calculated in Section 3.3.2. For the refrigerator, an electrical power of 13.38 MW for a mass
flow of 20 kg/s follows for the cooling of LH2 that it enters the tank at a temperature of 20 K
under a pressure of 1.2 bara . This cooling capacity corresponds to an additional energy input
of 666 kJ/kg LH2. Considering the energy input of 210 MJ/kg for the production of LH2, this
additional energy input of 0.32 % is reasonable because, on the one hand, it ensures a single-phase
liquid and, on the other hand, because a densification process takes place.
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Location
Storage Tank
Pump
Refrigerator

Pressure p
bara

Temperature T
K

0.12
10.0
10.0

20.9
21.3
19.0

Table 3.3: Pressure and temperature conditions from storage tank to refrigerator
Subcooling to 15 K instead of 19 K would mean an energy input of 0.79 % compared to the
210 MJ/kg. Thus, LH2 would arrive at the tank inlet with a temperature of 16.3 K and a
density of 74.89 kg/m3 . A detailed explanation of the advantages of densification can be found
in Section 4.1. However, further subcooling of LH2 is no longer possible under the single-phase
region’s condition since a fraction of H2 then freezes, and SLH2 is formed. The use of SLH2 is
not considered further, however, because other problems then become more relevant.

Effects of Two-Phase Flow on Refuelling
In the previous considerations of the refuelling process and the flow through pipes, a single-phase
flow’s essential requirement is always fulfilled. However, if the tank pressure is too low and/or
the fluid’s temperature is too high (according to vapour pressure curve), a two-phase flow is
formed. Two-phase flow is characterised by a vapour content of x > 0. In an isenthalpic flow,
the vapour content must increase to keep the energy of the flow constant. In other words, this
behaviour means that part of the LH2 vaporises to fulfil the isenthalpic change of state. The
energy required for the vaporisation process is dissipated by the liquid phase, resulting in a
lower temperature. A liquefaction or densification system ultimately uses this process to cool,
which can be applied through a negative Joule-Thomson coefficient. Boeing [147] specifies a
flash vaporiser as a way to cool warm LH2 in the deck hose. In the intentional or unintentional
application of a two-phase flow, the disadvantage is the decreasing actual LH2 mass flow.
However, it should be mentioned that the continuity equation is still fulfilled, but the vapour
phase takes over a fraction of the mass flow. Due to the density change, the velocity would
increase enormously, which would, however, lead to an infringement of the introduced limitation
in the velocity and simplified Reynolds number. Conversely, Equations 3.29 and 3.31 must also
be observed in the case of a two-phase flow, which leads to a reduced inlet mass flow. Thus, the
liquid phase’s mass flow decreases disproportionately and leads to a considerably longer refuelling
process. By (iteratively) solving the following equation, this phenomenon can be calculated:
h = htank,l · (1 − x) + htank,v · x = const.
ρb =
vavg =

x
1−x
+
ρv
ρl
ṁ
ρb · A



−1

(3.47)
(3.48)
(3.49)

When calculating the actual mass flow rate, considering the defined limitations, a 50 % reduction
in the LH2 mass flow rate of 10 kg/s results even with low vapour fractions of x = 0.022.
Therefore, the refuelling time increases in inverse proportion to the reduced mass flow, which
would revise the statement that refuelling is not on the critical path and has no effect on the
turnaround. A significant increase in operating costs would follow.
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In addition, there is the question of what happens to the vaporised H2 that is fed into the
tank. This GH2 must be recovered, as otherwise, the pressure in the aircraft tank would rise,
which would lead to the undesired temperature increase of the fluid and density reduction, as
described above. Relating these results back to the aircraft design, the volume of the aircraft
tank is determined from these tank conditions, which has a considerable influence on the mass
and hence the performance of the aircraft, see Section 4.1.
However, a high mass flow of vaporised H2 to be removed would be reflected in the recovery
line’s dimensions. High velocities should also be avoided because phenomena such as resonances
and pressure shocks should be prevented to limit the flow-related loads on the components.

3.5 Comparison and Impacts of LH2 to Conventional Jet A-1
Turnarounds
By analysing and designing the refuelling procedure and its feasibility, the following comparison
is made to a conventional refuelling procedure with Jet A-1. Figure 3.11 shows the comparison of
the time required for the refuelling process of LH2 and Jet A-1. The refuelled volume is shown
as refuelled energy in order to make the transported quantities comparable. In a theoretical
consideration, the same fuelled energy of LH2 and Jet A-1 means the same aircraft range.

Figure 3.11: Refuelling comparison between Jet A-1 and LH2; considering time influences
before (purging, chill down) and after (purging) the refuelling process
The diagram shows the entire refuelling process’s duration because the necessary processes before
and after the actual refuelling are included by shifting the curves to the right. It can be seen
that the processes in which no mass flow is delivered take more time with LH2. Therefore, the
time required by Jet A-1 is shorter for small quantities. This effect is due to the additional
time required for cooling down the lines and any purging that may be required. Due to the H2
refuelling system’s design compared to the maximum volume flow of Jet A-1, the gradient on
the x-axis is almost the same. Assuming that LH2 is fed into the upper part of the aircraft tank,
the volume flow is not reduced compared to Jet A-1.
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Due to the different procedures of LH2 and Jet A-1, the intersection of the same refuelling
energy results after 11.5 min with one Jet A-1 hose and 20.5 min with two hoses. To classify
these results with purging, the refuelled mass of Jet A-1 with one hose after 11.5 min corresponds
to 8425 kg and with two hoses after 20.5 min to a mass of 39,180 kg. For comparability, the
horizontal dashed lines are drawn as maximum tank capacity for an A320 and A350 in
Figure 3.11.
It is thereby evident that in a refuelling process with the maximum fillable volume, LH2 has
a time advantage. With smaller volumes and hence shorter ranges, on the other hand, the
refuelling times are similar. To better analyse this behaviour, three scenarios are presented
in the following section through a Gantt chart. The conservative approach is chosen that the
purging process must occur to the full extent. For the use of a clean break disconnect, the time
duration of 3 min can be deducted from the results. The different scenarios handle different
refuelling masses and an aircraft configuration with tank pods on the wings.
Figure 3.13 shows the Gantt chart for an A320-like aircraft refuelling at the maximum tank
volume. Here, the previous hypothesis applies that the aircraft have the same efficiency and
performance and can fly the same distance with identical amounts of energy. As a result, the
mass of LH2 can be determined by the ratio of the calorific values. It follows that the H2 mass
is lower by a factor of 2.8. A time advantage of 3 min is shown with the Gantt diagram in
Figure 3.12 when refuelling Jet A-1 the equivalent energy amount.

Figure 3.12: Gantt chart for Jet A-1 refuelling of 15,000 kg with one deck hose; initial volume
flow of 1800 l/min

Figure 3.13: Gantt chart for LH2 refuelling of 5350 kg
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In contrast, scenario 2 compares a refuelling volume for a 500 NM mission. Figure 3.14 shows
the Gantt diagram for this purpose. Due to the small volume, the advantage of LH2 is no longer
present, but the refuelling time is in the same order of magnitude. Based on the findings from
Section 2.4, the advantage in refuelling time is of no benefit, since in most cases, refuelling is
not on the critical path of the turnaround. In other words, an extension of the refuelling time
by a few minutes would not lead to any noticeable effects of the turnaround process.

Figure 3.14: Gantt chart for LH2 refuelling for a 500 NM mission, excluding reserves; fuelled
mass of LH2 1000 kg; corresponding refuelling time for 500 NM mission of Jet A-1
is 7 min
The previous consideration of the refuelling time is independent of the aircraft configuration and
the position of the LH2 tank in the aircraft. In scenario 3, the comparison of the refuelling time
for a 1500 NM mission of an aircraft with the tanks mounted at the wings will be investigated.
A comparable aircraft configuration can be found in Silberhorn et al. [129]. The comparison
will be between the possibility of parallel refuelling with one pod connected to feed the other
pod and the possibility of sequential refuelling. Figure 3.15 shows the Gantt chart for parallel
refuelling in this comparison situation.

Figure 3.15: Gantt chart for parallel LH2 refuelling for a 1500 NM mission, excluding reserves;
fuelled mass of LH2 2500 kg; corresponding refuelling time for 1500 NM mission
of Jet A-1 is 10 min
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Figure 3.16: Gantt chart for sequential LH2 refuelling two podded tanks; refuelling for a
1500 NM mission, excluding reserves; fuelled mass of LH2 is 2500 kg
In sequential refuelling, where the pods are filled consecutively, the refuelling process takes 11 min
longer than in the parallel case, see Figure 3.16. This difference is because each sub-process in
the refuelling has to be performed twice, and the vehicle has to drive around the aircraft once.
The refuelling process for a 1500 NM mission on Jet A-1 would take 10 min with one hose.
Considering the special aircraft configuration, the refuelling process in sequential operation
takes 12 min longer than Jet A-1. The parallel process, on the other hand, takes 1 min longer
than Jet A-1. However, in the parallel refuelling process, the cooling time is independent of
the pipe’s length between the pods. This assumption is only valid if this connecting pipe is
short or kept at cryogenic temperatures permanently. However, the case of a required cooling
in the refuelling process cannot be appropriately considered, as the chill down time’s analytical
solution is independent of the pipe length, see Section 3.2.3.

Cash Operating Costs of Liquid Hydrogen Fuelled-Aircraft
An extension of the refuelling time due to a particular LH2 aircraft configuration can therefore
occur. However, as described in Section 2.4, the effects on the turnaround will only be weak.
As a result, a change in the refuelling time has only a minor effect on the aircraft’s utilisation.
Conversely, the profitability of the aircraft and thereby the market existence hardly changes. In
Figure 3.17, this finding is illustrated by the COCs. It becomes clear that for longer turnaround
times, there is no linear correlation on the COCs. In connection with the flight range, it can
be seen that the influence of the turnaround time on the costs decreases with increasing flight
range. This behaviour is due to the application of the stochastic values from Figure 2.20. A
longer turnaround time does not affect the utilisation or costs for longer flight distances since the
aircraft can compensate for the delay during the flight. For short-haul flights, this compensation
is only possible to a limited extent, as the turnaround time accounts for a much larger percentage
of the available time.
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Figure 3.17: COCs for a 180-passenger aircraft versus the turnaround time; additional
dependence on the flight distance and by differentiating the energy carrier from
LH2 or sustainable aviation fuel
To classify the calculated COC values, the costs for a comparable aircraft with sustainable
aviation fuel produced renewably by PtL are plotted in Figure 3.17. The curves of the different
energy sources behave in the same way, but there is an offset between them. This is because
PtL requires more energy for production, and thus the fuel price is higher. The price for LH2 in
this diagram is assumed to be 29.15 EUR/GJ and for PtL 35.6 EUR/GJ [130]. Thus, the 22 %
price difference between the fuels is only reflected in the COCs in a weakened form.
Due to the low fuel price, LH2 has an advantage when considering the COCs. However,
considering the DOCs, in which capital costs are also taken into account, would lead to PtL
causing the lower costs. This is because the development costs for an LH2-powered aircraft
would increase significantly compared to PtL.

3.6 Losses and Cost Adaption Due to Refuelling With Liquid
Hydrogen
The losses that occur during the refuelling process should be minimised. However, these
losses cannot be avoided and impact the fuel costs of LH2, as additional quantities are fed
that cannot be used for the flight mission. There is a differentiation of losses between the
refuelling variants and the refuelling process, which are broken down and analysed below to
determine the fuel price’s impact. However, the price increase is based purely on the additional
energy consumption and helium or hydrogen consumption. Capital expenditures (CAPEX)
and operational expenditures (OPEX) are not considered, as they are strongly dependent on
utilisation and quantity delivered.
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The fuel price is based on an analysis of the energy required to produce the fuel by Silberhorn
et al. [130]. This investigation results in a LH2 price of 29.15 EUR/GJ. This analysis makes
it possible to compare different energy sources regardless of density or calorific value. The
conversion of the energy price results in a mass-related price of 3.5 EUR/kg LH2. Including
other literature sources, this results in a price range for possible fuel costs of LH2 of 1.0 to
5.7 EUR/kg [130, 91, 36]. A detailed investigation for the LH2 price is not made due to the
different production assumptions, such as the location, the process and the energy price.
As a result, losses of LH2 caused by chilling and vaporisation can be added proportionally to
a refuelling operation on the fuel price. In addition to these direct losses of LH2, there are
also the costs that have to be incurred to transfer the fuel. These influences include the power
consumption of pumps or the gas’s cost in a pressure feed system. When a purging process is
executed, the cost of the inert gas must also be considered.
To include the electricity price in the costs independently of location, the electricity price is
based on the fuel price and the energy required to produce LH2 in an environmentally friendly
process. As defined in Section 2.1, renewable LH2 requires specific production energy of
210 MJ/kg LH2. With the fuel price of 3.5 EUR/kg LH2, the electrical energy price results in
0.0167 EUR/MJ or 0.06 EUR/kWh. Therefore, this electricity price is the origin of the further
calculation of the costs that arise from the consumption of electrical energy to be able to refuel
LH2. The helium required for the refuelling process is assumed to have 22 EUR/kg in the
following cost calculation [150].
The following list shows the fixed costs that are accrued per refuelling procedure and are
independent of the vehicle type:
• 0.3 kg of helium is required for pressurisation as part of the purging process per refuelling,
resulting in costs of 6.6 EUR
• The evacuation of the pipes as the second part of the purging process requires a vacuum
pump with a power of 10 kW. There is a cost of 0.0135 EUR per refuelling
• The chilling down of the pipes is estimated to produce an evaporated quantity of 12.4 kg
of H2, which results in a cost per refuelling of 43.4 EUR (without recycling)
The independent, fixed costs per refuelling cause a price increase of 0.29 % a refuelling quantity
of 5000 kg LH2. In contrast, the price increases by only 0.08 % when the vaporised H2 is recycled
in a liquefaction plant.
The additional operational costs for the distribution system, which are also independent of the
vehicle type, i.e. independent of pipeline or fuel truck, consist mainly of the pump and the
pressure system and keeping the tank pressure constant:
• The pump at the storage tank requires energy of 16.3 kJ/kg for feeding. This performance
results in costs of 1 EUR for pumping 5000 kg LH2
• A vaporiser with an electrical power of 140 kW is needed to maintain the pressure for a
mass flow of 20 kg/s. This consumption results in additional costs of 0.6 EUR for a delivery
of 5000 kg LH2
• The vaporised LH2 for pressurisation amounts to 29.1 kg LH2 for a delivery of 5000 kg.
These losses, therefore, result in additional costs of 101.5 EUR (without recycling)
• Considering the cooling of LH2 in the refrigerator, which is necessary to produce LH2 as
a single-phase fluid, there is a cost increase in the fuel price of 0.32 %
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These variable costs for feeding from the storage tank increase the fuel price by 0.59 % without
recycling the vaporised H2. With recycling through a liquefaction plant, a price increase is
associated with the liquefaction energy of 0.09 %.
The dependent refuelling costs depend on the refuelling method and therefore differ according
to the refuelling vehicle.
For a pipeline system with a dispenser as a refuelling vehicle, there are no further costs for
refuelling LH2. The dispenser causes no losses and requires negligible electrical power.
There is a wide variation in additional costs for the refuelling truck due to the large number of
possible systems that can be used. In principle, all trucks with a compressor and a high-pressure
tank to store losses have an electrical cost of 3.78 EUR for refuelling of 5000 kg of LH2. In the
following section, the possibility of using a pump on the fuel truck to deliver LH2 is considered
first:
• The pump in the refuelling truck has a power of 148 kW, which means a cost of 0.62 EUR
for a delivery of 5000 kg. This value is lower than the pump on the storage tank because
less pressure head is needed
• Three possible methods are conceivable for maintaining the required pressure in the vehicle
tank so that the pump can operate without cavitation:
1. The pressurisation of the tank with helium causes additional costs of 540 EUR in the
conservative case and 324 EUR in the optimistic case. The different variants depend
on the calculation method; see Section 3.3.1
2. Taking into account a vaporiser, additional costs of 86 EUR will arise without reuse.
With the recycling of the vaporised H2, costs of 13 EUR arise.
3. Pressurising with GH2 from pressurised bottles costs an additional 24.5 EUR to
52 EUR depending on the calculation method, see Section 3.3.1
Therefore, the fuel costs for refuelling with a tank truck and a pump increase between 0.09 %
and 3.09 %.
The second way to feed fuel into the aircraft is through a pressure feed system. This system
also differs in the choice of pressurant:
1. Tank pressurisation with helium costs between 1285 EUR and 2180 EUR
2. With the pressurisation with GH2 from bottles, costs of 101.5 EUR to 206.5 EUR arise
The pressure feed system thus results in a price increase of LH2 between 0.11 % and 12.45 %.
Following only the maximum and minimum increase in fuel costs are represented as follows.
The minimum increase includes no purging and the lowest cost for each method. The maximum
increase, on the other hand, includes a purging operation. Table 3.4 shows the methods with
the maximum and minimum price increases.
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Fuelling method
Pipeline dispenser system
Refuelling truck

Subsystem

Pump feed
Pressurised feed

Minimum increase
%

Maximum increase
%

0.45
0.54
0.56

1.20
4.92
13.62

Table 3.4: Price increase of LH2 depending on refuelling method; split into minimum and
maximum fuel price increase related to the purchase price of 3.5 EUR/kg LH2
In conclusion, the pipeline dispenser system has the lowest operational costs, neglecting the
investment costs. A refuelling truck solution is therefore also reasonable if the losses are
recovered by intermediate tank storage. Otherwise, the high losses are not sustainable. From
these results, for the airport infrastructure can be concluded that in a transition phase, fuel
trucks are a reasonable choice because the operating cost is not significantly higher, and the
investment cost is considerably less. Conversely, if there is a large daily demand, a pipeline
system will be cheaper. This variety creates a trade-off between low capital cost and higher
operating cost for a fuel truck system and high capital cost and low operation cost for a pipeline
dispenser system. However, this break-even point will not be investigated further.
Nevertheless, it must be mentioned that the purging operation accounts for only 0.04 % of the
increase. The helium price has the highest uncertainty because helium is only available in a
limited amount. Thus, the recycling of helium is significantly important to establish LH2 as a
fuel.
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4 Impact of Liquid Hydrogen on Aircraft
Design
The scientific findings from the refuelling process and the thermodynamic aspects can be
transferred to the overall aircraft design. In the following chapter, these effects will be further
investigated and analysed. The calculation of the required tank volume based on different
assumptions will be discussed. Subsequently, consequences for using pumps are explained, which
selection influences the tank and fuel system. Simplified losses during a flight mission can be
derived from these conditions. Thus, the distinction between vaporised and vented hydrogen
becomes relevant. The difference between a gaseous and a liquid hydrogen feed is worked out to
determine the required performance for feeding the engine. This distinction takes into account
the use of available and expendable energies. For a possible operational scenario for H2 aircraft,
where the return flight is to occur without refuelling, the convertible range is calculated over
the ground time. This scenario does not include ground support at the intermediate airport.
In the last section, the prevention of venting by ground support and the vented hydrogen’s safe
handling is elaborated.

4.1 Liquid Hydrogen Tank Volume
The tank volume calculation is an essential task for the aircraft design, which serves to verify
the available mass to fly a mission. In contrast to Jet A-1, where the tank is accommodated in
the wing without significant effort, this implementation can only be realised with considerable
losses in LH2. This difficulty is because the tank cannot be vented to ambient pressure
during a flight, resulting in a noticeable pressure difference at cruising altitude. Due to the
increased pressure difference, the wall thickness and the tank’s weight depend on the ratio of
the volume to the surface area. This ratio is lowest for a sphere, making a long thin cylinder,
as it could be installed in the wing, too heavy. Consequently, the aircraft tank should be
spherical or in the shape of a cylinder with a low length to diameter ratio. Due to these
regularities, a different type of aircraft configuration is created that allows LH2 to be used as fuel.
The tank volume can be determined by summing up the following volume requirements. The
usable tank volume can be calculated from the block fuel mass and the density of LH2. The
block fuel mass corresponds to the required fuel mass at the design point of the aircraft. The
other necessary volumes included in the tank volume are called allowances by Brewer [26].
These allowances include the volume for the ullage, boiloff, trapped and unusable fuel, internal
equipment, and the tank’s contraction due to the coefficient of thermal expansion. In the space
application, these individual volumes are grouped into subcategories. However, these are the
same variables that have to be taken into account for the volume calculation. The following
formula can be derived after Huzel et al. [70] and Brewer [26]:
Vtank = VLH2 + Vtrapped + Vlosses + Vullage
(1 + allowance)
Vtank = mLH2 ·
ρLH2
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(4.1)
(4.2)

4.1 Liquid Hydrogen Tank Volume
Depending on the source, the allowances vary between 3 and 10% [143, 26, 70]. Therefore,
the density of LH2 is the decisive parameter for the tank volume. By understanding the
thermodynamic properties, three calculation methods for the tank volume in the aircraft can
be derived.
The first method calculates the tank’s volume with the density on the saturated line, see
Figure 4.1, with the maximum tank or venting pressure. This approach is the most conservative
method to determine the tank volume because the density of LH2 is the lowest at this point.
However, it must be mentioned that a higher tank pressure does not imply a lower density of
LH2. Conversely, a higher tank pressure does not automatically mean a larger tank volume, but
rather that only a conservative approach has been chosen.

Figure 4.1: Density of LH2 over pressure for short term storage; difference between saturated
and subcooled conditions
In the second optimistic method, the density is determined based on the minimum tank pressure
and the saturated state, see Figure 4.1. In space travel, except SpaceX, this calculation method
is used. This approach with the density as a function of the minimum pressure as a saturated
liquid can be explained using the loading procedure, see Section 2.3.2. After the tank is almost
filled, the pressure is reduced to the minimum pressure, resulting in a saturated liquid in
thermodynamic equilibrium through vaporisation. However, this flash vaporisation takes time,
which must be included in the time before liftoff, see Figure 2.14. According to Ring [115], the
order of magnitude of the time needed to reach equilibrium is 10 to 15 min, but it is a function
of the refuelling system and the vehicle’s venting system. In contrast to this short duration,
Stroman et al. [140] states more than four hours until thermodynamic equilibrium is reached.
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This behaviour shows the reason why the first method is a conservative approach to determine
the tank volume. Usually, the liquid should not warm up because it has adverse effects on
the pump. The approach of Verstraete [152] and Winnefeld et al. [158] to select the
density at equilibrium at maximum tank pressure, therefore, proves to be impractical. The
statement that a higher tank pressure will also lead to a larger volume is only correct in the
theoretical approach if equilibrium would be reached at maximum tank pressure. This chapter
shows that this condition must be prevented and therefore has no relevance in the aircraft design.
In the third variant for determining the density, a realistic approach is chosen. Here, the
density is determined from the actual tank and refuelling conditions. Conversely, this means
that a subcooled liquid also belongs in this variant. Due to the subcooling, LH2 is not in
equilibrium and is therefore not in a saturated state. As a result, as described in Section 2.1.1,
the density becomes a function of pressure and temperature, and LH2 must be treated as a real
compressible fluid. The statement that the fluid is always on the saturated line is therefore not
valid.
The advantage of densification (subcooling of the fluid) is to increase the density. SpaceX uses
this advantage in Falcon 9 by refuelling with subcooled liquid oxygen. This effort reduces the
tank volume, which has a similar snowball effect on the mass calculation [157, 15]. Furthermore,
the refuelling procedure changes. The launch of the rocket follows immediately after the
completion of the refuelling. As a result, there is no replenish and topping procedure as for
the Space Shuttle. Instead, the rocket is launched after reaching the desired fill level called
Load and Go. In other words, the time between the end of the refuelling process and the
rocket launch must be kept as short as possible to prevent the liquid from heating up. The
liquid does not vaporise immediately due to heat input, as is the Space Shuttle case, since the
sensitive heat must be provided first. Furthermore, the fluid’s subcooling offers advantages for
pump cavitation because the temperature at the pump inlet is reduced. Therefore, the vapour
pressure also decreases, which means an increase in the NPSH value [157, 101].
In conclusion, it can be summarised that the choice of density for calculating the tank volume
can be determined with three methods. The first two methods differ mainly in their dependence
on the pressure in the tank. The third method refers to the actual tank and refuelling
conditions, where the additional variable of temperature is also taken into account. Hence, in
aircraft design, one method can be chosen for the design depending on fidelity and uncertainties.
Table 4.1 shows values for the density of LH2 for the three methods. In method two, which is
used as a reference value, LH2 has a density of 70.15 kg/m3 . This results in an 9.59 % reduction
in density than method one with a pressure of 3.5 bar. Compared with method three and the
realistic refuelling conditions, an increase in density of 1.45 % or 4.55 % results depending on
subcooled level.
However, the different methods for determining the density of LH2 require conditions to be
implemented in the aircraft design. When designing an aircraft using the Breguet range equation,
the actual tank conditions are not relevant, and methods one and two can determine the tank
volume. Due to this fidelity analysis at Level 0, the uncertainties are significant, making a
conservative estimate of the tank volume more reasonable. For example, method two can be
used in the design mission, and method one can be used in the recalculation task for shorter
ranges to derive sensitivities.
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Method

Pressure p
bara

Temperature T
K

Density ρ
kg/m3

Deviation
%

1
2
3

3.5
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2

25.28 (saturated)
20.86 (saturated)
20.00 (subcooled)
18.00 (subcooled)
16.30 (subcooled)

64.01
70.15
71.17
73.34
74.89

−9.59
0
1.45
4.55
6.76

Table 4.1: Density and density variation of the different determination methods for density
and tank volume; extensive consequences for the overall aircraft design as 15 %
differences can occur
In contrast, Method 3 with realistic tank conditions requires an accurate non-equilibrium
thermodynamics model. For an aircraft mission calculation in which the flight envelope is
calculated, the tank model must determine the thermodynamic state variables as a function of
several variables. Hence, a distinction between subcooled and saturated liquid is possible. Due
to the non-equilibrium thermodynamics, the model must also represent a stratification of the
fluid in combination with a heated gas phase in the ullage. A corresponding thermodynamic
model can be found in Daigle et al. [40], Osipov et al. [107], Vietze [154] or Ring [115].

4.2 Realistic Tank Conditions
The calculation of a flight envelope with realistic tank conditions requires a thermodynamic
non-equilibrium model, as described in the previous chapter. This modelling shows the tank
pressure and temperature history over the flight time, which the simplified analysis in Section
4.3 cannot resolve. This analysis allows a distinction to be made between vaporised and vented
H2.
The investigation in Section 4.4 describes the necessity of feeding a single-phase fluid to the
high-pressure pump. The avoidance of a two-phase flow can be ensured, as described in Section
2.1.2, by the installed pump’s characteristic in combination with the pressure conditions at
the pump inlet. A fundamental distinction must be made between the two types of pumps.
The first option is a pump with a defined NPSHc value, for which an excess pressure to the
saturated line must be present to pump mass flow without cavitation. The second option is
a pump that requires a Zero-NSPH value. In other words, the liquid in the tank can be at
equilibrium and thereby on the saturated line.
However, the two pump variants have extreme effects on the tank system, as the NPSHc pump
requires a subcooled liquid in every flight condition. Figure 4.2 shows this behaviour through a
condition flight box. The horizontal distance between the saturated line and the condition box
shows the NPSHc value of the pump. By re-dimensioning the LPFTP of the SSME, a NPSH
value of 26 m must be present or expressed by the overpressure to the saturated line of 0.18 bar.
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Figure 4.2: Realistic thermodynamic tank conditions adapted from Mustafi et al. [97];
simplified process for maintaining the subcooling level through isothermal
pressurisation and isobaric heating for low-pressure pump inlet requirements
Due to the heating of the tank contents by the heat input (isobaric), the tank condition
moves closer and closer to the limitation. This process can happen after initial pressurisation
(isothermal). However, this limit must not be exceeded. Otherwise, damage and pump failure
could occur, as described in Section 2.1.2. This condition can only be prevented if the tank is
pressurised again. This re-pressurisation establishes a subcooled liquid again, and the NPSHa
is greater than the NPSHc . However, due to the pressure increase, where a heated gas is
introduced into the ullage, the liquid in the tank can heat up further again, which would lead
to further pressurisation. This process can also be expressed in terms of energy levels. Due to
the pressurisation, the total energy in the tank increases, which over time is converted into the
fluid’s internal energy and, as a result, heats up. Hence, this effect is continuously amplified,
which leads to considerable problems in the tank design. The maximum pressure in the tank
must therefore be significantly increased. To be able to provide a sufficient distance to the
saturated line at the end of the flight. However, when the maximum pressure is increased, the
tank becomes heavier, leading to the aircraft’s performance losses.
In contrast to an NPSHc pump’s other required systems, a Zero-NSPH pump does not require
the pressurisation system. Due to the characteristics of this pump, see Section 2.1.2, it can
feed a saturated liquid. The main advantage of using this pump is that it is unnecessary to
know the tank conditions exactly. Furthermore, no non-equilibrium thermodynamics model
would be needed. This is mainly because the fluid always wants to be in the equilibrium state.
After all, it has the lowest energy level. This advantage is used by Brewer [26] and Airbus
[10]. This application eliminates all the problems associated with the use of an NPSHc pump.
Using a Zero-NSPH pump is consequently a progressive technology variant that makes LH2
aircraft much more economical and easier to implement in aircraft design. Problematically, a
Zero-NSPH pump still has to be developed according to Airbus [10].
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For the feasibility of LH2 aircraft, this problem could become a show stopper in selecting the
pump. The required subsystems for an NPSHc pump, the mass estimation of which has not
yet been carried out, combined with the mutually amplifying process of pressurisation and the
resulting maximum tank pressure increase, have not been sufficiently researched. Disregarding
the different pump technologies in principle would be grossly negligent and risky.
Therefore, using an NSPHc or a Zero-NSPH pump is more of a consideration in the overall
aircraft design and a decision for a Technology Readiness Level (TRL). The use of Zero-NSPH
pumps has already been tested in space research, and their functionality has been proven [138].
Physically, however, a two-phase flow must be present at the pump inlet due to the acceleration,
which is converted into a single-phase flow (subcooled/ compressed liquid) by the impeller’s
pressure increase. However, this process describes precisely the characteristics of cavitation,
in which vapour bubbles implode and lead to considerable damage, see Section 2.1.2. The
space application of Zero-NSPH pumps only requires a few minutes’ service life, whereas an
aircraft should function perfectly for 400-600 flight hours until A-Check without maintenance.
Consequently, a transfer of research results from space flight to aviation is questionable, as the
operating time increases significantly.
Suppose that Zero-NSPH pumps from space applications, characterised by high rotational speeds
and a low mass, are not feasible. In that case, it may be possible to fall back on heavy, slowly
rotating pumps that do not tend to cavitate. This creates a trade-off between the respective
system masses and thus the resulting aircraft performance expressed in profitability.

4.3 Simplified Influences on Tank Pressure During a Flight Mission
The thermodynamic modelling of the tank interior requires, as described in Section 2.3.2, a
method where non-equilibrium thermodynamics can be taken into account. The liquid fraction
in the tank should be understood with stratification to be able to consider hydrostatic effects.
Also significant in the modelling is the property of the mass flow taken to feed the engines.
The pressurisation system, be it helium, GH2 or an vaporiser, also influences the contents’
behaviour in terms of pressure and temperature in the gaseous or liquid fraction.
However, this complex behaviour with multiple variables is fundamental for a reliable system
and aircraft design with H2. Nevertheless, simplifications can approximate an estimate of the
losses that occur and the energy requirements during a flight mission. During the flight, the tank
pressure varies due to heat input and fuel extraction. For the prediction of the pressure change,
Lin et al. [85] assume a homogeneous model, which assumes thermodynamic equilibrium in the
tank:
dp
1
δu
=
· ρ
dt
V
δp
" 

 #−1 "
ρ

ρg
· Q̇ − ṁ · ∆hv · x +
ρl − ρg

!#

(4.3)

This formulation results from the application of the first law of thermodynamics and the
continuity equation. Winnefeld et al. [158] introduce this approximation for aircraft
applications, and Millis et al. [95] use a similar approach for modelling the tank pressure.
By assuming thermodynamic equilibrium, the tank content is on the saturated line, which
means that the extracted mass flow in Equation 4.3 depends on the vapour content and the
vaporisation enthalpy.
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Lin et al. [85] describe that the experimental data, however, deviate from the model equation by
a factor of 2. This deviation can be explained in that the tank content is not in thermodynamic
equilibrium, and thus there is a temperature difference between the ullage and the fluid. In
other words, the fluid is subcooled, and the temperature of the gas in the ullage is above the
saturated vapour line of the corresponding pressure.
Since this complex thermodynamic behaviour cannot be transferred to just one equation, a
further simplification is made to determine the losses or heat inputs for constant tank pressure.
By assuming that the tank pressure remains constant during the flight mission, the pressure
term’s time derivative is omitted dp
dt = 0.
This simplification also revises the statement that a factor of 2 must be introduced to represent
the pressure change with time. Besides, the derivation of the internal energy is omitted. Thus, for
a given mass flow, which serves to supply the engine, the required heat input can be calculated to
keep the tank pressure constant. The mass flow is taken from the flight envelope. The following
equation results from this:
ρg
Q̇ = ṁ · ∆hv · x +
ρl − ρg

!

(4.4)

Since the previous equation model assumes the extraction of a saturated liquid and the enthalpy
difference also corresponds to the enthalpy of vaporisation, more general modelling is introduced.
In this model, the enthalpy difference corresponds to the enthalpy of GH2 that is not on the
saturated vapour line subtracting the enthalpy of a subcooled liquid. The density term on the
right-hand side, depending on pressure and temperature, also corresponds to the enthalpy values’
properties and not of the saturated vapour line and saturated liquid line. This definition allows
the temperature in the ullage to be varied, which is close to the behaviour of non-equilibrium
thermodynamics. Equation 4.5 results from this modelling:

Q̇ = ṁ · (hg − hl ) ·

ρg
ρl − ρg

!

(4.5)

This equation can also be derived from an isochoric change of state in which a liquid phase
is withdrawn from the tank, and a quantity of the liquid phase is vaporised and returned in
gaseous form. The isobaric behaviour can also be expressed by a constant volume where a
gaseous fraction replaces the liquid fraction. Figure 4.3 shows the amount of heat required for
a constant pressure of 1.38 bara over the flight time. Here, the heat quantities differ by the
returned gas temperature, reflecting the value of the enthalpy difference and the density ratio
term since all variables are a function of pressure and temperature.
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Figure 4.3: Required energy input to aircraft tank for constant tank pressure with the variation
of ullage gas temperature; flight envelope for a 180-passenger aircraft over an
800 NM mission
The dependence of the heat input on the extracted mass flow or the flight phase can be seen. It
should be particularly emphasised that the heat flow only has to be introduced into the tank’s
system boundary and is thus independent of the type of energy flow. It can be concluded from
this that the heat input can either enter the tank from outside due to environmental influences
or be introduced by electrical work (e.g., heat exchanger). Conversely, this energy input must
take place in order to keep the tank pressure constant. The integration of the heat flow over the
flight time results in the required energy of a mission. This energy, which has to be introduced
into the system boundary, can be converted into a mass of LH2 by the enthalpy difference, which
has to be refuelled additionally but cannot be used. Consequently, this unusable mass or volume
must be included in the calculation for the tank volume. In this context, the loss of LH2 means
that this mass remains in the tank and is not vented but cannot be used.
Conversely, the required heat flow can be traced back to a heat transition coefficient or insulation
thickness. Hence, depending on the flight envelope, an optimal insulation thickness would
result as a function of the mass flow. For example, the optimal thickness varies from 5 cm
during take-off with the maximum mass flow to 20 cm of insulation foam during cruise flight.
The horizontal dashed lines in Figure 4.3 are drawn as examples of insulation thickness. The
environmental heat flow into the tank would consequently reduce the electrical work required
to keep the tank pressure constant. In other words, the integration between the required energy
flow and the heat flow through the insulation gives the required additional energy.
The loss mass of LH2 is shown in Figure 4.4 over the returned gas temperature of H2. In
addition, the other variable of the flight distance is shown in this diagram, which shows a more
significant loss at longer flight distances. It is also apparent that a lower gas temperature means
a larger loss mass. This behaviour can be explained using the ideal gas equation: A higher
temperature at constant pressure and volume means a lower mass. The behaviour of the heat
flow in Figure 4.3, on the other hand, shows that a lower temperature requires a higher heat
flow to keep the pressure constant. This coherence can be explained by the enthalpy difference
and density term, which has a non-proportional behaviour of the temperature.
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Figure 4.4: Vaporised LH2 quantity for a constant tank pressure over the flight mission;
dependence on the gas temperature in the ullage and the flight range
In summary, these findings are relevant due to the simplified approach in that they represent
the possible limits of losses through simple modelling. In reality, the ullage temperature will be
in the temperature range shown in Figure 4.3 and 4.4. In this modelling and approach, however,
it must be added that no interaction at the phase boundary layer has been considered. This
omission is relevant because the temperature difference and the non-equilibrium thermodynamics
cause an interaction between the ullage and the liquid phase.
Condensation and vaporisation are not considered by the simplifications and would have a
significant influence at higher gas temperatures. As a result, the loss mass would increase
again at higher temperatures, unlike shown in Figure 4.4. Conversely, there is an optimum
gas temperature for which a minimum amount of loss occurs. As already mentioned, a
thermodynamic model must be used for the actual behaviour that takes all effects into account.

4.4 Feeding Hydrogen From the Tank to the Power Source
The transport of H2 from the aircraft tank to the power source can, in principle, be accomplished
in two ways. The power generation can be directly combustion in an engine or catalysis with
the oxidiser oxygen to produce electrical energy. The two types of use differ primarily in the
pressure level, which is 2-5 bar in the case of fuel cells [25] and around 50 bar for the combustion
in jet engines [26]. In both variants, however, GH2 is fed in, which means that the stored
LH2 must first be vaporised and accordingly requires a specific temperature to keep system
efficiency high. A temperature of 260 K is present in a combustion engine when injected into
the combustion chamber [26]. Therefore, the question now arises how the transport from the
tank to the consumer can be designed to realise the energy supplier’s boundary conditions.
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In principle, feeding in a liquid or gaseous phase is possible in both cases. To enable a
comparison of both variants, an isentropic pressure increase by the pump and an isobaric heat
input for the heat exchanger by enthalpy differences can be considered in a simplified way. The
starting point for both considerations is liquid storage in the aircraft tank in the subcooled
region with a temperature of 20 K and pressure of 1.5 bara .
Two system designs are conceivable to meet the inlet conditions of the fuel cell. One is to
directly take the gaseous phase in the ullage from the tank and deliver it. With this variant, a
vaporiser is needed in the tank to keep the pressure up and constant. Therefore it is possible
in principle to use a pressure feed system, in which the tank pressure is increased until the
pressure difference can take over the transferring. This option will not be considered in the
thesis because it implies a heavy tank.
The second option for a fuel cell is when the pump feeds a liquid phase, which a heat exchanger
then vaporises. Using the isentropic enthalpy difference, the pump’s specific energy or electrical
power can be calculated to reach a pressure level of 5 bara . Subsequently, the differential
temperature to the inlet conditions must be compensated by a heat exchanger.
However, comparing the two options for feeding a fuel cell is only possible to a limited extent.
With a higher tank pressure and gaseous delivery, the pressure can build up through the
self-pressurisation of hydrogen, which in this respect does not require any electrical power. In
contrast, pump feeding requires electrical power but is characterised by a lighter tank. This
circumstance means that the comparison for feeding a fuel cell can only be applied to the
overall system design, including power, efficiency and mass.
For the combustion of H2 in an engine that generates thrust directly, two delivery options are
conceivable, similar to those for a fuel cell. In both variants, a low-pressure pump installed near
the tank delivers LH2. The pressure head by the low-pressure pump only has to compensate
for the pressure losses due to friction reaching the engine. Close to the engine, the combustion
variant differs in two possible subsystems. First, a high-pressure pump can compress the LH2
to the desired pressure level, which is then vaporised in a heat exchanger and heated to the
desired inlet temperature. The advantage of this arrangement is the adept use of the waste
heat from the engine jet, which is available and can be used. In the second option, the order
of the system components is reversed. First, the LH2 can be vaporised and then compressed
to be injected into the combustion chamber. The advantage of this arrangement is the free
positioning of the heat exchanger and high-pressure pump. Both components can thus also be
placed close to the tank, which means that transport to the consumer takes place in gaseous
form instead of liquid form.
Table 4.2 and 4.3 illustrate the respective electrical energies and heat quantities for both
variants with isentropic compression and isobaric heat input by enthalpy differences. It should
be emphasised here that the total amount of energy is the same for both variants, verifying the
calculation method. However, the main difference lies in the type of energy required to meet
the engine’s boundary conditions. For gaseous transport, the amount of heat required decreases
significantly compared to liquid transport. In contrast, the electrical energy for compression in
the pump increases to the desired pressure level.
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Process

p1
bara

T1
K

p2
bara

T2
K

isentropic
isentropic
isobaric

1.2
5.0
50.0

20.00
20.17
22.06

5.0
50.0
50.0

20.17
22.06
260.00

∆h
kJ/kg

P
kWel

Q̇
kWheat

4.91
61.58
3806.87

0.98
35.19
-

761.37

Table 4.2: Arrangement: liquid low-pressure pump, liquid high-pressure pump, heat
exchanger/vaporiser; isentropic and isobaric change of state for the consideration of
the required power, divided into electrical power and heat input
Nevertheless, in consideration of the overall aircraft design, there is a massive difference in the
feasible delivery of the energy type. In the liquid transport of LH2, only a fraction of electrical
energy of the total energy is required compared to the gaseous one. Most of the energy required
is thermal energy, which is already available in the hot exhaust gas stream and has been unused
ever since. The generation of electrical energy in the aircraft is complex and costly and reduces
the engine’s efficiency.
Process
isentropic
isobaric
isentropic

p1
bara

T1
K

p2
bara

T2
K

1.2
5.0
5.0

20.00
20.17
143.19

5.0
5.0
50.0

20.17
143.19
260.00

∆h
kJ/kg

P
kWel

Q̇
kWheat

4.91
1989.05
1879.40

0.98
375.88

397.81
-

Table 4.3: Arrangement: liquid low-pressure pump, heat exchanger/vaporiser, gaseous
high-pressure pump; isentropic and isobaric change of state for the consideration
of the required power, divided into electrical power and heat input
The sums of the required energies from Table 4.2 and 4.3 are equal. On the one hand, this
realisation shows that the variable is a state variable since the result is independent of the
process path. On the other hand, that both methods are theoretically feasible because the
thermodynamic boundary conditions are met.
Hence, GH2 transport finally does not make sense since such electrical energy quantities are not
available. The existing synergies are not used by utilising the heat in the exhaust gas jet. All in
all, for the combustion of H2, a transport of LH2 by a low-pressure pump, high-pressure pump
and subsequent heat exchanger is preferable. For fuel cells operating at a lower pressure level,
both variants, gaseous and liquid transport, are possible.
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4.5 Operation Scenario for Return Flight Without Refuelling
Due to the cryogenic temperatures of LH2, there is always a heat input into the aircraft tank
because of the temperature difference to the environment. The amount of heat flow depends on
the quality of the insulation. Two possible insulation variants are conceivable for aircraft design:
vacuum insulation combined with multilayer insulation or microspheres and foam insulation.
Besides, the structure of the tank wall in an integral or non-integral tank must be differentiated.
More detailed investigations can be found in Brewer [27]. Therefore, the insulation quality
also determines the time until H2 has to be vented, which is referred to as dormancy time. The
effects of typical foam insulation with a heat input of 30 W/m2 on a possible aircraft operation
for a return flight without refuelling is investigated in the following. For comparison purposes,
a H2-powered and a conventional Jet A-1 aircraft with 180 passengers and a design range of
1500 NM are considered. Table 4.4 summarises the Top Level Aircraft Requirements (TLAR)
and Table 4.5 the resulting characteristic aircraft properties.
Parameter

Value

Design range
Cruise Mach number
Take-off field length
Landing field length
ICAO Aerodrome Reference
PAX (Single Class Design)
Mass per PAX
Alternate distance
Loiter time
Contingency

1500 NM
0.78
1900 m
1600 m
Code C
180
95 kg
200 NM
30 min
3%

Table 4.4: Top Level Aircraft Requirements for the comparison of different energy sources

Parameter

Jet A-1-Aircraft

LH2-Aircraft

65,133
39,959
57,969
59,481
0.290
600
15,054
17.5
0.0481
2.079
272.7

68,057
47,716
65,716
66,216
0.308
563
3266
16.7
0.0174
2.087
301.3

MTOM
OEM
MZFM
MLM
Thrust to weight (MTOM)
Wing loading (MTOM)
Max. fuel mass
L/D
SFC
SEC
Design block energy

Table 4.5: General data of the aircraft
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Unit
kg
kg
kg
kg
−
kg/m2
kg
−
kg/h/N
MJ/h/N
GJ

4.5 Operation Scenario for Return Flight Without Refuelling
It becomes evident that the LH2 aircraft has an extended fuselage due to the LH2 tanks, and
the glide ratio is consequently lower than that of the Jet A-1 aircraft. Nevertheless, the Specific
Energy Consumption (SEC) of the engines is approximately the same, making a comparison
possible due to the same technology assumptions.
To evaluate the possible scenario of an outgoing flight followed by a return flight without
refuelling, the influence of the ground stay time at the landing airport is examined. Figure 4.5
shows the result of this analysis. The abscissa shows the ground stay time, reflecting the time
difference between reaching the parking position and the push back for the return flight. The
ordinate shows the single operation range, flown in each case for the outgoing and return flight.
The horizontal lines are the ranges that can be performed with a Jet A-1 aircraft. The single
operation range is independent of the time spent on the ground since no Jet A-1 vaporises.
The upper and lower horizontal lines are differentiated by a case distinction in the boundary
conditions, titled Scenario 1 and 2.

Figure 4.5: Single operation flight range over the ground stay time; ground time defines
environmental heat impact and losses of LH2; return flight without refuelling to
enable high flexibility
In scenario 1, an alternate of 200 NM is accounted for on the outgoing and return flight. This
means that it is possible to switch to an alternate airport on the outbound flight and return to
the original airport without refuelling. Furthermore, this scenario provides for an alternate on
the return flight.
In contrast, scenario 2 does not provide for an alternate on the outgoing flight. This operation
is possible because the aircraft tank is fuller than required for the one-way flight anyway.
Hence, in a non-feasible landing, the aircraft could simply fly back to the airport of origin.
The difference between Scenario 1 and 2 is that in Scenario 1, even if the flight is to an alternate
airport, the flight home is still possible, and an alternate airport can be approached again at
the destination. In scenario 2, on the other hand, another alternate airport is no longer possible.
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For the LH2 aircraft, the range decreases with increasing ground time. This behaviour is due
to the environmental heat impact, which leads to vaporisation and thereby to a loss of LH2.
In this approach, the tank pressure is vented to 1.2 bar after reaching the parking position,
resulting in a saturated liquid. The penetrating heat flow is directly transferred into a latent
heat by this procedure, which leads to a direct vaporisation and no sensitive heating. As a
result, the H2 remains cool according to the saturated temperature with a pressure of 1.2 bar.
For the return flight, the tank must be pressurised to compensate for the pressure drop due to
the required mass flow in take-off.
To consider the influence of the ambient temperature at the airport, the single operation range
is plotted for the International Standard Atmosphere (ISA) with 15 ◦ C and a temperature of
ISA+25 with 40 ◦ C. This indicates that the ambient temperature has only a minor influence
on the range and that this means a 7 % shorter flight distance after a ground time of 24 hours.
The small influence is due to the proportionality of the temperature difference between ambient
temperature and LH2 temperature on the heat flow. The increase in temperature difference is
only 9 %, which reflects the shorter flight distance.
In conclusion, this flight operation is feasible with LH2 as fuel. In the case of a night flight ban,
which would mean a ground time of 6 hours, a 10 % shorter range would be the result compared
to Jet A-1. This slight loss in flight distance offers the advantage of extended flexibility, as only
the take-off airport has to provide refuelling of LH2.

4.6 Vaporisation Prevention and Handling
The loss of LH2 harms performance and utilisation in the aircraft design. This behaviour is
mainly because the tank’s proportions must be oversized to take the losses or unused portions
into account. In Section 4.5, these losses are quantified by a reduction of the range. Therefore,
a methodical approach can be applied, which in the primary case provides for the avoidance of
venting and a direct loss, and in the second case for the safe handling of H2, which must be
vented.

Prevention of LH2 Losses
Using a refrigerator makes it possible to avoid heating and vaporisation due to the environmental
heat impact. However, the cryocooler only cools the liquid marginally and is not to be confused
with liquefaction. Therefore, the cryocooler can remove the penetrating heat flow out of the
tank’s system boundary again. For aircraft design, two quantities are substantial, the ratio
between electrical power and heat flow defined as the specific power (reciprocal of COP) and
the mass related to the electrical power or heat flow.
A single-stage cryocooler operating at a temperature of 20 K has a specific power of
450 Wel /Wheat and a weight to power ratio of 0.0419 kg/Wel [37]. In contrast, Milles et al.
[95] gives a specific power of 34.4 Wel /Wheat and a weight to power ratio of 0.0539 kg/Wel .
Furthermore, Deserranno et al. [44] used a cryocooler with a specific power of 61 Wel /Wheat
and a weight to power ratio of 0.0621 kg/Wel . This variance in variables shows the different
levels of efficiency of the systems. A factor of more than ten also indicates different technologies
that are applied.
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Hence a trade-off between efficiency and mass has to be made, to be able to classify this
substantial discrepancy and the specific key numbers from Milles et al. [95], Deserranno et
al. [44] and Colozza et al. [37]. The resulting values for typical foam insulation of 30 Wheat /m2
and a tank volume of 70 m3 , which together correspond to a heat input of 2600 Wheat , are
tabulated in Table 4.6.
Source

Mass
kg

P
kWel

Colozza et al. [37]
Millis et al. [95]
Deserranno et al. [44]

49,023
4820
9675

1170
89
159

Table 4.6: Comparison of different cryocoolers in terms of mass and power required for an
environmental heat impact of 2600 W
The significant variance in the results reflects the uncertainties in the technology and the
development. In contrast, the efficient variant only requires an electrical power of 89 kW, which
could be provided during a mission. Nevertheless, the mass increases significantly to 4820 kg
due to the efficiency gain. Thus, installing in the aircraft is only possible through considerable
weight losses, which can also be used by better tank insulation.
The required electrical power and mass take on large values for all cryocoolers. In comparison,
with vacuum insulation, the heat flow into the tank could decrease significantly, which would
allow the use of the cryocoolers again. Nevertheless, the vacuum insulation makes the tank
heavier, which results in an optimum between heavy tank insulation, cryocooler and required
dormancy time.
Another possibility is to have the refrigerator on board of the aircraft but only through the
terminal’s power supply. This way, the electrical power would not have to be taken from
the engines during flight, reducing their efficiency. However, carrying this extra mass is
questionable, as performance is degraded. To nevertheless take advantage of a cryocooler when
stationary and thus eliminate the losses of LH2, a portable cooling unit can be used. This
additional ground vehicle is connected to the aircraft to generate a cycle of LH2 and thus cool
it. This system has no sensitive mass limitation and can be designed with high efficiency to
keep power requirements low.
There are two additional possibilities to prevent the problem of H2 venting. Consideration of the
vaporisation rate and the resulting pressure build-up can be included in the tank pressure design.
Thereby, the dormancy time can be extended so that only H2 vaporises during a flight mission
but does not have to be vented. However, this procedure poses a problem of snowball effect
in the mass calculation of the aircraft design. Finally, a compromise must be found between
maximum tank pressure and required dormancy time, as well as the loss due to venting.
A further possibility to vaporise only small amounts is the refuelling of subcooled LH2. As
already examined in Section 2.1.1, the subcooling first causes sensitive heating of the fluid
before vaporisation occurs. This energy conversion results in a time advantage until the heat
flow has heated the subcooled fluid to a saturated state:
Qtank = Qliquid
q̇tank · Stank · t = m · (hsaturated − hsubcooled )
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This simple calculation (mLH2 = 4500 kg, q̇tank = 30 W/m2 , Stank = 87 m2 ) over the enthalpy
difference results in a time interval of 4.7 h until LH2 subcooled by ∆T = 1 K, at constant
pressure, reaches the saturated state. The period can be scaled approximately linearly with
larger subcooling. However, with this estimation, the simple calculation is based on the
assumption of constant pressure in the tank. In reality, this condition is only fulfilled if the tank
is constantly vented. Due to the venting, GH2 escapes from the tank, which must be evaluated
as a loss. On the other hand, vaporised hydrogen cannot be used for combustion, making this
estimate more realistic. This calculated time cannot be used as dormancy time because of the
venting, but it offers a first indication of the enormous advantage of subcooled LH2.
The prevention of H2 venting can be delayed by the variants shown but not avoided without
considerable effort. The temperature difference always creates a heat flow, which can be
compensated for by using a cryocooler in case of a vacuum insulation, which leads to
more flexibility in the operation of an LH2 aircraft. However, the use of a cryocooler is
disproportionate when considering energy consumption.

Safe Handling of Vented Hydrogen
The venting of H2 into the environment is only possible under consideration of the safety
regulations from Section 3.1. The primary explosion protection with the avoidance of a
hazardous explosive atmosphere is in focus and observed. In this section, the venting of H2 is
to be considered independently of the cause to verify possible variants. The options for the safe
venting of H2 differ fundamentally in whether the vented H2 can still be used or is released into
the atmosphere without being used.
The release of H2 without use can be done in three different ways. In the first variant, H2 is
released into the environment without further treatment. For reasons of explosion protection, it
must be ensured that H2 and ambient air are mixed at the transition point so that the volume
fraction of H2 remains below 10 % of the LEL (0.4 %). This procedure can be implemented,
for example, with a chimney on the tailplane or the ground vehicle. In the second variant, the
H2 can be mixed with air in a venturi tube and then catalysed to heat in a passive catalytic
converter [46]. This process originates from the automotive industry [80], see Section 2.3.1.
Furthermore, in the third variant, the H2 can be burnt through a nozzle. It is ensured that no
explosive atmosphere can develop in all variants because the H2 has reacted and therefore is
below the LEL.
Reuse of vaporised LH2 that has to be vented can be implemented by an Auxiliary Power Unit
(APU). In this case, the H2 is not vented to the environment but used to generate electrical
power. The type of APU is independent, but a fuel cell is a suitable option. However, classical
combustion is also possible. If necessary, the fuel cell can also be implemented as a ground
unit. By the recovery line of the refuelling vehicle, the GH2 is fed.
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The refuelling process was in focus as a potentially critical factor of LH2-powered aircraft,
which could significantly reduce economic efficiency. An extended turnaround caused by safety
issues or a longer refuelling time would reduce utilisation and increase the cost of operating an
aircraft. Short-range aircraft, where the ground time has a much greater impact on utilising
the aircraft, are therefore in focus and have been investigated in more detail.
For a conventional aircraft with Jet A-1, the turnaround has been investigated in terms of
the time influence of the individual ground handling services. By analysing the critical path,
which defines the longest time sequence of processes, the influence of refuelling was analysed.
The findings of this investigation show that by parallelising the refuelling and de/boarding of
passengers, the refuelling process does not lie on the critical path and has no influence on the
turnaround time. Only under the condition of a half service with a low-cost airline does it
become apparent that refuelling could become critical with very short turnaround times of less
than 18 min.
To be able to compare the refuelling operations of Jet A-1 and LH2, the delivery of Jet A-1
has been examined for limitations. The velocity in the fuel line is limited by the static charge
and the ignition hazard by a build-up of electrostatic energy. These restrictions relate to a
simplified Reynolds number and velocity, limiting the volume flow and consequently the mass
flow. These relationships result in an optimal hose diameter. The refuelling personnel must
manually lift the deck hose to the underwing adapter, which creates a limitation in the mass.
Therefore, an increase in the hose diameter is not possible. This results in two hoses which
have to be connected to the aircraft instead of one for a faster refuelling process. For long-range
aircraft, a second refuelling vehicle is also involved.
The safety-relevant aspects were first examined in order to be able to assess the refuelling
process with LH2. The avoidance of a dangerous explosive atmosphere results as the primary
measure to ensure safety. This precaution must be implemented due to the low ignition energy
of 0.017 mJ since preventing a spark with this low energy is not feasible. To prevent an explosive
atmosphere in the fuel system, it must have an overpressure to the environment of at least
0.2 barg . The system must be designed to be technically sealed in the long term, which prevents
H2 from escaping. For these reasons, parallel refuelling of LH2 with passengers on board is also
possible, as with Jet A-1.
In contrast to Jet A-1, the refuelling process of LH2 requires additional process steps in order
to perform the refuelling. However, the positioning and removal of the refuelling vehicle are
the same as with Jet A-1. Since a human influence limits Jet A-1 because the mass of the hose
must not increase, for LH2, a semi-automated system is introduced that takes over the docking
manoeuvre. This type of system is already being studied and used in the automotive industry.
The boom can be controlled remotely, or an autonomous system takes over the control. The
next step is the connection with the aircraft, which can be realised with two different disconnect
types. These disconnects differ in need for purging with an inert gas. When using a Johnston
disconnect, a purging process is required to prevent oxygen from entering the system due to
safety considerations. The purging process is carried out by evacuating the hose with a vacuum
pump and then pressurising the hose and the connection with helium. Helium should always be
used when the fluid temperature is below 80 K. All other substances, such as nitrogen, freeze
at 20 K and can only be used with a process change.
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The second option is to use a clean break disconnect, where no spillage occurs, and no ambient
air enters. This eliminates the need for purging, which has a time advantage. Afterwards, a
section of the line that has reached ambient temperature must be chilled down again. The
chill down process’s temporal influence was determined with the help of the heat transfer of
the Nukuyiama curve. The heat capacity of the pipe is converted into heating of LH2. This
conversion finally leads to evaporation and must be regarded as a loss. To keep the thermal
load caused by the resulting temperature gradients in the tube at an acceptable level, only a
reduced mass flow of 3 kg/s is used for refuelling during the chill down process. A recovery line
is needed to discharge GH2 again in order to keep the tank pressure constant.
The actual refuelling process of LH2 is carried out with a mass flow rate of 20 kg/s. To be able
to draw a comparison with Jet A-1, the respective mass flows correspond to the same energy
flow of approximately 2100 MJ/s. However, this first possibility for determining the mass flow
does not consider the dimensions of the refuelling hose. To be able to relate the flow regime
and thus the dimensions of the hose to the mass flow, a comparison was made with the Space
Shuttle refuelling process. The comparison of dimensionless parameters is essential, as they
are independent of the actual size and material properties. Therefore, a comparison of Jet
A-1 and LH2 in dimensional quantities is also not meaningful. The space shuttle comparison
thus results in comparable limitations as for Jet A-1. However, the Reynolds number is not
limited due to no electrostatic charges and is thus two orders of magnitude larger. This results
in limitations in the simplified Reynolds number of v · d = 2.35 and the velocity for short tube
sections of 15.5 m/s and longer sections of 8.0 m/s. The inner diameter of the refuelling hose is
6 in, and the inner diameter of the recovery line is 5 in.
After refuelling the required amount, a purging process must be carried out again, depending on
the disconnect. The line can then be disconnected, and the refuelling process ends. In summary,
the previous and following processes (without refuelling) require 9 min for a Johnston disconnect
and 6 min for a clean break disconnect. The time breakdown is divided into positioning and
connecting (2.5 min), purging (1.5 min), chill down (1 min), refuelling (depending on volume),
purging (1.5 min) and disconnecting and removing (2.5 min).
During the refuelling process, it is necessary to consider an isenthalpic flow to avoid two-phase
flows. A too low tank pressure combined with a too warm temperature of LH2 creates a vapour
fraction, which reduces the actual liquid mass flow and increases the refuelling time. This
problem can be avoided in two ways, subcooling the liquid or increasing the tank pressure.
However, increasing the tank pressure is limited due to the tank design, so subcooling LH2 to
19 K after the storage tank was favoured. The subcooling causes a non-equilibrium, as the
vapour pressure curve is a function of temperature.
The implementation of the fuelling process at the airport was worked out with two possible
infrastructures. The principle of not causing direct losses by venting H2 and helium has been
followed. For low quantities of LH2 per year, which could apply for a transitional phase, a
refuelling truck is a solution that entails low investment costs. The refuelling truck is a simple
system with a low probability of failure. With additional systems on the truck, such as a
compressor and an additional gas storage tank where vaporised H2 and helium can be collected
and recycled. The refuelling truck has a volume of 70 m3 LH2, with which a short-range LH2
aircraft can be fully refuelled. Due to the limitation of the volume of a refuelling truck, a
pipeline system is more advisable for long-range refuelling aircraft. A dispenser can also refuel
long-range aircraft regardless of the volume and is the second option. The boom of the dispenser
and refuelling truck can be constructed like a deicing vehicle, which is already semi-automated.
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The different refuelling methods and their implementation result in a fuel price increase of
0.45 % to 13.62 %. The price increase differs according to the refuelling process, i.e. with
purging or without, the ground vehicle used, as well as the feeding method and the use of a
recycling process. As a summary, it can be said that refuelling with LH2 is possible, and the
refuelling time is in the same order of magnitude as Jet A-1. For small refuelling quantities
for short ranges (500 NM), there is an advantage for Jet A-1 because additional procedures
are needed with LH2. On the other hand, there is an advantage for LH2 for larger refuelling
quantities, especially for short-medium-range aircraft, because, unlike Jet A-1, two feeding
hoses are not required for refuelling.
Based on the findings of the refuelling process and the thermodynamic properties of LH2,
three calculation methods have been derived to determine the tank volume of the aircraft. The
methods differ in the density used, which determines the volume for a given mass. This results
in a conservative method (1), in which a saturated liquid at the maximum pressure of the tank
determines the density. The second optimistic method determines the density of a saturated
liquid at the minimum pressure (2) of the tank. This methodology is used in space programmes
such as the Space Shuttle. The third method, which uses actual tank conditions to determine
density, is also the most accurate. A subcooled liquid, which entails densification and increased
dormancy time, can be interpreted as the practical method (3). In this method, the conditions
apply when flowing into the tank and are thus essentially dependent on the refuelling and
the previous handling of LH2. SpaceX uses this method for the Falcon 9 with liquid oxygen.
Method 1 and Method 2 do not require detailed considerations to be applicable for aircraft
design. However, for the meaningful use of Method 3, non-equilibrium thermodynamic tank
modelling must be used to obtain the correct conclusions.
The delivery of LH2 from the tank to the engine requires a low-pressure pump, a high-pressure
pump and a heat exchanger to inject LH2 into the combustion chamber at the proper boundary
conditions. With this fuel architecture, only a small amount of electrical power is required for
the pumps. The waste heat from the propulsion unit can be used for vaporisation. However,
gaseous delivery from the tank to the engine is not practical, as the compressibility of GH2
requires much more electrical power than liquid feeding. The waste heat from the exhaust gas
jet is not fully utilised. However, for the operation of fuel cells, gaseous delivery is also possible
because the pressure level is much lower.
For pumping, there are two ways to achieve a single-phase flow. Thus, the Net Positive Suction
Head (NPSH) value of the pump sets the boundary conditions in the tank for the pressure
level in combination with the liquid temperature. For a cavitation-free pump, a positive
NPSH value must be present at the pump inlet as used in rocket engines. The positive NPSH
value corresponds to an overpressure to the vapour pressure curve, which is dependent on the
temperature and can be referred to as the level of subcooling. Refuelling with subcooled LH2 is
helpful due to the increase in density, the dormancy time and the lower pressure level because
the vapour pressure decreases. Therefore, the pressure in the tank must be above the saturation
pressure during the entire flight duration, whereby the tank system and the pressurisation
system, respectively, are dimensioned. The pressurisation system can be a vaporiser or an inert
gas, as used in aeronautics. For the aircraft design, an additional mass must be taken into
account and an increase in the maximum tank pressure to maintain the necessary condition at
the end of the flight. This effect is problematic because the liquid temperature rises due to the
environmental heat impact and the pressurisation and thus amplifies each other.
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The second option is to use Zero-NSPH pumps, which can pump a saturated liquid. However,
the problem with this application is that cavitation and two-phase flow occur in the pump inlet.
The long-term consequences, such as cavitation erosion and damage to the pump, could occur,
especially with many flight cycles in aviation. In addition, pressure oscillations and unsteady
flows can occur, which influence a constant engine thrust. Nevertheless, the use of Zero-NSPH
pumps has a far-reaching impact on aircraft design, as no pressurisation system is required.
Therefore, answering this question is essential which should be done in future work.
In order to prevent H2 from being vented, a refrigerator can be used in principle. This
avoids evaporation and consequently a pressure increase in the tank. However, implementing
a cryocooler in an aircraft is only possible to a limited extent since the energy requirement
and the mass of this system are considered too high. Only with very strong insulation, the
installation in the aircraft is conceivable. However, it is possible to use an external mobile
cooling device to prevent evaporation on ground.
Nevertheless, if the tank pressure rises to the maximum and venting can no longer be prevented,
the H2 must be removed, taking into account the safety-relevant aspects. The H2 can be reused
by a fuel cell to generate electrical power. If this is not possible, the H2 can be catalysed by a
catalyst to avoid an explosive atmosphere. Other options for safe venting include combustion
or mixing with air in a venturi below the explosion limits.
A possible application of an LH2 aircraft, in which the return flight is carried out without
refuelling and no ground vehicles are available for cooling, has been worked out. In this case,
the range of the aircraft decreases linearly with the ground time. In the case of a ban on night
flights and a ground time of 6 h, this results in a 10 % reduction in range for an aircraft with
180 passengers and foam insulation of the tank.
In conclusion, it can be said that the refuelling procedure with LH2 is feasible. The refuelling
procedure complies with the applicable safety standards and hence has no impact on the
turnaround. A time comparison with Jet A-1 shows that refuelling with LH2 in most cases
takes less time, as other boundary conditions apply to the refuelling rate. The turnaround at
the airport can be performed by a fuel truck or a pipeline dispenser system without generating
direct losses. Understanding the thermodynamic properties leads to three calculation methods
of the tank volume, the choice of the pumping system and the influence of an environmental
heat impact.
For the transition phase, in which Jet A-1 and LH2 aircraft are used, combining a Hybrid
Hydrogen aircraft is also conceivable. In this outlook, the advantages of both fuels are used to
design an environmentally friendly aircraft that flies the mission with LH2 as fuel and keeps
the available space in the wing for Jet A-1 to carry out the reserve mission. This allows the
LH2 tank to be smaller and the mass of Jet A-1 in the wing reduces the wing root bending
moment, which reduces the structural mass of the wing. This combination enhances aircraft
performance and lowers costs. However, an engine has to be developed that can use both fuels
without significant loss of efficiency.
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